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UBJECT Political. Situ /m ion. -Italy. -

\ S.e %m ! r 1st -October 1st... *

From ii No.. 34? Date 0etoVr> i S |., 1?14. , ^mt.

Replying to O. N. i. No.--— Date ,w$%.

1. Beginning at tno first of September! the Italian
newspapers have been agitating the people to ar on Austria,
The papers began lly, but soon $ a strength In their 3c-

tndSt fin eoon as reports same o r
' German reverses before Paris

and or .-.any defeats or the Austrian** the war s :uirit spread so
that nightly demonstrations orylnj r war an

-
; down with Austria

took, place in the several large down Iowa squarea - especially
in front of the Austrian Embassy*

2. As the goth of September drew near, the anniversary
of the entn »f the Garlbaldinians into Home, the Government
became very anxious. It r"as first decided that no parades of any
*ind would be per it ted on that date, but the journals were
strongly in fewer of the usual observan.ee of this anniversary
arc it was finally decided to permit the usual ceremonies. In

e meantime Home was being crowded with t roups.

5. On Saturday;, the 19th, a Cabinet meeting was held
and instead of calling out five more classes to the colors,
as was generally predicted, the Cabinet authorized a large ex-
penditure for public works elth the hope that the large amount
of work thus given to those made iole by the war, would quiet
the ever increasing popular cry for war.

4. On the 80th of September, the usual parade ai

eeches too* rlace, but after the ceremony the pitch of feel-

infs of thousand! broke loose and charged frantically all over
Rome, remor strati ons were made at several points an ny en-
counters tooK place with the troops and the moal of the mob ,

-

the Austrian Embassy coul not be reached, as thousands o :
' troops

ruarded every possible entrance.

5. notwithstanding the demonstrations, the Oovernment
feels, however, confident that their hands will rot be forced

by their political enemies, and that Italy will regain tru^ to

her neutrality.
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From:Lt.Col.R.H.Lane,U.S.M.C #

To : Haval Attache,

Subject :Beport.

/?*tf

Since Sept .15 Ihave visited Chatham,Crystal Palace, Shorncliffe
Camp, Folkestone, Dover,Deal Canterbury and Aldershot.

2 .At Chat am and Dover it was impracticable to enter the dock yar
yards, these places were strictly closed tenthe public. I Wa8 denied
adnission to the Marine Barracks enclosure at Chatham,which is the
headquarters of one of the divisions of the Koyal Marine Light In-
fantry.

3.AS Deal,which is the Depot of the R»iI.L.I. ,Iwas admitted to
the parade ground of the South Barracks, and there saw sevens: hun-
dred men paraded. These men were mostly recruits under training, hut
all were in uniform, in contrast with conditions at ariay posts I HaVS
visited,where a majority of the men have been without uniforms .These
arines were very well sot up t clean, smart and military, but averaged
very young fand in physique were inferiorvto the array recruits.Espec-
eial efforts are being made to recruit for the light infantry,which
have not been observed in the case of the artillery.

4.The North and East Barracks at Deal were not open to the public
and it was therefore not practicable to inspsct them.However a gener
al idea could be obtained,and this was in effect that the plant was
complete and adequate in all respects for a recruit depot, and that
'he buildings and equipment were in excellent condition.
(5.The uniform of the R.M.L.I.has a strong suggestion of the sailo
^'s uniform.lt is made of the sane blue material, the coat fitting
oos6ly,and the cap is practically the same,barring the corps devices
JhiB is probably due to the changes in the organization of marines
affiliating them more closely with the Havy.

6.Sinee leaving Ostend about the lst.of Sept. ,nothing has been
heard of the brigade of marine j.nfantry, about three theneanfl strong,
until during the last week a letter published in the Times indicated
that this brigade is at the front with the SxpBaitionasy Force.

V.Dover is a light cruiser and destroyer Lase,and possibly of
submarines, although careful observation from available points fallen
to disclose any evidence of anyoThe dock yard ie so situated that
all parts of its water front cannot be seen from available po5.nts
lut while cruisers and destroyers were showing activity no submarine
appeared. The port is strongly fortified, but few of the defenses are
risible ^and all of the heights are closed to the -mblic.The harbor
1b entirely artificial,with two entrances .The northern entrance was
probably closed as it was not used at all,while the southern entranc
• was being used constantly by merchant and naval vessels. ihe lights
on the pier at each side of the soutnern entranoewere kept burning,
and the beam of a search light was kept directly acres* the entrance
luring the night ©Ihe entrance was continuously patroled during the
night and part of teh day by a large tu?.

8. The "brigade of the Royal Naval Division at the Crystal PalMeU
4M reached over 5000 in strength.lt is very popular, there beings
f>Mpetfbh to enlist.The organization has been cianpleted and accord-
ing to report no more men will be acceoted.Ihe men are quqrtered in
some of tali exposition buildings and aleepmin hammocks suspended
froa frames.They were being trained in infantry taotios and in sig<-
naliug.
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9 •Recruiting for the army continues satisfactorily, in the
^sense that men are earning in faster than they can he handled oOvel&B
*600,000 have "been enlisted sine e the "beginning of teh war. Hie inade-
quacies of the recruiting service have "been largely overcome ,and
the work now proceeds smoothly. The t|rmy continues to advertise ex-

Itjensivelyolhe average of recruits is good
t
although many hard looking"

aen are accepted.Theseclatter are offset hy many higher class men wh
who enlist solely from patriotic motives •Considering the strong ap-
peal made to the nation's sense of patriotic duty and to the excess-
ive recruiting efforts^both official and unofficial, it does not appe
ar that the volunteer system will "be adaquate to develop the full
potential strength of the country*

10. Shere is a shortage of uniforms and shelter for the reerui
ts olt is said that the recent falsing of the standard s, physical,
minimum height from & feet 3 inches to 5 feet 6 inches,was made prim
arily for the purpose of checking recruiting temporarily until hot-
ter provision could he made for provision arid training There in a
shortage of c- /r^-rj uit non c oniric si onod offa o: :!.)altorns f

-

for tho training of men. She latter is of less importance at the pres
ent time.

!!•

r-
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Subject Japanese Attitude re America,

NAVAL WAfl COLLEGE,"

RicinvEo
From- ,M>... 72 Da/e potober 2,1914. NQV1QWI*

Turing the last two and a half years the attitude of Japan

towards America, as indicated by the Japanese people generally,

/
has changed in so pronounced a manner that i£ seems desirable

to make a report on the subject, no effort is made to examine

the reasons for this change,nor is it intended to emphasize

either the result of this change or its possible consequences

but the facts seem worthy of serious consideration.

Hiere formerly the rttitude towards America in Japan was

merely not friendly.it has become very unfriendly, "his has been

particularly noticable since the beginning of the ruropean * ar

and since japan declared war against Germany.. This feeling mani-

fests itself in personal and official relations between Japanese

and Americans from the highest Japanese officials to the man on

the street and towards Americans in Uapan of all classes.

The Japanese press devotes much space to American affairs

and distorts and magnifies in a flagrant manner merican of-

ficial actions and the attitude of the American public, all tend-

ing to demonstrate that America is seething with enmity towards

Japan.

A few examples from the press are briefly cited.

Soon after the beginning of hostilities in 'urope^the re-

port (apparently with no foundation) that the American .tlantic

ileet was coming to the Fax 7ast was widely published in the

vern? cula press and apparently credited, ror days many scathing

editorials v/ere written on the subject stigmatizing it a3 but

another illustration of America's unfriendliness towards japan

and as a threat and menace. The fact that the report was prompt-

ly denied was practically ignored.

Just before Japan declared war on Germany, the Japanese press
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very generally published a report that half of the American

troops stationed at Tientsin had been sent to Tsingtao to as-

sist the Germans in defending it against the Japanese. This was

the subject of many more anti-American editorials.

bout this time many absurd and untme reports were pub-

lished regarding the action that , merica was about to take in

aina and towards Japan^ It ir> hardly an exaggeration to state

that many Japanese thought that there was more probability of

•japan's going to war with America than vlfch uermany. Which only

shows the influence of even a "yellow" press on an ignorant

public.

iscussing the America-.. hina arbitration treaty in a very

violent editorial one paper ended by saying that if the treaty

was ratified «)apan should declare war at once^against America.

Several times recently it has been charge* that the Germans

in "singtao were using the wireless of the Saratoga at :--har

ps a means of oommunioation with the outside world in violation

of neutrality. Ho reasons for this charge were given except

merioa's enmity to Japan.

ie sending of armored cruisers by merica to onolulu was

heralded as a threat to .apan, though these cruisers left meri-

ca before war was even threatened

.

merica is pictured as "harboring" uerman merchant 3 hips

in r.anila in direct violation of neutrality, and with knowingly
be

lowing large quantities of coal tc^shipped from there to i;er-

mm men-of-war.

lmost every supposedly unfriendly manifestation on the

part of china for Japan is attributed to raerican influence.

.he most trivial things ;re cited as groso violations of

neutrality. , ne influential paper said "Japan has a right to

put an end to the ten thoxisand times ten thousand indignities

of the alf-r east-Yankee
,

'.rther ezampj.es might be cited,but it is thought that
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the foregoing are sufficient to demonstrate the existence of

e wide-spread anti-American propaganda Is Japan*

hat the examples cited are absurd and trivial in subject-

matter does not detract from their influence on a reading pub-

lic largely ignorant and unsophisticated, private letters and

remarks let fall in conversation show that many Japanese be-

lieve that Japan and America are on the verge of war. This is

confirmed by the opinions of many merican and foreign officials,

business men in the various ports, and missionaries with whom I

have talked.

s for the Japanese attitude towards /.merican officials, it

is not seemly for me to discuss others, but as for myself there

are many evidences of unfriendliness that are particularly

notioable in comparison with the attitude of, say, two years ago.

Of course, Japanese officials frequently at semi-public
dinners and meetings still refer to the "traditional'- . riend-

ship between Japan and America and dwell on the complete harmony

between the two,but these sayings are usually chronicled only in

the foreign press and never reach the Japanese public.

One can not escape the conclusion that .whatever the tra-

ditions may be, at present the feelings of the Japanese towards

America are decidedly unfriendly.

in connection with the unfriendliness of the Japanese, it

is thought advisable to invite attention to the very im-

portant changes in two particulars as regards Japanese inter-

national relations that have been brought about by the events

of the last two months viz:-

(1) The Russian menace in Manchuria has, at least temporari-

ly, been largely removed.

(2) The Anglo- Japanese . llianoe has been revitalized in a

way very satisfactorily to Japan.

The result of these two changes 18 that Japan is freed

from much restraint as regards her relations with America.
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It is not meant from what is said here that Japan desires

or is preparing for war with America, but it is "believed that

Japan consideres her relations with America to contain possibil-

ities of very serious trouble in the future,near or remote, and

with the present temper of the Japanese people and the relative

freedom of action now possessed by Japan, it can not be said

that the situation is free from a certain amount of real danger.

If America should unfortunately become involved in serious

international troubles elsewhere, it is thought that the above

danger would be vastly increased.
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Replying to O. N. I. No. —— Date ————- : ,19

Reference :- Z No. 35? of September *!?, 1914.

The following Statement was made by Caj tain

Nicholson, R.N.* while at the American Legation at t,he Ha#ue

shortly after his rescue and arrival in Holland. Captain

Nicholson had been in command of the "HOiHJE" :-

* Y/e were steaming in line abreast at an Interval
of about 3 miles. Our course was about East which brought
the sun in our eyes and a choppy sea with white caps was
running which added to the difficulty of seeing a periscope.
The g ii .'3 had only Steerage way".

Captain Nicholson added that he would not allow

himself to he caught in the same way again meaning steaming inTs

the sun and a breaking sea at slow speed where submarines were

a possibility.

It appears to be an error in the German official

account that no shots were fired during the engagement. The

"ORESSY" appears to have fired a few shots without effect.

scording to Sn&lls ccounts it Is claimed that

altogether six torpedoes were fired at the -ships. There is a

ssibility of this being true in whioh case the " U 9 " was

•ryin.^ three torpedo os for each of her two tubes in of two

as previously reported.
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WEEKLY POLITICAL REVIEW.

The great "battle in the west — German successes on "both wings
Indian troops in Marseilles — The siege of Antwerp — The east'
ern theatre of war — Injury to German commerce — Prohibition
of payments — Holding out. By Paul Michael is.
Translated from 3ERLIIER TAGSBLATT of Sunday , October 4,1914.

WP»Ji»JW '

' "J ".'WKTWW*

It is hardly an exaggeration to say that the great battle
in the west, whose front extends from Amiens to Verdun, in extent,
number of troops taking part in it, and finally in duration has
never been equalled in the history of the world. Unhappily also
must be added to that that the losses in the fighting which has
now continued through a full month may exceed extraordinarily
any of the bloodiest battles of nations in the past. Along
these hundreds of kilometres of battle line are fighting the
flower of the German people against the sons of the French
nation, supported by the English mercenaries. It would be a
mis judgment of the whole situation and a disparagement of the
performance of the Germans not to recognize that the French
army and to a certain extent also the English have fought gaJLr.
lantly and that the French leading has shown itself to be very
capable. Assuredly the German army has not gained success
easily. In fact, even at this time the resistance of the enemy
is at the best weakened, but not yet broken. It is perhaps
only limited by the degree to which the German troops are
superior to their enemies in military training, physical fit-
ness and moral strength. It is only because these several ad-
vantages together sum up so amply that in the end the invincible
determination of the Germans to succeed must bring final success

Whether one looks to the right or to the left wing of the
Germans, the tangible results lie upon the German side. In the
Argonnes the German troops have gained substantial advantages.
The opening broken through between Verdun and Toul can not be
closed again by the opponents. Several assaults by the French
troops in occupation of Toul, no matter how energetically made,
have always ended in failure. The iron ring around Verdun
draws ever closer and with the fall of this fortification the
advance of our troops on the soil of Loraine towards the west
will be irresistible. The western German wing has not waited
at all for this support from the east. It has long been strong
enough again to throw back the attempts of the enemy to envelop
it and has driven the French troops to the southward of Roye
from their position. Out of the almost north and south direc-
tion of the German right wing, a southwesterly position has
been gained, a proof that the German army has again worked
nearer towards Paris. Whether or not the decision over this .

wide-extended field of action will be further delayed for some
days, we yet may be convinced that the critical weeks have
passed favorably even though after great exertions and that
with a thorough success in this position the prospect of a
favorable solution of the rest of our military problem on
French soil must follow.

If one needs still further proof of the extraordinary ex-
ertion of power as well as for the not less wonderful efficiency
of the German nation, it is to be found in the fact that the
battles on French soil have not in the least hindered us from
taking in hand at the same time most energetically the besieg-
ing of Antwerp. Here also great progress has been made in the
last week. Before the German siege guns even the magnificent
fortification structures of a Brialmont do not stand. Equally
little has the besieged Belgian army the strength to defend
itself by sallies against the attack. Already have some of
the strongest forts of Antwerp been stormed and taken by the
German troops. So far as Antwerp does not border directly on



Holland, it is surrounded by our troops. It can only be a
question of a short time when our heavy guns will bring the
city itself under fire. The end is no longer distant.

And still not enough. Over the wide-spread eastern theatre
of war also the German troops are zealously at work. One must
naturally reckon with the possibility that the two Russian
armies which v^ere beaten in East irussia will attempt to as-
semble again and make a new onset, but that they will come far
is, since the victory near Augustow, not to be feared. And
surely on the upper Vistula, unless everything is deceptive,
the page will soon be completely turned. In any case, the com-
bined operations of the Austrian, and German contingents will
here make a terrible resistance to the powerful Russian forces.
Perhaps in this part also of the widely divided fighting-ground
a decision is not too far away.

That which our opponents are not able to accomplish in
open battle they would like to reach at least through damaging
German commerce. Against German shipping England has insti-
tuted a war of capture of the largest kind and one must admit
that it has been effective in crippling our shipping on the
open sea to a considerable extent. But here also it has been
shown that we do not need to play the part of passive endurance.
Dur fast small cruisers have been zealously active in setting
a thief to catch a thief. What has become known of the doings
of the "Emden" and recently of the "Karlsruhe" may bring the
question quite near to the English whether in their resistance
to the protection of private property on the sea they have not
cut themselves in their own flesh. It is not very different
with the English prohibition of payments to German and Austrian
creditors, "it goes without saying that against the English
procedure a German prohibition against payment will be enacted;
the question here is on which side the damage resulting will be
the greater. Quite apart from the fact the great injury against
honesty and credit in commercial life only too plainly reveals
the real basis of the English conduct of the war. In other
respects, the German merchant has no ground to attach any great
fear to these hateful pinprick tactics on the part of our enemy.
Quite apart from the fact that our commercial and industrial
capacity will uphold itself in spite of it, one may expect that
peace, which must come sometime, will also bring to us full
compensation in a business way. JFor the present, it may be
noted with satisfaction that the English want of consideration
which neither spares neutral powers has considerably increased
the antipathy to England in Scandinavia and Holland, as well
as in Turkey. In the United States of America also they begin
to consider whether they shall longer put up with the tying
up of exportation by England. The more England exerts her
supremacy at sea, so nearer comes the time when the neutral
states will decline to acquiesce in her encroachment.

Certainly the German people must offer unheard of sacri-
fices in this war which has been forced upon them. But they
are resolved to hold out to the end. That the German industrial
classes await with all firmness any future difficulties was
shown by the great demonstration of last Monday in x'hilharmonie.
All branches of German business, agriculture, industry, trade
and handicraft declared themselves to be unanimously resolved
to hold out for a result which should measure with the enormous
sacrifices of this 7/ar and bar out its recurrence. From all
the experiences of the first two months of the war, v. e may be
certain that this purpose will be accomplished in its full embraa*



These have been the subject of an Admiralty order directing

the correction of tie faults.

73 e German submarines did their task well, as even the

British admit.

The number of submarines exployed the British estimate

as high as seven; the German official report states one,

the U 9.

The position of the British Grand Fleet still remains

a source of conjecture. It is certain that the Second Fleet

or at least a large portion of i t is in the Channel based

on Portland. The officers of the EBMB&SRE, which ship has

been lyinp there, verify this.

It would seem folly to keej^ the first Fleet within the

radius of action of the German Submarines which in the later

classes range from 3500 - 2000 miles. Even Cromarty comes

within these radii, and the west coast of Scotland, Lamlash,

would seem to be the most suitable protected anchorage.

An officer of the 7th Bagiment N.Y. has motored along

the shores at Hosyth and Cromarty; at the former he saw only

smaller men-of-war, and at the latter only two or three battl

a

j

Ships.

c
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SUBJECT l..l...|.l..l.I..i..l W A R 1914. NAVAL BATTLE OFF
HELGOLAND, August 38, 1914.

f Additional information

t7 z a/ 379 ^ , October 5vJL214. rn/rcwz M? Date .^.iwi.M»***yWft
.

.

, /P

Replying to O. N. I. No. Date ,19

Reference:- Z-317 of August 31, 1914.
2-336 of August 31, 1914. C$*it. 6 , If I ty
Z-336 of September 14, 1914.

The German small cruisers "STETTIN* and

•FRAUENLOB» were in this action but nothing official has been

given out as to the extent of their participation, nor the

damage received by them.
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SUBJECT SI NRIN a of _.*HELA" by British Submarine.

Z 373 October 5, 1914.
PfOfJl NO. Dttt6 a— ailM iilJUiiilllWIMIJ^WWIBWWWfrag:; JQ

Replying to O. N. I. No. ————— Date—"—~—

—

*—*~ * /9

{ This event was noted in Report No. 340 of Sept. 93, 1914)

The "HULA* had been on night patrol to the

Southward of Helgoland and was returning to her base in the early

morning. A Hamburg coasting steamer was in her close proximity

and a member of the crew states that they saw the submarine or

its periscope and the disturbance caused by the launching of the

torpedo also the submarine^iaking off after firing.

The coasting steamer sounded her whistle to warn

the "HELA* of the attack but it was too late.

Of the "HELA* crew only #eur (4) were lost,

although some were in the water upward of an hour before being

picked up.

/
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SUBIECT EUROPEAN WAR 1914, WITHDRAWAL OP

CRUISERS PR-M PATROL DUTY.
( where Sub j e'e't" to

Submarine Attack )•

From Z No. 374 Date October 5, 1914. , 19

Replying to O. N. I. No. ,..„„,.,...,. Hate
, 19

In report Z-940 of September 93, 1914, it was

noted that the German Navy had stopped placing vessels of

military value, other than torpedo boats, on patrol duty.

It would appear that the English fleet, since the

loss of the three armored cruisers, torpedoed by tt U 9 », has

adopted the same policy.

The Oermans have a large number of fishing

stealers which were taken into the service at the beginning of

the war, mounting a few six-pounders and provided with radio.

Some of these are employed as lookouts off the mouths of the

Jade and Elbe, in the North Sea and some in the approaches to

the Baltic, Kattegat, Sound, etc. Some have no outward

resemblance to their employment, have no guns, and their radio

aeriel is out of the way unless sending. The crew is small and

crew and officers mostly belong to the Reserve and are serving

in their own boats. The number of boats of this sort is hard

to estimate, but is probably^one hundred.

The loss of this sort of boat is a matter of no

consequence. They are slow but that makes no difference as radio

does their work and the cruiser is saved for the work for which

it is valuable.

The fleet must have cruisers when it takes the sea

and the loss of them in patrol duties and cruiser raids had to

be stopped.
In the English patrol of the North Sea approach

to the English Channel the torpedoboat destroyers are on watch,

but the cruisers are no longer back of them. It is probably

that they are in a safe anchorage ready for a radio call in case
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a force should approach the Channel*

Both Germany and England have lost valuable

cruisers without con ionsurate frain.
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EUROPE AH AH- 1914 —

CEBJiAB SHIP YAKDS - ORDEBS.

Z No. 378 October 5, 1914

The Kowaldt Yard at Kiel has received the order

for the new large floating dock , authorized "by the 3udget

for 1914. This dock will have a lifting capacity of about

35,000 tons.

The same yard has received the order for two scout

cruisers (xileine Kreuzer).

In addition to these new orders, the battleship T,

of the 1915 Budget, is on the stocks there.

This yard is working as under normal conditions,

with the exception of the withdrawal of about 100 men. This

is in distinct contrast to the yard of 31ohm & Vos3 where

tie re is at present no German government work in hand. There,

although everything in hand seemed to be in work, the general

aspect of the yard was very quiet, few workmen in evidence in

comparison with ordinary tines. The overseeing personnel

especially, it was said there, had he en withdrawn by the war

in large proportion.
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The anouncmenfc that England will lay mines

in the North Sea, between Lat. 51° 15* , and Lat. 51° 40 S and

Long. 1° 35' and 3° 00', brings a new phase in this war.

Germany has not placed nines in the North Sea

except on the English coast and naturally would not do so as it

is to her interest to favor commerce to her own ports and to

Holland. England, on the other hand, has steadily moved against

commerce being carried on in the North Sea. It is against her

interests.
It is of the greatest importance if warships are

to be saved from mines that the mine searching divisions should

form a specialized and highly developed force constantly drilled

in the claering of approaches to harbors and in lanes over which

the naval forces must pass. Also they must be able to drag the

waters ahead of the fleet at any time for floating mines.

I have heard from various naval sources that the

Mine Laying Divisionsof the German Navy have been kept steadily
»

employed sfcnce the beginning of the war and have rendered

important seri&ee.

The German Navy does not fear that it can be

seriously damaged by English mines laid on their coasts on account

of the constant care and supervision given by the mine searching

divisions.
In addition to the equipment of the mine

searching boats already reported there are certain sections

equipped with heavy fish nets designed for use ahead of the fleet

where floating mines are possibilities.

Numerous reports on the German ;
rin I Searching

Divisions have been forwarded at various times during the past 5

years.
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E U R ? E A n A H 1914. SINKING* OF
tmOUM AUXILIARY CEUISEH "KAISER WIT I PER
QROMP 3Y BRITISH CRUISER "HIGHFLYER"
AUGUST 36,1914.

330 October 6, 1914.

Attached Is a translation of an account of

this action follower* by some reiaarks on the breech of neutrality

involved. A rou#h map of the action and postttan of the "KAISER

WILUFLM J3ER OR0SSE» with respect to the shore is attached.
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.Translation •

THS 3CTP OF THE AUXILIARY CRKISBHS "KAISER V/li::; "- 'T'. 3R.

On the 90th of August the auxiliary cruiser ttKAI3I!R
WILHELM mR OR." laid in the Spanish port Rio del Dro with
two coaling stoausrs alongside of it f while a third Oeman
st r r anchored about 500 metres frou it to the seaward.
The whole crew had been occupied for days with coaling. The
bunkers were not quite half filled when at noon e ie

in sight which proved to be the "Rnr-lish protected cruiser
•HIGHFLYER" The following signals by tteans of saareh-liphts
were exchanged :

English warship:- •HXOKFX.TSR** Surrender**
KAISER T7ILHBLM DER OR* :- Ho answer.
HIGHFLYER*- * I call you to surrender"

•

K.W»B, 9H# :-«Ck*man warships do not surrenders I request
that you respect the Spanish neutraility".

HIOMFLYKR:- • You coal the second tine in this port.
I call you to surrender* If not I will fire
on you at onee tt

»

R.vr. D. OR. I coal her& for the first tine. Moreover
this is a Spanish Blatter**

HXOHytiYBRi- "Surrender at onoe tt *

I*V*ZU <>R» a I have nothinp me**s to say 11
.

frfttOHPLYER* then, about l#l« r.n. opened
fil i . I was answered at Olios by »KAIS£B Wtlti I BS8 &!*•#
The en^a^eiiant was earried on ehili the latter was about

>00 metres fresa the coast at anchor, therefor* within
9 Spanish Jurisdiction* In order to -void unnecessary

loss ef life* ths captain of the auxiliary cruiser erde ed

tl art of the crew which was not usee? at the fighting
stations to pass over tS the coal *1 rn layinp alongside*
also the English crtws of the eaptu ed rnfllsh steamers.*

"' isrs were tree of the auxiliary
ei mti they raoved sot -rd* In the Meantime I
HIGHFLYER" at r

•' iraele tistanae
( oooo metres)* Approaching the cruiser moved fro-i the
eterbo ' to the port eidi "•"

t uxilj srulser
but aovsd far 4

ir ;.wc.y w en si - hit

ittai tent of ebeat i l/^ hours
Wl tl rt 9f *KAI! . • .s*d

for want of unltian* Ri^ht at the beginning of the
fight two ihota it I hold 1 If of the

unitien n "

, i Lth water ana roads
to It i. »ibla« tha ft

ras used upf the eta] taint in srdti* not to 1st * ship
fall into (

, i of th I - ing of
of It* -v .r ans Of i

eartri , wfris placed i poeitloi *re« alss by
o- is Mire dlse rs valve. The G n auxiliary
si iived ten ; i ' 1 rt but did
not sink the ship* Whan the runs ceased firinr, the
•HIOHFI.YKR* also etopred hsr fire an- ai ed to within
3800 itres* After ens recsirsd fire fro ly nw

ieh still had ammunition* the S H eo

firing a^aln« tc esase eon a« the revolving
tn ( fch« is for which >re wae ^ n is nition left)

st ft the firs* The consumption Of lUlition of the

English shlf IS i

**Ain t0 he

about 400 to ooo i
. ie nlttj results* thsrsforsi

ibottt
f end hirh built I ipsi

are very bad*
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When the "KAISER TtlUtShH PER GR.» commenced
to lay over, in consequence of the incoming water, the
crew went into the boats. The captain left the ship as the
last man, when the ship already laid on her side on the
around and when the masts with the battle flags hoisted
on the tops, disappeared under the water • Three cheers
were given from the boats a3 a last greeting and Deutschland,
Deutschland iiber alles " as a parting song.

That portion of the crew which had taken part
in the fight ( besides the captain 7 officers, 3 warrant
officers, 73 petty officers and men) landed in three
lifeb boats on the Spanish coast of Rio -del Oro. The
wounded on improvised stretchers were brought along and
after a march of 2 1/3 hours they arrived at the Spanish
fort.

The English cruiser in the meantime had
approached to within 3000 or 4000 metres to the land and
had lowered life boats which followed the German boats,
but landed only after the Germans had already commenced their
march to the fort. The English boats ?/ere then signalled
back.

The German sailors were made very welcome
by the Commander of the fort. They are now at Las Palmas
in the Canary Islands. The captain of the "KAI32R TCILHELM
PER GR." lauds the oxcell? nt conduct of officers and men

ring the fight*

According to this description the captain
of the Gorman auxiliary cruiser could not have acted in a
more correct and valiant manner than he did, ( Kapitan zur
See ;.Iax Reymann ). The report throws much light upon the
conduct of the English captain which is against all
international law and who ignored all international
regulations in spite of the signals sent by the German ship.
This fits exactly 9 like in a pood many other cases, ii the
English frame,of mind :- Might before right* Y/e can concede
the fact that we Germans are at a disadvantage in this point;
for we have ar- irrestlol* tendency to uprightness and
gentile conduct.

Especial attention must be invited to the
fact that the "HIGHFLYER" after the finishing of the exchange
of signals fires without considering that two other steamers,
were laying alongside of the cruiser and a third, (the
MAGDEBURG* ) in the firinr line. The shell fire of the
•HIGHFLYER* is of course meant for zhc auxiliary cruiser,
but no care is taken that other unarmed ships may he hit. -
fe establish the fact then that the destruction of the
derman ler was not due to the miserable reult of
ten hits, but that the saptain of the ship when seeing the.

inequality and hopelessness of the fight determined to
sacrifice the shii . not desire that the beautiful
ship should fall a prise to the English, nor did he want
to leave the rork of destruction to them. In this manner
the taking of prisoners of war .ms avoided, for we have
read that the English did not land on the neutral soil.

Eow brave the German ere-..' served the guns
to the last may also be seen clearly frc. i report. That

I "HIGHFLYER" waa superior in < 9 a well known
fact.

i
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SUB/ECT INTERNATIONAL LAW. ENGLISH
ARMED MERCHANT SHIPS TRADING TO U.S. PORTS.

Z 379 October 6, 1914.
From No. Date iw Mmm*^********* -

jg

Replying to O. N. I. No. Date ,19

The following statement was made to me

by the Chief of the International Law Bureau of the German

Foreign Office. The words are not exact :-

1. We have heard that the United States has agreed with
England that English armed merchant vessels are to
be permitted to arrive and depart from U.S. Ports*
provided that their battery be placed in a position
for defence, i.e., that the guns are mounted aft
and not forward.

3. Since these guns are mounted at all, they are meant
to be used. If to defend the ship against a pursuing
cruiser it must be expected that the cruiser will
fire back and the passengers of such ships, including
neutrals, will be exposed to the consequence of such
resistance. It cannot be blamed on the pursuing
cruiser that she returns the fire of the ship seeking
to escape, ( it is our duty to do so), and yet the
logical consequences will be the injury hwxx or
destruction of peaceful passengers and the usual
outrcry against German cruelty.

3. If the guns are not to be used in this manner for
defensive ukjcksxxxxx purposes then why are they
mounted at all.
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iSee Paragraph i. Instruct ions of October 31, [900. | » "hf

Subject'. .QffiOllX. reports of operations
: .
by Japanese...flag

officers, German-Japanese war. 2nd instalment.

From %» No.. 71. Date "otohor'6, 1014.

Replying to O. N. I. No... 2T2CXTO: Da/e

(5) Report of Vice 'd::,iral iato, eommander-in-Chief

the 2nd Squadron;*

inoe the proclamation of blockade on the 27th last month

after pros, the enemy to Kiaoohow i$ayf
this squadron with

its main force 9eonred the control of 1 he Jfellow Zea end at

the same time covered the ine transportation of our army;

from the 2nd to the 15th t Member), the Kamimura

13 vision in 00operation with the forces despatched from l:yo-

3un was engaged in o orering the landing of our army on the

northern coast of Shantung Peninsula; during this lie the

two Division Commanders, Toehinai and CItata, • commanding naval

forces lying in front of Kiaoohow say, strictly maintained the

blockade; and the mine lifting division cleared a route to a

new landing plo.ee. Ml these duties have been discharged

fairly well. The aviation division, as has been reported,

made since the 5th this month (September J reconnoitred the

enemy e to time, and ive great assistance, at the

same time throwing bombs and menacing the enemy.

3 has been stated stove, as a cafe rente was a] ^d

by efforts of the mine lifting division in the water adjacent

to the new landing place on the south coast of itung

peninsula, on the 18th a navy landing party ded covered

by the Kamimura Division, which occupied itions drlvin

ay en troop3 lying in the n I b irhood, and then landing

o r .army forces was commenced. rmy tr nsports oai le after

Bother and the work of dis< rking in briskly progressing.

In reporting general features of actions t- ken by this

squadron, I express gratitude for ist influenoe of ;iis

::ajesty, by whloh men-of-war i other vessels under my
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command engaged in various duties in various directions were

enabled to reap the fruit of concerted work and thus to achieve
com

what we planned, overing obstruction from foul weather and

other difficulties, and at the same time I hope that we shall

obtain great results, seeing that the spirit of our officers

and men are better and better as the war progresses.

$6) Report of Vice Admiral Xato, Commander-in-Chief of

the 2nd Squadron, received Sept. 29, a.m.:-

In order to find out the strength of forts and at the

same time to assist advance of our army forces, this squadron

decided to bombard Kiaochow i5ay to-day (23th) from early

morning, as follows :

-

iJart of the 2nd. Division together with one British man-

of-war approached the coast from the north of Takung Island,

and opened fire with litis and uuichuan .Point forts as ob-

jectives. The former fort did not answer but the latter

returned fire with one large calibre gun and three medium

calibre guns, no damage on our side.

During this fight, from the direction of ..oltke Fort

large calibre shells were fired upon us but they did not

reach us

.

The result of this bombardment could not be ascertained,

but according to side observation our fire was generally ac-

curate. , pecially shells which fell between iiisraarck Fort

and the signal station seemed to be very effective, one of

them striking a brick building that appeared to be barracks.

In ihe direction of litis Fort f trenches werf mi terially

destroyed.

"n the afternoon same day, it is intended to bombard

ichuan i
Joint with the n Elder of the 2nd division and to

sweep the enemy lying on the west of Fushan.
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Yessels of our mine lifting division, on the 24th, went

•ound ¥atau Cape and oomraenoe to clear the sea of mines

to the entrance of Laoshan Harbor about 8 nautical miles

west of the cape, and they are now on the firont of Tungchia

i3ay. 11 this while they "/ere frequently fired upon hy the

enemy and one of the mine lifting vessels received a shell

on the stem which slightly woxmded two men. .but by effective

cover of our men-of-war, they were enabled to continue their

work and to find numerous mechanical mines and to destroy

them

.

Aviating machines have been flying very frequently and

doing good works as follows :-

On the 21st, Lieut, ^a&a ©itf '-ub Liet. ~u;)ise on a

flying machine reconnoitred the enemy at Tsingtau and threw

bombs, two of which seemed to have struck the boom at the

southern extremity of the wharf of the navy yard at the end

nearest the wharf and destroyed it. During this aviation

the machine received heavy fire from ships and from land,

some of them bursting near it, but received no damage.

Cn the 22nd, Lieut. Yamada and Sub Lieut. Iikura on a

machine again reconnoitred the port of Tsingtao and threw

bombs, one of which struck the eastern angle of Bismarck

barracks nd burst. This day also the machine received fire

from forts but no damage.

n the 24th, Lieut. &a and >'ub Lieut, "akebe on one

machine and Lieut. Y>. mada and ."Tib Lieut. Csaki on another

machine ; viated over the port of ''singtao and brought valuable

information. They also threw bombs against aestroyers, forts^

barracks, rrdio- telegraph station, etc., with, 11 I ms, more

less effect.

n the Bone day Lieut. C'oradr. Laneko and Tub Lieut,

on a flying machine, aviated over the water between Laoshan
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rbor and Takung Island to search for mines fend achieved

their object.

Cn the 27 th, Lieut. Comdr. 1'aneko, Lieut, Lada and Lu-

pine er Lieut, ilanashima on one machine, '7 ub Liet. rsaki and

c.Tib Lieut. Pujise on another machine, and Sub Lieut. Takebe

and Huh Liet. Itaknra on another machine, rrconnoitred all

round the port of T3ingtao t made valuable reconnaisance.

At the same time they threw "bombs against radio-telegraph

station and store house of flying machines, ^hey received

over a dozen shells from the enemy but they generally burst

below the machines, and no damage was received.

(7) port of /dm. 'Zato, Commander- in-Chief of the

2nd Squadron, received September 29;-

On the early morning of the 28th, the 4th Livision with

inboats and flotilla of smaller vessels i roached the out-

side of Laoshan harbor, and landing force securely occupied

the port, and captured 4 K.rupp field guns, 4 gun carriages

and 100 rounds of ammunition, lift by the ^neroy.

On the afternoon of the sane the 4th .: iviaion opened

fire on the ground west of lhan where enemy troops were

lying.

(8) rt of Vice /dm. L.to, I nder-in-Chief of the

2nd .Iron, received Oct, 1, a.m.:-

speoial ioe v snel -'akaraiya ...aru and the mine

lifting Teasel So. 3 :;agato :
r aru, while on duty outside of

Laoshan Harbor, on the morning of Sept. 30, touched roeohani

mines and the former received damage at the stern with
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c sualties of 1 killed and 6 wounded; the latter sank with

casualties of 3 killed and \1 wounded. Lieutenant Yebara and

"arrant Officer Cakaye are among the wounded,

(9) leport of Vice Admiral ..ato, Cora ander- in-'.'hief

of the 2nd Squadron, received Dot. 8, a.m.

"he mine lifting vessel Key© Mara, while on duty outside

of Laoshan Harbor, touched a mechanical nine and sank, and

rr&nt officer dshijima and ."ngineer warrant officer dodama

and two others were killed and five were ©lightly wounded.

(1 Kepert of Vice ..dm. Kate, C< ~&er-in-Ohief of the

2nd Squadron, received or the 3rd, p.m. :-

Cn the 2nd a flying machine of the enemy attempted

attacks twice with bombs against our special service vessels

in the neighborhood of Laoshan ''.arbor, but we received no

age. Lieut* "-'ada and Sub Lieut. Takebe on a flying machine

instantly pursued the encny and arrived just above Tsingtao.

ey found a oaptive balloon being taken into the store

house and threw bombs against it. e effect is not ascertain-

ed, but one of the bombs burst near the store house.

(11) "art of our fleet •
I th has for its duty the ani-

hilation of the enemy equadron : ch has been hiding in the

reotion of thi southern seas, arrived at Jaluit island of

the Karehal tfroup .ch is con red ae the base of the uer-

dron, landed a force, royed all military works,

captured arms, ar Ition, etc., and received surrender of

the officials.
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During these operation?), we met no opposition, and

rescued one Japanese confined in the island and freed one

English merchant ship detained there.

ctoher 6th t 1914.

1:1aval General Staff.
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SUBJECT ftaa£r!A.JtitaMl on. the XtssMmx .M£iat*e C o,- ...t.

Fw« .X-- A<? -&8 ZW* ...October. 7 r 1. 1-1,

Replying to O. N. I. No.-"—Tr---? Z0W<? —

—

1. Daring the last neck ecyox-al Italian sme3 fisb-
inr yea els have bo.n blown un b v Austrian nines::, killing a-
bout 19 Italian: and urotmdiag several -nore. investigation,
I hoar, Is oh .r;:'j.y to •- held at Venice is investigate the &ifl

:; " g 30 to - ins wbi fcfso nines were stili active.
'. Aug I ' v.- j ttacho, here, 6t©t 6 fclmt they were an eld

- of • sine ~ having five feaet plunders on the shell - but
-red me th« tin* tcral . have bees inactive after the part-

ing jf its anchor lino.

In BJ$ ". opinion the nine is tin n,.ne that u ...

its 3 r .Liae the mine capsizes an* in that pos-
ot be e:-: lo. .

."., rat if tJ . water feae aceuoulateC i

the bottom, then, u on being set adrift, the ;..ine rerx.ins up-
is in ": ing posttie®,

3* I nndcrotano" the type to be the -ietrusky mine*
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WAR AID RESPONSIBILITY.

Translation from the HORDDEUTSCHE ALLGEMEINE ZEITUIIG,7 Oct. 1914

In the Christ iania "Dagbladet" is published an article "by

the learned Norwegian Dr. Harris Aal, entitled "War and Responsi-
bility" in which among other things it is said:

"When a state assembles masses of troops on the borders of
a neighboring state so as to constitute a threat for the neigh-
boring state, this assembling of troops is a cause of war. The
blame for the war lies upon the state which has sent these
troops to its border. This state is the aggressor, even when
the state so threatened makes the declaration of war. The ad-
vantage in mobilizing the troops generally means superiority
of force. In the same way that a man in private life is justi-
fied in defending himself against anyone who prepares to sur-
prise him and is not obliged to wait till the knife has pene-
trated to his heart, so has one the duty to defend oneself and is
not justified in waiting. This principle of the law of nations
does not depend upon treaties any more than there is in the
world a law to which the citizens of a country may appeal to de-
fend them against a surprise.

<P
"This was the position of Germany. "

It was said farther in the article:

"While the Czar was still telegraphing to Kaiser Wilhelm
asking him in the name of God to prevent bloodshed - he, the
Czar, wished no war - he wished to negotiate, the troops of
this Czar marched into East Prussia. Perhaps Russia wished,
in order to spare bloodshed, a voluntary eession of territory.
That is Russia. Germany delayed her mobilization four or five
hours after the time which she had indicated to Russia as

1

also
to France. To show the genuineness of her desire for peao.su.
she took the risk of giving to the others an advantage. East
Prussia has had to pay for this dearly.

"I call to armed robbers who are about to break into my
house that they shall go away or I will shoot. Does Germany
need any other excuse for so worthy an instinct as defense
in emergency when the procedure has been the same as that
among private individuals, as well as that recognized by the
law of nations? The German people have a good conscience in
this matter. It will be denied by the opponents of Germany on
the score of Poland, Alsace Loraine and Schleswig, but it is
not just to bring these involved internal problems into this .

discussion where the issue concerns the war relations of other
states. Otherwise one could summon also the relation of
England to Ireland, Russia to Finland, Poland, the Caucausus,
etc., from which subject material could be quickly produced
for frfee conditions contrary to international law. It is not
admissible to say that Germany is to be made responsible for
the war of 1914 even if she has threatened other wars a hundred
times. If one enters into judgment so harshly against Germany
and her internal and external relations - which the press of
Germany's opponents not alone have done at this time - how can
one bring it about to blame the state which has mixed in the
quarrel of Austria Hungary with Servia and thereby brought on
the world war, i.e. Russia.

"One charges Germany with the most fearful militarism but
with what justice? By that one can only mean tnat German
culture bears the stamp of the ethics of conquest. Such
ethics are to be regarded as an obstacle to her own develop-
ment and to the civilization of the rest of the world, when
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SUBJECT- I N E S IN THE N R T H S E A

(*j

z rPA October 7jl?i4:.
From No. Date ..

wmmmm
. , 19

Replying to 0. N I. No."""*~~~"
. Date.~~~~~~~~7~~"~~~~~~...

, 19

I have been given assurances in the Nary

Bepart . the Foreign Office thai are have been no

Ger lines placed in tl orth Sea other than those directly

on the English Coast*

The Official r ta fit given to the press

is as follows:-

u The statement of the English Admiralty
that the 3c,rj^an, ,.JiiJLn.&JLl£lx! s extend as far as the
5&d decree nOrxnern Latitude, in false. German
-ines are placed only on the English eoast. The
above enounced aot en the part, of England to
"infect 11 the international waters in the southern
xt o* the North Sea with mine a i i.s. a flarrant

violation of International law at sea* At any
rate it will not ha Germany . will be injured
by it, but the neutral states, in the first place,

] id ».
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ISee Paragraph l, Instructions of October 31, 1900.J

at .Yokohama*

From W. No. 76, Date tte^fefce^-Iv, 1914.*

Replying to O. N. I. No. X33CS3POPC . Date JOBOraaEmEBDEJCK.

S/o

w
Subject Alleged interview with a paymaster in the U.S. r.avy

The following absurd and highly inflammatory item was

published in the Tokyo Yorodau (Japanese) of October ?:-
a—io—p ni.-ai.uL i :*jfct

(Translation)

The American Fleet '''ill come.

America Prepared,

n

KAVAL WAR COLLEGE,

RECEIVED

NOV it 1914

Chief Paymaster corm. (?), of the united States iiavy,

now on his way home to accept an important position in the

Atlantic fleet, has arrived from Shanghai at Yokohama, and

in an interview with an editor of this paper, made the fol-

lowing statement I

".America will exercise patience as far as possible, and

assume a peaceful attitude in ref - to ui
f s action in the

Orient. r»vever, if Japan iq not more moderate in her deal-

ings with china, America will be compelled from the necessity

of protecting her own interests, to intervene in Japan's

action. The situation is becoming very serious. The fact

that we officers on service in Oriental waters have recently

been recalled to 3erve in the Atlantic Fleet clearly ohowe

that America is fully preparing for intervention, 'die Ame-

rican Fleet before many we< elapse, pai through the

Panama canal, will appear in Oriental waters, .'/reparations

to that end are being made with all haste, coal and ammuni-

tion in great quantities ed to the Philippines from

ttawaii, together with several of the rost advanced submarines

and. hydro-planes. Captain roser ("), a famous hydro-aeronaut,

will probably command the machines. :e is said to excell in

the art of flying at night, and also to have recently invented
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a powerful bomb.

The defences of Menlie and corre^idor have recently been

greatly strengthened, and it will not be possible for Japan

to occupy them before the arrival of the American rleet.

American will send 10,CC0 troops to Hawaii next week to re-

inforce the garrison there.

Japan has recently occupied the Marshall Islands, and

the next advance will be to Samoa; but such action is obvi-

ously in violation of the Japanese declaration of war, and

icrica will no longer be able to endure this condition.

The battleships 10 na 0KDIAUA and a collier will

arrive at Yokohama in a week or two. .is fact is not yet

generally known, but being in direct communication with Com-

modore Elkina of the IOWA, 1 have been informed of this fact

and thoroughly learnt its purpose.

An American official said: Although America does not

wish to be offensive in her attitude, she will be compelled

to be so in order to protect China, if Japan's occupation

of t] • rnhall Islands is true, she has violated her de-

claration that she has no territorial ambitions in the South

.as. merica will naturally take the necessary measures in

connection with this matter.' 1

It is thought that a certain notorious American intro-

duced to one of the staff of the Yorcdzu a person (probably

an American of similar character; as a paymaster of the J. .

Uavy, and the above interview resulted.

It is unnecessary to dwell upon the ill effects of such

blications upon public opinion in Japan. lie fact that

there lfl in existence a foreign office censor ship but adds

to the bad effect, since 1 LveS B sen!; lance of official

sanction. The foreign offlot censorship does not seem to

work In all directions with equal effectiveness.
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subject: IE a ..a. ... q.eiaiic..,..

From Y
/

Afo 14.4 Date October JL

Replying to O. N. L No Date.

X. It has been officially reported that the Preach are

laying automatic mines in the Adriatic, in opposition to Auetr**-

Hungary, which country resorted to the use of nines aone time

*£0

2. avoid neutral ships suffer in- they have done

from Austrian mines, the French will observe the guarantees

prescribed by Art. 8 of the Hague Convention of 1907. the

- b r zon e comprises t h o Aus t ro - H ung ar L kq territorial waters

id the passage* between the Islands ana the coast of Dalm&l

The notice of this action 1l publi >y the French, in

accordance eith Art. 3, par. 2 of the above mentioned conven-

tion.
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A SWEDISH OPIHIOH OH EHGLISH SRESU CULTURE.

Translation from the UOEDDBUTSCHB ALLGEMEIBE ZEITUHG.e Cot. 1914.
in - rurnnniiwiiiHiim.

The "Svenska Morgenbladet" under the caption "Varieties of
Culture"" gives out the following:

"Dagens ITyheter recently makes a comparison between the
French and German culture and it is seareely necessary to say
that this comparison results to the advantage of the French.
France is the radical republic which has fought out its cam-
paign of culture against religion, which strides along the
realm of "modern" literature, whose corosive effect begins
to make itself felt even beyond the sphere of morals, which also
has carried the equally modern parliament ismus to the extreme
of a caricature. Since a civilization which produces such

'

beautiful political fruits is to such an organ as the Dagens
Uyheter sympathetic, it is natural that German culture, with
its imperial power and its stamped military spirit, should be
somewhat abhorrent in the eyes of the same paper. Since Ger-
many has progressed so far in the entire field of social
legislation that no country in regard to popular insurance,
invalid insurance and other similar weighty social reforms has
accomplished as much as Germany already has done, what is there
to the contrary that this can count for so little? It is the
form of the national and common life and that is decisive for a
Dagens lyheter. The shell takes its fancy and not the kernel.

"Instead of that we will touch upon one kind of Culture'
which in these days of world warfare makes a decidedly un-
sympathetic impression and that is the English press culture.
For it must be said that a part of the Ilnglish press plays
such a part today that one must have a strong feeling of sympathy
and admiration for the English nation and the English civiliza-
tion if they are so deeply rooted as not to suffer from such a
performance. It is true that the German press does not handle
the matter wit h gloves when they discuss their enemy England
in this war and this press can be regarded as not outmatched
and unjustified; but such atrocious procedure of the press as
the English have carried on we can not find a trace of in the
German papers. It is easily understood that bitterness rules
on both sides and that this finds expression in the press, but
in the name of civilization and humanity we denounce the con-
certed insulting treatment which the English press accords in
turn to the German people, their country, their army, their
emperor and their government

.

"The Emperor Wilhelm is daily in the press libelled with'
the epithet of 'the new Attila' and it is made to appear as
if in comparison with him the original was a relatively good
and blameless man. Germany must not only be humbled but laid
in ruins, the kaiser sent to St. Helena as a suitable place for
'his black heart' and in many and large drawings the typical
German is depicted as a brutal soldier stabbing with his
bayonet the backs of fleeing mothers and children.

"In no German paper have we found such slanders against
Aing George and the English people as in the English press
against t&e German kaiser and the German people. The behavior
of the English press does a regretable injury to the civilization
and humanity today. This behavior bears an entirely opposite
relation to the English war making and leading, which experience
shows to have been chivalrous and courageous. All who have
learned to prize the English nation and the distinguished English
culture which has brought so much of value to the vorld look with
sadness upon the English press of today, a press which otherwise
in many respects is far in advance of the newspapers of other
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SUBIECT ORGANIZATION OP THE VOLUNTEFR M0*0RBOAT
J CORPS.

Z 989 October a, 1014.
From No. Date lilTimilTIWflf»1IH>lU

, 19

Replying to O. N I. No. Date jg

This organisation which is under the

leadership of a retired vice admiral* was called into service

yesterday.

The following were the orders isued:-

8 His Majesty the Snperor and King lias

appointed me commander-in-chief of the Volunteer
xJotorboat Corps by Cabinet Order of September 30th
1914.

The struggle *or the ^ate of our country
imposes upon as to place all our material and personal
forces to the disposition of our fatherland.

I especially make the following call:-

1. lor owner* of motorboats with installed motors
of any kind and sise to place their motor craft
to the disposition of the Government.

3. Hen who are experienced in the handling of
such craft and their engines to apply for
memberships of the volunteer ilotorboat Corps.

5. Machinists* boatsmen. and sailors * to apply
for service in the Volunteer ;iotorboat Corps.

The regulations governing the Volunteer
torboat Corps are given out at the officer

Charlottenburg, Joachimsthalerstrasne 3* for those
living in Berlin and Supurbs. for those residing at
other places they will be sent by mail. tt

.

This force has been drilling and

preparing for some time.
A thirty-foot motor boat with machine

p-un was inspected on the river near Potsdam the other day and

they told ice they had preliminary orders to go to the river

"WeicAsel* in Past Prussia and Russian Poland.

The men were uniformed and were

drilled in the use o' the naehlne gun and in landing and taking

it on board, etc. There was an officer pilot* engineer and three

men.
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SUBIECT EUROPEAN W A 1914. ENGLISH SUBMARINES
J IN THE KATTEGAT.

From Z No. 390 Date October 9, 1914, /p

Replying to O. N. I. No. _—,. . Date — ......... ...
. ,,.
___

} jg

Two English submarines were sighted in the

Kattegat last week and it is belived they were seeking to get

into the Baltic . On this account the German Perry Steamers

betv/een Trolleberg and Sassnitz did not run for a couple of

days, although the Swedish steamers continued to do so.

The German steamers to Copenhagen were also

discontinued for a few days. Assurances that the submarines were

not in the Baltic and could not get through the watch has led

to the resumption of service by all steamers.

A newspaper report that enemies mines had been

found near the Mecklenburg coast has been officially denied.
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SUBJECT EUROPEAN WAR 1914. SINKING OF
a German Torpedoboat by English Submarine.

Z 391 October 9, 1914.
From No. Date t»'" m iummhuh iih- ijh* i

-

»m» jg

Replying to O. N. I. No. Date
}
]Q

The • S 116" while performing patrol duty in

the North Sea near Helgoland was sunk by an English submarine

reported to be the » E 9 tt
. The * E 9 » is reported as the

same boat that sunk the small cruiser »HELAa
. The officers

and crew of the a S 116* were nearly all saved.

The large number of personnel saved from small

cruisers and torpedo boats may largely be accounted for in the

fact that on vessels of these classes there is a life preserver

for every man numbered and assigned. The life preserver are on

the upper deck and arranged to be instantly accessible.

r
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Nation TUT&2Y. Vase of Port CCNSTAHTnTCPLI', rfg&
Eeport from IT. 3. S. SCOHPICK. f^ilN^ N^ ?«0
Date cf Purport .October 9,1914. \ ftiCfc^

1. The Dardanelles Is now actually closed,not only "by de
but by mines.

2, The Dardanelles Is mined as follows: (See tracing "A").
1st. line, -From Kephez Light across - 20 mines.
2nd. line,-Across from between Kephsz Li^ht and Kephez

Point - 20 mines.
3rd. line 9-Across a little above Kephez Point - 29 mines.
4th. line,-Across from Sari Siglar Bucy - 22 mines.
5th. line, -On the 1st. of October, Just after the Dardanelles had

been closed, I received a report from a good, and reliable,authority that a
5th. line of 29 mines had been placed between the lighthouse ©n Hamazieh
Point across in the direction of the Fort Haraidieh, Asia, leading passage by
itfiich the battleship MESS0TJDIEH,now anchored in Sari Siglar Bay,might come
in as needed.The 2nd. 3rd, and 4th. lines of mines have been prolonged by the
addition of 18 mines, 6 for each line, towards the coast of Asia. Total mines
placed up to October 1st. - 192.

3. The Bosphorus is mined, but is still open - vessels being led
through by a pilot beat,and only during certain prescribed hours of day-
light.

4, I enclose herewith tracings of the channels used in bring-
ing vessels over the mine fields. w A,f Dardanelles, MBW Bosphorus.The flrslf

from my own observations,information from Csp tains of merchant vessels,
and other reliable information sand the second entirely from Captains of
merchant vessels, and my own observation.

5* Since the closure of the Dardanelles the mines, as marked i5|

red,have been placed as stated above.

6. Additlons t or corrections, to the. lists of vessels contains

in my reports ©f September 18, and 28,1914:
Add to list of German vessels :-STA&SUL f T12TED0 3, ELISABETH,
ILLIHIA,MTIiriAfiaHKyHA,KI03,all from 4000 to 500C tons,

approximately. Add to list of Austrian Vsssels,-LEVAN20.
From list of Turkish vessels„ln report of September 28,

take - 3TAUB0UL,TSKED0S,PAK.:0S.They are all German.
The vessels on the lists contained In my reports, continue to be prepared
for use as transports - work being done on the German vessels particularly*

obvious.

7. An authoritative estimate of the number of Germans here in -

the Turkish Army and Fleet is 400C, of fibers rm& men. I have heard many re-

ports of a much larger number,but I do not believe them and can find no
authority for them.

8. Last Sunday I saw about 800 German sailors and 2 German
officers from the SULTAN SELIE (G0EBEff),on shore on the Asiatic side. They
wore fezzes but still the German uniform.

3. The 3U I/TAN SELII" (GOEBEN) when getting underway last xwek,

played the German National Air, in spite of the fact that they vjere flying
the Turkish Flag.

10. On the authority of a German bluejackst,the Germans in t^e

Turkish service have not been required to t'Jce any oath for suoh service,

but have been made tc understand that they are serving under the Turkish

Government and are to obey the orders of the Turkish Government.

aov**



ration TUKXEY.

Sate 01 Report. . .October S,l$14.

Beport from lT.3.S.SC0E?ICfl.

Page 2.

ITamo of Port. ...C0ErSTJI2PDIITC?IE.

11. The language used for eomraunieatings, coniTancLs,JcO., betwoen
the Germane and ?urks, serving together in the fleet, is English,This is
because the German officers know more or leas English .and the Turks have
learned some English from the English laval Commission formerly here*

12./ The Gerrtan merchant ship G3BT5RAL,now flying the Curkish
Flag, is acting as parent and hospital ship for the Turkish torpedo boats.

13. The Turkish fleet maneuv»es daily in the Black 3ea, contin-
ually practising torpedo attack and defense.

14. The fleet held a sort of target practice in the 31ack Sea
|

last waek.From an officer present, I have it that the practice of the es-
sentially Turkish ships was very poor,and that of the GOSBm; and 31T23LAU
was muoh better.

15. The news in the vessels of the Turkish fleet is restrict-
ed to the Osmannisober-Lloyd (German controlled Constantinople daily paper)
and to wireless bulletins.

16* From reports outside and from the fleet, I have it that the
Turkish officers and men in the fleet are becoming batter and somewhat
resentful at their treatment by the Germans who have practically super-
seded to positions of comand and authority in the fleet.

1?# I have direct information,but for the truth of vftioh I can-
not vouch, that the Turkish torpedo boats (now oomrnanded by German officers-
were very recently Instructed during their night operations in the Black
3ea tc cruise for 30 miles out in to the Black 3sa.If they saw a Russian
ship, they were to sink it. In such oase the result was to be reported by
saying that they had been "fired at first", "struck a mine", or other fiction
which I do not at Present recall.

18. The Germans are undoubtedly doing everything possible to em-
broil Turkey into war with Busnia or the English,but I do not belieee that

Turkey desires war and Trill only fight if forced to. llcreover,I believe that
the Turks are working the Germans for all they can get out of them. But
Turkey may be foroe'- into war at any time and will then have to pay dearly
for allowing the Germans such a laree hand in their lillitary and Uaval affairs,

19. The Germans in the Turkish service are I believe getting sus-
picious of the sincerity of the Turks and "rculd not hesitate at any overt act,
against Russia or England which could cause war.Botl ia and England have
already had many and sufficient reasons for going to war with Turkey,but those
nations evidently do not desire it during the progress of the great European
war, and they do not wish to play into Germany's hands in that way.

2C. English merchant vessels are all leaving for the Black Sea.
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SUBJECT 1I1Q.111 U W A E 1.914 -- GERMAN NAVY.

ACTION 0M HELGOLAND.

From Z ftl...... M>...........fM Date October 10, 1914. ig

Replying to O. N. /. No. Date ..., 19

From the cruiser KOELN, sunk in the fight off Helgo-

land, one officer, in addition to the one man of the fireroom

force, is said to have been saved - his rank not known.

The cruiser MAINZ was sunk by her own people.

It appears that , far from having any support by

heavy ships, the cruisers were beyond support of one another.

The final action of each was fought out with no other German

ship in sight.
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SUBJECT E UR .2 E A ..IT I..JLH 1914 -- GERMAS MVY.

ACTIQ1I ...QFJ?. .HELGOLAND,

FromZ Q) No. 994 Date QcMfr ar, 10 1 -^.g^ , /0

Replying to O. N. I. No. Date , 19

From the cruiser KOELN, sunk in the fight off Helgo-

land, one officer, in addition to the one man of the fireroom

force, is said to have been saved - his rank not known.

The cruiser MAIS2 was sunk by her own people.

It appears that , far from having any support by

heavy ships, the cruisers were beyond support of one another.

The final action of each was fought out with no other German

ship in sight.
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GERMAMY — MILITARY EXx'EEDI'IURE.
subject ,..."..: ::.:.

Sfo

(*-)

z (B) ^95 October 10, 1914,
From No. Date ~ '

.^

'

.

."""." '

I

'" """""" " lin "'r

^ .._, 19

Replying to O. N. I. No. Date ,19

In a well informed financial quarter it was told

that, as a sequel to the recent great increase of military

expenditure for the enlargement of the army, a farther in-

crease of national outlay had been in contemplation, of 500

million Marks (#120,000,000) for the construction of additional

railway connections for strategical purposes. This proposal

was to have been taken up in the Budget to be discussed this

autumn.
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»> Report;:: from Eaval Attache, Tokyo, October 10

The eapture of Jaluit Island, Marshall Islands

Somo extract® from ooM&ente in the Japanese press

.

The "Yorodsu" (Oct. 7) says "The fact that America has naval

"bases at three ports, Hawaii, Guam and the Philippines, which are

Boatl ii the Pacific Ocean, is a menace to Japan fro© the South.

Japan, which has no defense against an attack from the south, should

secure an isXaJ ' the South Seas to ffiafea it our naval base, in

order to intercept the American line of commvrioati on vn th their

naval bases * Shis has been discussed by ue before. That our navy

har made ax advance on an island of the Marshal
-i fi

aij. ur?oup is gratifying."

The "Yorodzu" (Oct. 8) says in effect. Some American living

in this country sec^s to think that the United States is preparing

to interfere in Japan's actions in the South Seas, hut Japan's

conduct in fcMs instance is only to protect the commerce of the

rid, so that interference would "be an attempt to seek unnecessary

trouble with Japan. Under what pretext can the United States in-

terfere? fHhe country which has ro capacity to solve even ;-he land

ownership problem has surely no right to interfere with Japan's

action.
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Copy for Rear-Admiral Austin

/&>

/a ^r $?

Knight.

American Embassy,

Petrograd, Russia.

October 10, 1914.

u*

?Jy dear Captain.

I arrived ?iere October 6, and immediately ca-

bled the fact to Sec. Nav. Washington.

As I wrote you there was much delay at Vladi-

vostok due to several bridges being destroyed by a

storm. Finally I got away rept ember 20, and after 16 days

arrived here, in good shape with all my baggage. The express

trains on the Siberian line have not yet begun to run, so

I came on the regular passenger train, which had a number of

delays, and frequent shifts. In the same train, which was

the first to get through were a Japanese General Oba, er.

route to witness the operations, and two young British Of-

ficers bound from Hong Kong to their regiments now in France.

They loft here a couple of days ago, by way of Archangel.

I called yesterday on the Minister of Marine Ad-

miral Grigorovitch, the Assistant Ministers Vic o-Admirals

Roussine end Bubnoff , and Chief of ICaval Staff Rear Admiral

Stetaenko. All of thorn fortunately I had known quite well

before. They were very pleasant and seem disposed to be

liberal, but the test will come when they get my request to

go down to the Fleet which I shall put in immediately.

On arrival here I received a lot of mail, but

only one letter from you - that referring to young Bryan.
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He ie an attractive youngster and not only that but thoroughly

efficient. He already speaks Spanish fluently, knows French

quite well, and if the Department wishes to have officers

know languages he would be an excellent selection. Russia is bound

always to be one of the strong powers of the world, and to us will,

be more interesting as time passes. There is much professional

literature published in Russian which we never see for lack of

translation, so some of our officers I think should know the

language. What little I know is of the greatest value to me. If

you could send some officers as students I think it v/ould pay.

Russia has markedly developed in the last/ten years - Sibej^a, par-

ticularly so. All the officers and men going to the Russo-Jap-

anese war passed through Siberia, and found it to be not the

dreadful place imagined. Many then came out. Some of the towns

between Irkutsk and the Urals have five times the population they

formerly had in 1904. Siberia is an immense agricultural distriot

now, and its people want our harvesting machinery and dairy mach-

inery, the German supplies being cut off.

We passed several trains of military prisoners bound toward

Irkutsk, where I believe they are to be put to work on the rail-

ways. Most seemed to be Austrians though there were some Germans.

There are enough of them apparently to construct an entirely new

railway through Siberia. This railway now with the exception of

the loop around Lake Baikal is double tracked from Moscow to Man-

churia station - ?rom this station the new lire follows the Amur

and is also double tracked and ie completed to a point about half

way between Blago vestchenck and "Khabarovsk. Unless I can get
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something more interesting to work up soon I shall make my first

report on this railway, and the projected extensions.

I feel sure that it is the wish of the Department that I

should be close to the Russian Fleet, and that will he my first aim,

with particular attention to submarines and aeroplanes. However

about middle of next month the Baltic will not be practicable for war

operations, and 1 doubt very much if inland it will be much better.

In that case I want to go down to the Black Sea, and see what I can

there. There is a sort of impression that there will be some oper-

ations in that vicinity. If I can establish good relations with some

of my -Army friends I want also to see some of the land operations,

since I believe we have no military observer. Aeroplane and dirigi-

ble work should be particularly interesting. There is one thing sure

and that both Army and Havy are away ahead of what they were ten

years ago.

The charge d'affaires has requested that I be presented to

the Emperor, who now however is away with the Army. If he will re-

ceive me, it will "be better not to attempt anything until he does, as

receptions by him adds very much to the prestige of on attache. Our

new Ambassador has not yet arrived and the Embassy has no news of

him. It seemed to me that we should have consular representatives

along the line from Vladivostock to Petersburg. At present over
is

thiB distance of approximately 5000 miles there are none. There are

several towns along the line which claim over 100,000 population,

as Blagovestchensk, Irkutsk, IIovo-TIikolasosk, Tomsk, and Omsk. A

consular representative would also have considerable work with the

prisoners, of whoa the Russians claim to have 260,000. If any man
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should be sent to deal with this question, he would have to "be one

of exceptional ability. The prisoners I saw were in very good shape,

and were given the greatest freedom - though of course only an idiot

would try to get away in Siberia. They were not very happy of course

but as far as I could see had no cause for complaint.

Further acquaintance with Russia's anti-liquor laws convinces

me that it is one of the best things that ever happened for Russia.

I have not met one single Russian who is not very much in favor of

it. Here in Petersburg m&e can get beer and light wines at the prin-

cipal hotels and restaurants but no strong drink. It is really one

of the most remarkable things I have ever observed - I could hardly

have believed that such an order, and so strict and drastic a one

could have been put in forde without riots, or that it could have

been strictly enforced,- but it is.

I am forwarding my accounts up to September 30, in this

same mail. There is still much confusion in exchange, and on the

advice of the Russo-Asiatio Bank. I am forwarding the checks I re-

ceived from Uavy Pay Office in Yokohama to the National City Bank in

IJew fork, which is the correspondent of the Russo Asiatic. As I

wrote I received only $4000, and still have about 'i'3750. I would be

much obligee1 if I could get some forms for making out these amounts,

or if there are none a copy of one of Hough's for instance. I do

not know exactly what my pay is under the circumstances, or how the

ruling is in regard to the allowances. I do not expect to exceed

roy pay, as there is practically nothing in the way of pocial affairs-

and besides, I am not very keen about going in for that sort of

thing, only as far as it may help in general duties. I have been

allowed $360 for office, $86 per month for clerk hire, and rent for
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office, "but will go a little slow in using the money. I understand

that I am regular Haval Attache, and so informed the Minister of

Marine who seemed interested, as well as pleased that an attache

had "been designated for Russia alone.,

There is no particularly interesting professional news that

I have loeeri able to gather, and anyway even if there were, I think

it would "be risking too much, to try to send it at this time. So

with your approval I shall use extreme discretion.

The mail service has heretofore for the last month been

quite regular, but soon an account of weather conditions, I think

will not continue so. If you have sent me any instructions, please

let roe have copies, since as I say, I have received orly the one

letter, snd no official Communications whatever - Wishing to be re-

membered to Mrs. Oliver and with kindest regards -

Sincerely yours

McOnlly

Cable address Alusna Petrograd is registered at the

Gable office here*
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Translation from BLRLILi ER TftGEBUMPf , Sunday, 11 October, 1914.

:LY POLITICAL SUUIiARY.

The Fall of Antwerp — fingland'fi Influence — Ehe Western rhoatre
of War — Situation in the East — Successful Defense of Kiatschau
The War Session of the Legislature Urussian) — The Rebuild ing_

of :>ast Prussia — The problem of 1^ on- employment . rAUL LuICHAELIS

A ripe fruit and .perhaps , the finest fruit of victory in the
western theatre of war, foil into the lap of the German troops
last Friday wit h An^arp . What had already been shown in the
capture of LutticTand liamur, of Uaubeuge and numerous French
forts, that against the heavy German siege guns even the strong-
est and most ingenious fortifications can not stand, has been
again demonstrated at Antwerp on a larger scale. About this
city was one of the strongest fortification systems of the
world. That in less than two weeks it fell a sacrifice to the
German attack should prove to anyone who still persists in
argument that no fortified city that may come in consideration,
even Paris , can hold out against the German attack once it has
been accomplished to bring the heavy siege guns to bear. Under
these conditions, the overthrow of the obstructions to an in-
vestment will surely follow, ^ne can hardly rate the achieve-
ment of General von Beseler and his resolute troops high enough,
but all other oorp3 of Gorman troops are animated with the same
determination to succeed as they and so we may expect that on
the bitter end of Antwerp the beginning of the besieging of
Paris will follow close. In any case, what remains of hard
and bloody work to do we have every reason, in view of the
capture of Antwerp, to show out our flags. Such a success is
promising for the whole outcome of the war. It will shine out
through the century.

It v/ac superfluous to subject the inner city to a bom-
bardment , a city which bears so distinctly the German impress.
It also appears that the Belgian Government and the Belgian
king were already in doubt about exposing their city, which
next to Hamburg is the largest port on the continent, to the
destructive fire of the German guns. After the overpowering.,
of the out or ring of forts and the decisive defeat of the gar-
rison, capitulation was demanded. Then appeared the fatal"
influence of the Ln.^lish Government which, as always, meant
this, time also shoving her ally Belgium to the brink. Churchill
and his auxiliary troops could naturally not alter the outcome.
If the Belgians now with bitter feeling compare that which was
promised them with what they have received, then it may be

hoped they will come to the realization that they have been by -

England incredibly deceived.

The consequences of the fall of Antwerp must in a short
time appear. At this moment since a considerable part of the
investing army will be freed, the German pressure on the French
left wing may be considerably strengthened. The balance in
the great contest in the western theatre of war his now for a
month been apparently immovable. If will now hope that in a
short time it will turn in our favor. Then will the end of
the fighting in the west be not far distant.

Cn the no less extended eastern battle-front , the situa-
tion .is at uresant perhaps somewhat less transparent, ^either
tho great victory of General Van hindenberg in ilast rru38ia
not the recent happy results in Augustowa have been able to
prevent tho Russian troops from making a new inroad into itost

Prussia. The advanced f ing in Galicia and Russian Poland
also has not yet shown any clear results. ut wherever we
come in contact with tho Russian troops there tho superiority



of the German and Austrian troops shows. So here also we
may look at the matter with calmness and good confidence.

riven in the far east German valor has shown itself in
results scarce expected. It is a rather wide -spread belief
that our small garrison in Tsingtau. against the combined at-
tack of the Japanese and 3ngiisFfe s a forlorn hope. It
may be also that they cannot hold out for the whole time, but
that at the beginning and even for a lon^ time to come it is
not yet so serious has been shown by the unsuccessful assault
of the hostile troops upon the fortifications of our ^5ast

iatic colony. ith the enormous loss of 2500 men against
which the German damage was relatively small, the attackers
had to withdraw with the utmost haste, '.e are convinced that
our troops will persist in selling their lives as dearly as
possible. Here, as at other points on the battlefields spread
over all five parts of the world, England has sold the German
hide too soon. bat does it matter to the contrary that here
and there a hostile assault against our wide-spread colonial
possessions cannot be prevented, that for example the island
Yap has been marked with a label by the Japanese 1

:

Since we thus have every reason to regard the future
alternatives of the war with confidence, so must we do every-
thing at home to preserve the business and social life of the
German people unimpaired and to set ourselves actively to re-
pair all the damages caused by the war Y**herever it can be done.
As far as it concerns building the devastated province of
East Prussia up again, the measures for restoration have long
ago been started, both State and private. The war session of
the j russian Legislature set for the 28n& of uctober will
appropriate still further meitns for this purpose. It has
been already announced that the funds for East Prussia will
amount to several hundred million marks. That i3 quite cer-
tainly a heavy sacrifice to make during the war with its great
military requirements. But it must be borne and the fact that
it can be speaks well for the extraordinary financial capacity
of the frftiJ!i.

'

iii ^nipi 'i' CK A'vva-**-***^ ^^r^H^^^

It may also be expected that the availability of means
for combatting the non-em^ojgaejit will be brought along in
time. Fundament ally^Tne problem of unemployment is truly a
very difficult matter of organization. It goos without saying
that in a war with its tremendous exertion of power every head
and every hand can be of use. It follows only that each must
be in the right place. And when it is not possible to realize
this ideal without something left over, it is still possible
to provide for the greater part of the inactive ones not merely

'

support, doubtful in its effect, but on the contrary, what
means much more, useful work. That this task mast be taken
in band on a large scale and without pecuniary hesitancy cannot,
in view of the coming winter, be too emphatically pointed out.
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Translation from the BERLIFEH TAGEBLATT, Monday, 12 October ,1914
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THE SHATTERED SHOCT BIG-BUTT. —By PAUL H&KMS.

In Brussels on the 35th of August, 1830, the "Deafmute
of Portici" was given. Juring the duet "Mourir pour la patrie"

,

the spark jumped from the stage to the parkett and touched off
the inflammables of political excitement which had been gather-
ing since the July Revolution of Paris. The public poured out
of the theatre upon the streets and began to build barricades.
To the accompaniment of French music, the birth-hour of the
Belgian State struck to the music of German guns, Belgium,
having placed her independence as a State at the mercy of
England, is shattered lo pieces. Among English, French and
Germans, in whose midst Belgium had to maintain herself, she
certainly ohose the wrong side.

For the great sea fortification, England, Belgium has
never been anything else than an advance-post aHxIrkaxmalnxxaciii

,

a kind of fortified out-post on the mainland, vrhich could be
employed according to need against France or against Prussia-
Germany.. Something similar was the united Zingdom of the
Netherlands, of all creations of the Vienna Congress perhaps
the most artificial. As the House of Orange, of whom British
policy might be sure, had fifteen years previously been done
for in Belgium, England turned her loving attentions thence-
forward characteristically towards that part of the formerly
united kingdom bordering on France. Ghe blocked the choice
of two princes of French origin and advocated Leopold of
Coburg for the first king of the Belgians, who then — a
master of House-politics — made hi3 nephew, Albert, Prince
Consort of the English Queen, Victoria.

The longstanding opposition in world policy between
England and France had not yet died out. Under Napoleon III,
French Imperialism experienced an after-bloom, fantastic but
far-reaching. The Prince-President had already cast covetous
eyes upon Belgium and the English Cabinet at that time
gladly made use of Prussian aid to ward off the threat of
France against Belgian independence. She did it with every
consideration for French sensibility, for even then England
did not wiajj to deprive herself permanently of the possibility
of playing one continental Power against the other.

i%~^«ars subsequently the masterhand of Bismarck took part
in the destiny of Belgium for the protection and advantage
of the country. After the Prussian success of 1866, Napoleon
was greedy for Tl compensation'* for France. He was willing to
permit the incorporation of South Germany in the xlorth German
Confederation if Prussia would deliver Luxemburg to him and
lend a helping hand towards the 'capture of Belgium. ith far-
seeing discernment of coming things, Bismarck induced the
minister-, Bennedetti, to give him the proposition in writing
so as to pat aside its settlement. At that time Belgium began
the extension of the fortifications of Antwerp. Bismarck
made use of that draft-pro; osal of Bennedetti at the end of
July, 1870, as a disclosure which with one blow cured the
public opinion in England of its French sympathy. This, how-
ever, did not prevent the Gladstone-Granville ministry from
preserving a warm benevolence toward the French Government
for the entire period of the war.

For a second time, in the middle of the eighties, Bismarck
intervened in a protective and beneficial way 14 3elgian af-
fairs. Leopold II, who had reigned from 1865, had with St nley's
help and surely witfr the assent of the British Government, or-
ganized the Congo State. if BBngland regarded the t ite of
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3elgium as a fortified British out-po3t on the continent, the
Congo State w<£uld perhaps also serve her as a useful preliminary
for a British Africa from the Gape to Cairo, through these
calculations Bismarck drew a heavy mark oj brinffab out at the
Congo Conference the recognition of the Belgian Congo State by
all of those Powers, including France and the United States,
whose African interests did not lie along English lines. Eng-
land sulkily refused to recognize the Congo State then and
has not done so publicly to this day* Y.'hat promises have been
made to the Belgian Government for its latest mercenary service
will not be known until later.

ould the clever man of business, Leopold, have allowed
himself to be taken in leading-strings by an Edward Grey, like
King Albert. who has evidently none too much political foresight?
One may readily doubt it. For what has the small State on the
mainland, Belgium, been for the English island State other than
a means to an end

l
a* a tool for her policy, which will be util-

ized and profited by until it has become worn out and use-
less? For the German Empire, on the contrary, Belgium is the
border land of our western industrial district, the direct
continuation of our own coast, a country in whose prosperous
development, as in that of Holland, we have the greatest
interest and to preserve which is to our own advantage — so
far as it does not turn enemy to the great neighboring States.
The German Empire has an interest in the Belgian State entity
of itself , while the Belgian State as such is a matter of
supreme inliffernnce To the English* When they can no longer
use it for their own self-seeking purpose, it may go to ruin
for all they care.

Had Belgium depended for protection upon the German
Empire, she could of the horrors of war have experienced hardly
more and of the trade advantages certainly not less than
Luxemburg. The Belgians have preferred to confide their
destiny to the coldblooded calculators on the other side of
the Channel and these have not hesitated to sacrifice Belgian
welfare and Belgium's sons to British commercial interests.
Unto the utmost. Had the Belgians been still masters of
their own resolution, they would 'probably have made an end
earlier to the useless bloodshed within the Antwerp fortifi
cation. But British interests — Winston Churchill came, de-
livered the command, and vanished — required a defense to the
uttermost. So sank the last remnant of Belgium's military
self-disposal amidst bloody ruins.

7/ith "Mourir pour la patrie'' the Belgian reign began its
fateful course eighty-four years ago. With "Mourir pour
1' Angleterre" she has now come to the brink of the precipice.
Belgium's fault in the history of the world is that she allowed
herself to be misused as a shooting-butt for the politicans on
the Thames against her natural background. ..ill raris, will
France understand the warning there, now that German weapons
have so quickly and completely destroyed one shooting-butt?
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(See Paragraph 4. Instructions of October 31. 1900)

SUBJECT Hai» S Abrussi 88 Oonr:;ancter*in Chiefj

From A 7

<9. v£.j. Date October I

Replying to O. N. I. No. —r- - Date— rr.r.rrr'.

I i There is general satisfaction in naval circle:; particu-
larly in the fleet in the sssart :. t '.'fie lent maimer the v.x

ruszi is handling fci rtalian 3 leet* -\.o I have previously

5/0

\

re or' c ' 6h i. . '. v iv hi i never been exercised t . such since
aa ; tin fee d Abruzsi book oonaaon^ he has

wor ' oil;:, m ; on. dny firs thoroughly drill-
:.i/.hl; evolu—-oing the seprrrst unitr end no; rot*

tions are e part of the days routine. I hear his night
manoeuvres vzith destroy®*8 psrifi submarines are most thorough.
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See Paragraph 4, Instructions of (>.-i<.l..-r 31, 1900. J

]Seed not be ret

names for ne\; battles hips.

S/o

F,rom No. 78. Date uctcber 12
k>|tf>

Replying to O. N. I. No. XXXXX Date XSQCXXXZXXX

names for the three new batileships building have been

assigned as fellows :-

, 4, btiilding at Xokosuka Yamashiro.

Bo. 6, building at
Kawasaki shipyard, y.obe ise.

HO. 6, building at Mitsu tfishi

S hipyar& , is agae aki Hiuga

.
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f |Sec Paragraph i, Instruction* of October SI, 1900.] / £> \

Weed not he r ned. '

Subject lncrease in act iye fleet.

From. No.. 77. Date, r ciC ' 2:.\ 1914, $1^.\* A

Replying to O. N. I. No. X^XXSX Date ....,31 X.

tme additional division has been organised b^7 the Japan-

ese navy, and has been sent to the South Seas

.

it is comiranded by Rear dmlral t. Matstsmura.

ihe composition of this, an< '
I er divisions is not

known.
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American Kmbassy, London,
October 1 ;., 1914.

From: Lt-Colonel iilufus fl. Lane, A.A*& I., U.S. -I.e.

To: The -aval attache

Subject: attempt to reac3 Antwerp.

1. On the morning of October 9th, it appearing that
Antwerp was still in the hands of the Belgians, I left Charing
Cross station at 8.30 ft. a. bearing a special passport as a
carrier of official despatches to the American Consul General
at Antwerp. Arriving at Folkestone at 11.15, 1 was unable
to obtain any further information of the situation and

Bid d to proceed to Flushing. Accordingly I left at 1").30

a.m. and arrived at about 6.3) the same evening. During the
passage over I was able to gain some information of the
general situation as it existed a few days before, and learned
that it night be possible to proceed at 6. a*«u the next
morning direct by boat*

2. I found ^lushing- very much crowded by refugees; it was'
said that there were b3',3Q0 there, and hundreds arriving hourly
The station, hotels, public places, and houses of the inhabi-
tants v.ere crowded, and people were sleeping on the floors.
There *-ere no indications of hunger, as relief committees
seemed to be performing adequate work. That the majority of
refugees were destitute was apparent; they were carrying their
few possessions in small bundles, and seemed tired, hopeless
and dispirited. An idea of the congested eo, dition may be
obtained from the fact that the official in charge of the
parcels and baggage room absolutely refused to receive my
hand baggage, and I was obliged to leave it in a hotel corridor
unguared while I made investigations.

3. The American Consul was very attentive and helpful,
an! although it was almost nine o'clock he went with me to
find the head of the steamboat company operating to Antwerp.
iron Mm I learned that the steamboat service had been entirely
suspended, and was advised that the only way of entering the
city was by rail to Bergen op ;:oom or nosendaal and thence by
motor or carriage, if I could get one. 6 Consul then tried
to find a place for m to sleep, but this proved impossible
and it appeared to be necessary to re.' Bin in tie station
until tie departure of the train at 4.45 a.m. Incidentally
all the passages to England were booked for five days ahead.

4« Upon return to the station I had the good fortune
to ge t in touch with an English gentleman who said that he was
on the Staffof Sir John French and that he had left Antwerp

it morning at si? o'clock. i said that the Llah were
in charge in the city and that most stringent orders had been
issued pro) ibitin, the entry of anybody into the city, and
that it would be extremely dangerous to make the attempt; that
all of the foreign representatives had left; that he I person
ally seen the American Consul General leave; that the city was
practically deserted; and that there was no food or water to b/

obtained. It had b an my intention to proceed to Boeendaal by
rail from there by any means practicable, but from tJ is
information, which practically coincided with all tl at I had
received before, it appeared tl at it would be impossible for
the present to get in i.twem, and extremely dahgerous to
try. The 1 spate] es were of absolutely no i; portance aa
there was nobody there to receive them. ^win

( ;
to the greet

congestion in southern Holland it wa3 impracticable t renai
there. e object of the attempt was to bo oresent auring t

cupation of the Belgians, who had been very liberal to



American officers, allowing their, to inspect the works and to
see some of the operations. The object having been eliminated
and it being ir. practicable to remain I decided to return.
I was able to obtain an unused ticket which permitted me to
sleep on tl e boat, and left the next morning, arriving in
London about 10* p.m. , ^ct.lOth.

5. The G*rasn8 entered Antwerp about noon on ~<ct. $th
and the operations about the city had ceased before my arrival
at ilus) ing. If X had arrived a week earlier ana the Belgians
had extended their usual courtesy it would have been possible
to have seen some very interesting operations.

6. There were about 2000 prisoners at * lushing including
some English, who had erossecT*f7e border and ha i b >en interned.
There were many Belgian Civil Guards in tl e city who had
thrown away their ui forms end escaped. Some crossed on the
boet to England, and all were anxious to get as far from the
Germans as possible in view of the fact that they were not
recognised as combatants and would be shot if captured, dome
people who left Antwerp at 1.30 p.m. stated that the river
and roads were lined wit! discarded uniforms.

7. The bombardment had terrorized the people, whose one
idea seemed to be to get as far away as possible. There were
many stories of the havoc wrought, but from all accounts the
city was not as much damaged ao mi^ht have been expected.

I
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T^LSI^ Ster the *orth v:ea fleet had bean ^ 'P<^

,
^feally 1he"!choldt and i connection

ti&h An

4* Althom;h Holland, with the jrojacte*J^'th™^

SriSly fluidified, and thereby eonfimed ane^.

he ea»e ttn^
the ^1*^it^f'nlutrV loh

le ahout ta asm

8*lelan : .
»»•» -

t ^1 ..i li0*0*0 toe " o*

irtllua ttu ,.f"MSS "
t on tho *an-
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trary an &o ive icmbor of the jitl - yenaan /Entente. Hair far the
death of Leopold II at thi end of 1S09 influenced the brlxg.n
if Belgium in-o an evor more inti *xte helping dependence u on

m& iaey renal n indetexmln;a to* In any caso, 1la- beri and
hie aorerninent can not dear theaKelvoB of the blame Hoot they
did not proceed to mic si on unsua^ inae met
be understood that they read tho report of their Borli /lister
of jiecesjba: , 191 , fcbey mxt hare boon aware of tho dangers
o~ ouhtful no lie/.

?ter ;hese revelations the neutral outer vrorld will under-
stand fche uttar untruthfulnoso oi* the English policy tfiich
seize alle*?ed breach 03 4*l&ii£a'g neutrality as a
uratexfc for tfco declarant >n of ur

f
although aha herself had

calnly planned to violate jid'a neutrality, so Ion?: as it
a not nr>pear to bo dangerous to do soS And to 'those wbb

even In «i%ne strive not toTTC TtaTr judgment be blinded by
passion, fchis hypocritical atfm idarard Grey and his
aooorarlioos laust count as proven; end ono can only regret that
evidonco like that now published were not available for pub-
lication on ;he d«y of the s?ar*e outbreak,"

•#rem Berliner j-ieituag at Udday, 13 1914.

Tho aioolcfcure of > forme -ttkbiter in Berlin,
\ron aroindl, > ublished in &ie ^orddeutsohe Allgeraeine Xeltoang,

concerning -Belgian negotiations was, the aologas
t' Asset to ©ays, published ln^Jrnssels by means of street posters.

lie flwnaer of Droimlgati on of important revelations concern-
in« She behavior of tho Bolgiaa Ommmmm^A in ttte aeutralitj
Sea U on is all she more efieo*iva for Belsiua, because Baron
roindl ;rsill livoa and not only by hie jroonali^r fra

on the contrary as tho bro in l«.f of tho former Ian
in toe and loader of the Tierieal arty, wolsts, ia

very well imowna ^ron ftreindl had accurately £>resoon, m
I tho publications show, the fate of el ,lv./a; and it is now be-

iievid that tho powerful orooe&tion of Wols&e against uno .aii*.-

tary endcarvors of Loo IX may be traced bad: to mO in-

fluence of Oreindl wpen olite.

Tfron the Hasfeurser yremdenblatt, 13 October 19144 M

•closure of the »•« ,-raaty, the Balkan

>>»gutrail ty ;artadi».
, ,,_

In and o i . ho discXoBure o:t tho fao* that ^e

our aw adnin -.onjao ^»^ '

> '"ir ^rrr.ny'a
«&a known at the iJoginninK^Oj- v ?!*8 ^i » i* }>aXiti
dafanoa. 3a,t tha* tto proof *» Mf£ «v 4*V^ ^ f^t

atatxy rtX lntraak of tho Oaraan ttma-rosor...

A tatafuX. diahon.rabXo S«tt t» ^S?^*!?Jiu.**"
«t.. Sa miliar ^wr^^^^SK^^^infcf^ntB
imng raB^onaibXa man whloh »wher9 l .ugn^jo J

_

the traaobsrous agraBaent, affaj-nat tea aaW "(^ ^^^
an«i«pooting aarmany waa flret ^S9^ Sd.. dl4 not fall
wh«i this Uawany, *r^upo from ^^'/Sa Soman
late az*ush Xaid by noiglam In ^°^°^tt

;J
n„r, oonoplratorB.

aaraao© into BoXglma oui ap tb* plana ox una «m»
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then til© detected rascals tried , with loal rolling
of the eyes. :?*inst the "violation of Belgian neutrality' .

And ii&g3.aa&» which war- j seducer that im,u plumed Belgium
Into complicity and misfortune, title liuglar uild make t3

world believe that it is on account of Belgian neutral!

.

Bt; sho has joined in tails world war J -iiat fche Belgians
would let the written proof of what England understand** by
neutrality fall inte the hands of tha Germans they could
hardly have counted xqyon in England*

As said before: a in Germany al ready 3bM
where they stood witft tiha .^ian "overnmenfc. id the feel-
ing against £2* Germans with Which the Belgian people were
fllleci has beezi shewn with she nearness i atroci-
ties tolerated by the our de-
fenceless countryman, women, and childre. , a hunted
o death by Kb* nob in 4nt before the in-
vasion : 'erxasi" , e::i

"*~> 33b shen
to a c. , helx £ I ; 3»

at and the otherwise inhunsan proofs of blind, ignorant
fcatretL of Sormans we moat recall when sorrow is expressed for
a people "lalseruided" by its SoYsrnraant. The people of Belgium
•hare witfc full right the responsibility for the secret treaty

Its Seven: -h our enemies. 3ie Government was the
jitrumen ae people's will. In Government and people the same
driving force was at work, an ill will towards the German neighbor.

[would truly have been the task of a statesmanship equal to

its office not, to allow itself by popular tendencies to be

Eraed to a course that can become he whole na-

fion. Just now the effect of such a conception of responsi-
bility la to be observe- { mm in power in several coun-

, 'ies* On the other hand, neither can single individuals,

avon at the head of the State, bear along the blame for
•voiything that thi\ te's agency oornas to pass;

jSust rather be determined that in Belgiu ..iti-CJermsn

lo engagementn by the Government were poe&iblo only when

the readiness of the p*o for hostilities agr..- srmany

Id be counted upon. i Government would have darjd to

lude an alliance directed n^ala nee.
:
l *L2!Sf *«

rd to the atVBtxy'a Kavin o driven Into tho miseries

war for Bnglftna1 onefit , may regret no up- .

irslahted nan stood at the head, sfeo was -
ox watching

Kr public sent! wit and ^ialdine Me cor /a«I» «
ELlih guardlanflfaip. still w» may **£™ fr^* ae-K that all Belgium shares S^HS r "a?a
tiona of its Government, as the executor of the

|

is?s

will.

2he same holda for and, her people and her Government.

fhat degree of confidence ower In the Inland

EUdom merit, the evidence which has fallen into tfca hands

S^hroa^an'army administration make ^T)le^l!!L r

V
??

an SSli* newspaper reader to judge. was in .ay U
IS arSassarln* experience that the fate of ^ *~

JLotaVl.
act impart upon the good will and ^insurance of **«£

t
h
g2£S

™

aan bu the contrary that the viaman sword had lo t
J±%®:

ml air iStctaa whole o lam even before «ia convlaolng

Srca of written documents had been able to nail MM all the

s and fraud before the world.
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N.N. I. 3> 5/Q

> 0-M-. *«*•****&

) D
[So* Paragraph 4, Instructions of October 31, 1900.] ' .' /^ />»

Keea tot be returned, s

SUBIECT EUROPEAN WAR 1914- RE-NAMING
J

of flaOEBEM* and "BRESLAU*.

Z 398 October 14, 1914.
From No. Date .

„, ,.,; h'"^"^^™^^ , 19

Replying to O. N. I. No. ~~——— .
Date ~~ -~——~——

~

,19

Reference;- %*%%% of September 1?, 1914.

It it reported that the battle cruiser "CrOEBEN 11

has been named •MIDILLI" and the cruiser »BRESLAU«* "TAVUZ

SULTAN 11
.

/



WJ N.N, I. if. $/0
[Soe Paragraph 4, Instructions of October 31, 1900.] tX M

J^eeti , lot be returned* ^ /> >

SUBJECT 36 BJ.0 P. E...A " FAR 1914. - GERMAN SUBMARIHF1

SINKS RUSSIAN CRUISER U PALLADA«.

Frnm Mn °>" n *
October 14, 1^14.rrom No. Date mmmm&mmmmmmm^m ,19

Replying to O. N. I. No.
—

Date ~~ ~~~~~
19

It is officially anounced from the Reichs-

Marine-Axat that the Russian amored cruiser "PALLADA" was sunk

|by torpedo fire near the entrance of the Gulf of Finland on

October 11th 1914.



N. N. I. 33. <**

re „ )
£>'Q

(^ [Soe Paragraph 4, Instructions of October 31, 1900.] ( '

SUBJECT ^ORGANIZATION OF VOLUNTEER MOTORB OAT CORPS.

Z ^07 ^ October 14, ifj .

Replying to O. N. I. No. Date
, J

9

Reference:- Z-339 of October 10, 1914.

There is forwarded herewith the regulations

poverninr thin organization with translation.

In view of the value of no tor boats in time

of war for patrolinp the coasts and the approaches to harbors

where eneny»s subnarines or nine layers might be at work, this

Geman organization is well worthy of serious attention.

Owinp: to the natural position of Oenany, the

Volunteer ,-iotor Boat Service will work with the Any and is

subordinated to the Ministry of War and the Field Staff, although

its own Sons iander-in-Chief is a retired rt<M admiral.

In Ai.ierica such a corps would probably be of

greater value under the direction of the Navy Depart! lent.



S/o
|See Paragraph 4, Instructions of October ill, lilOO.]

S JIBJ KCT larrison placed on the Islande~o£ :jemando

roronh?-:....and Trinidad^ Brazil,

TronilJL—Jko^Jt Z)^lM^i?i__MiL.W»»-._._.„, iPi

Repli)tug to 0. .N'. I. JVo.—- — Date -, 191

3y Presidential decree mixed ITaval and 2v!ilit ry garrison

will be placed on each of the Brazilian Islands of Fer-

nando lororiha snd Trinidad.

These garrisons will he under the authority of th Minis-

ter of Marine and will be* equipped with a radio outfit*

The strength of these garrisons in each cas will be about

sixty #604 men.

The object is to prevent the use of these islands "by bel-

li erent countries during the present war. It has been

suspected that these islands nove being us d as anchorages

in which to fit c.nd arm the merchantmen of Great Britain

and Germany, and for coaling regular men of war belonging

to these countries.



N. N. ' 33.

(So* Paragraph 4, Instructions of October 31, 1900.'

S/o

^.'V^-^^^y : t he re

SUBJECT sriKIUCr °? *HB M CRUISER »HAWK B

y
"by the Qermai biiarine".

/7W7Z Z M?. 301 Date October 2.8.., 1914, /p

Replying to O. N. I. No.
t

,.„
.

,

. Date .„
.

.

.

.

t
]g

The English cruiser m ::ay;kf m which in
company with the » T:r^s:Eirs» was doing (^edKTTfuty in the North
Sea was sunk by a G-er i'an submarine.

Official confirmation from the German
Admiralty has not yet been riven out.

The newspaper report ( Poll tiken, Copenhagen)
reports the following :-

» The cruisers *HAWKE" and £HESEUS* were on
guard duty in the North Sea when two German
submarines approached* *THESEUS* escaped
by quick maneuvering* ^HAWKI* was hit
amidships* One of the (Jerman submarines

is badly damaged* u
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at tho ur ufflaOi nasi undor the direction of tho i, is

char^ luiniutration uf meruit ;in<,. ft* opportlono -
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•
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of the War Office -taf f, roc . Io to tho tar Office for Mia inupootiou
and euyarviolon of roar iltio$ |n . tUUij£doi*i ^eneraiiy. Zn

dltion, I in charge of rtwn ,., in t> idea erne* oocupyli

position uinilof to that ol floor ooflNundinii diotriet*

jffloor in Charge of aoruitinj, Uletriate*

he United ikin^Ooifl is divided into coven ocuuandOi
coauand undor a -onor;u. uf floor (toenendtng in Chief* In each cowtaand

are divioiona undor ennrui uffleer* Benonaidlnj i leiena* lah 00m
io divided tarritoriiiiiy into diotrioto« under jffloon
triota. 1I1 ditftriot in further divided into regimental dietrl< . ,

eac 1

' oi ning rou^Hi out itGG»l Jita inhibitante. Tho r 1 ntul
. ro located ifj thooe r a districts, ami horo the re^lnon

aro chiefly rooruitod.

uffifl iatrieto io in eennund of a end
supcrviijtni tko troj tvalry, .rtiiior ..arv dopottt,

anu iu rooponsioi.0 i'or itoOiZlStttioi) uri acute and ( tent*

it* alco in oh »f all recruiting in hie dietriot

«

hue recruit- ot braining of r .to

o undor tho oano officer*

. Ol uonoy xu oJU d to OOOt - for

r, :u»d tho officer in ol rooted oitl etrol of

llture of Ihio uiuu* inoJiudoo tho pttydojit of rooruitoroi oontin*
• v 0JUL1 :$ Hfh . ho uutao

<*ndcd un iiaao I lo4a rovid< I tl »otoj

not osooodoil« ftar oXlooiit«i tor tho it of rooruitoi
by the Dirootor of Ftoorultittgi tho r\ otrioo

rooruitin^ nrooo in tho dictrict.



Recruiting Staff Officers and Retired Recruiting Officers.

Recruiting Staff Officers and Retired Recruiting Officers
are appointed by the Director of Recruiting, and are stationed in
certain chief cities, about twenty-two in number. They are in charge
of recruiting for the Regular Army and Special Reserve la the area
assigned to them. They perform their duties under the Officer in Charge
of the District. Recruiting Staff Officers are paid WCO to ±*450 per
annum, when quarters are not allowed. The pay of Retired Recruiting
Officers is determined uy the srmy Council, but cannot exceed the
retired pay by more than *»150 p. a.

Other Recruiting officers.

The ufficer Commanding an Infantry depot directs the
recruiting service in the limits of his regimental district for the
Regular Army and Special Reserve, i'or this purpose he is under the
supervision of the ufficer in charge of the District. lie assigns
a definite area to ouch recruiting officer in his regimental district.

Recruiting officers with extra duty pa' are appointed
by the Officer in Charge of Districts, and are assigned recruiting areas,

These appointments are confined to certain classes of officers and the
extra duty pay is l/6d. and 2/6d. per diem, depending on the class*

^^ Certain officers are recruiting officers, ex. officio,

and are>entitled to extra duty pay. They are Adjutants of the
Regular /orces, or of the Special Reserve* or of the territorial

Force. They are under the supervision of the officer in Charge of the

recr iting area.

Officers Commanding units or detachments tarry out

headquart er • s recruit j.ng.

Vhen a unit is on the march, the Commanding Officer
appoints a recruiting officer and a non-commissioned officer to act

as recruiter who may be granted additional pay of one shilling per day.

Recruiting Areas.

The Officer in Charge of a Recruiting Area is responsible

for recruiting in that area. lie has charge of all recruiting officers
and recruiters within the area, and supervises their worn. Ha may
iuuve recruiters, except those appointed by higher authority, and

Special Reserve and territorial recruiters.

recruiters.

Recruiters are classed as paid or special recruiters,
unpaid recruiters, and recruiting agents.

raid, or special recruiters are non-dommissioned

officers, or pensioners, appointed for recruiting duty. The former

receive

-U-



receive on olio *ioioe of one shilling per diem,, if accomodated in
barracks, and t'sru shillings if not m accomodated, i'enaionora

recruiters receive 2/6 per dies extra. Vhey are not untitled to

rewards for obtaining recruits.

Unpaid recruiters are enlisted men ^«u are appointed
for recruiting and are paid for each accepted recruit obtained
by them, at rutes varying from i'/f> to &/-, according to the am of

the oervice for uhieh the recruit ia accepted. k regard of *»3

amy be paid for a recruit finally accepted for the Household cavalry
These recruits must be obtain outlying editions, that is, sway
from recruiting areas and unit headquarters, and delivered at a
military barrack...

Hocruiting agenta are either imuppointed enlisted
men, er civilians who obtain recruits, and are paid at the same
rates aa unpaid or special recruiters.

Soldiers going on furlough are uncoura^ d to obtain
recruits, and are fully instructed and furnished with recruiting
literature. They are entitled to recruiting rewords for recruits
obtained by them and finally accepted, ns3 recruiting agents.

.ocruiting offices.

Offices are located in various tovain and ire placed
in charge of experienced recruiters. They are supplied with
recruiting posters and pamphlets, ane^nre available for the use
of all recruiters in the town or vicinity. Befere recruiting houses
or rooms are hired the sanction of the oetierai officer uojamanding
in Chief must be obtained.

.idvurtisin
; ..

dl printing *4th the exception of i>troumers, which
stay be printed locally and paid for out of the recruiting contingent
fund, must be arranged for by liis La. osty's stationery office, and
is done by printing companies. rafts or proofs of all posters*
leaflets, etc., v/h ether paid for out of public or private fluids,

must be submitted to the NT wffioe for approvals

l following advertising fitter is furnished to

recruiters:— posters i coloured and uncoioured), illustrated post*
cards

-.«-



curds, ieaflot o and pamphlets. Yhis printed gutter conveys
inforwationof the conditions of service, pay, ©nifenas, histories
of reminent s, and portrays generally the advantage of enlistment.

Recruiters supply poet-offices with leaflets and
illustrated calendars, and pout-office authorities undertake* tu

display these in conspicuous places* ami to furnish Information as

to the location of the nearest recruiting office* or recruiter,

1 esters are displayed in police stations mid in

labour exchanges* and wherever recruiters eon have them posted.
iocruitere are ©barged with seeing that these arc kept clean and
fresh, iind renewed wlwnevar necessary.

Kecruiter© are encouraged to k«ap in touch with
local newspapers* and to keep thei; supplied ./it is in!•naation of the
moveuents and history of i«eu who havo enlisted iro^ the locality*

nliotnunt.

ecr its are allowed to choose thei am and
regiment ©f the service* as far as circumstances permit * according
to their qualifications.

. auh wen before enlistment is required to givt
the name of some person of reopectaoiiity from feea a vritten
character uay toe oOtuin^d. Thlfl character is mode out on a
1*. tiular form and is attached to the attestation ©apt r.

hen the recruiter finds • won who desires to enlist*
he enquires of the nan if he has received a notice paper, and if

not, furnishes him vith one, stating the tins© and place I© aa|M

for attestation. t notice paper forma the basis ©f ©lain for
reward* and is not served if the nan has received one from another
recruiter within fourteen days, he recruiter than takes the man
before a recruiting officer* who gives the recruit innry
examination to ascertain hie quolifie tiuus, and if he find© hi»
unfit, ha rejects hi. ;.»nce. . f there i© no recruiting officer
avalable* the recruiter makes the examination* and the certificate
of examination on tho attestation paper is signed by the officer who
has final approval.

After the preliminary examination the medical
examination is held. In case there La no aediaal officer within
•to uilos, this examination May I o postponed, except that a general

examination is gl©M to ascertain if the principal requirements are
met. ©trl in all cases there must bo a medical examination b< fore
final approv-Ji.

follw-vitiji officers are empowered tu attest
recruits:— officers commanding rucruitin^ ara—i regular unit.©*

depots, military stations, special resorve units while out for
training, and recruiting officers m,atiMMd uway frou |h© headeuarV*
©rs of a recruiting urea.

largo niuabar of officers are authorised to carry
OKI



final approval, some i'or tho service in general, some for their
own oorps, or regiments only. iimong them are officers commanding
r suiting areas; commanding officers of cavalry, Infantry,
.artillery, Special Reserve and Medical Corps unit 3, if not under

the rank of Captain; Cpunaanding Officers of military stations if

not under the rank of Kieid Officer ; any officer not under the
rank of Captain appointed for the purpose by the officer in charge
of the district; a recruiting staff officer or retired recruiting
officer, etc* The approving officer approves and appoints the
recruit to the corps for vnhich he was attested, or to another
corps upon the recruit's request* provided he is qualified.

Conditions of ftolistment.

Enlistment for almost all arms is for 12 years,

divided between service with the Colors and Reserves* The
following table shows the service for the prineipul arms:

—

ar;a Colors Reserve

Household Cavalry 3 years 7 years
Cavalry of the Line 7 * 5

Horse and Field artillery 6 " 6

iJngineers 2 to 6 " 10 to 6"

Foot Guards^. Bandsman 12 "

M " others 3
M 9

Infantry of the Line 7 " 5

Anjay Service Corps 2 to 7 H 10 to 5"

Flying Corps 7 "

Boys , all arms • 12 "
• • e ft

Service with the Colors, may be extended up to 21

years, under certain conditions*

A re*enlistment is not permitted without authority
from the ar Office*

Requests for aaivera of defects be submitted by the
approving officer, the office having authority to grant varying
according to the defect and the arm of the service*

Pay and Allowances.

The pay of a private of Im'untry is one shilling per
day Upon enlistment, to which may be added three pence a day for

extra messing* This messing ;aio./once is however, deducted when
full rations are issued, and is not properly a part of the pay. The
highest pay is five shillings per day, sergeant major* after two

years service, proficiency pay is added, provided a certain
standard has been obtained, this amounts to three pence per day for

clans

-5-
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class 11« nnd sixpence per day for class 1 proficiency.

8 pay for 'oot uuarda ia one
(
>eany a day higher

than for infisntry of the Line; Tor uavalry of tho Line* two pen'- ;

for /laid and Garrison artillery tv7o-ponce half-penny; for ; oroo
Artillery thro© pence and four pence; and for . ..hold ttnwnXr.y

seven {>ett<s<?« ns# for the uieehunicul brunches is, generally
higher* being L ao for wavalry of Dfce i.ine upon enlistment
and increasing according to quuiificaliens*

un enliatnont each soldier receives a free outfit
of unifona and kit find a quarterly allowance for uaintaiuimce.
it is expected to be sufficient for all clothing and repairs
necessary, with a saving for a careful tun.

gjrtrn -^ly ia given for oer.
i

. As •

Seldiere receive rations, quartern, boddin^, fuel*

litditin& and laodicoi fettsndsjMts* .lion in ho; I, unless for

wounds er illness contracted in field service, stoppage of seven
pence a day ia Bttda I it pay.

There is xi linited carried list for each rngfreenti
the soldier's fsjtily being furni stood with quartere • .tbeut half
of the sorgsaats jumJ th ««• coat of th- . .^id file are on
the Married establishment during peace, by reason of service
aoroad, a man ia separatee from his fauily, 1 ifo ia paid a
noporation allowance, in addition to pay; thin payment uox

conditioned on a compulsory aiXottsant by the soldier* paynolo to
liia .*ifc. The separation tdlowmice amounted to one shilling one
pence psf* day, for the; wife; and two Douse per day for oacli child.
The compulsory allowance was toil peace for soldiers not below
the rank of sergeant* with two pence for each child not to exceed
three; and six pease and ties penee for Soldiers below the r:mk of

aargssni* *.n ssss of feailles living In London, the separation
allowance ia increased by six-pence per day.

thus the income of families of soldiers under the
rank of sergeant amounts to il/ld. wife with no ehildren;to i7/6d.

wife with four sltildron or shea living in tondon to 14/7d. *uid

20/- respectively, 'ins soldier could allot a or amount of

if he a< Ired.

Considering 6ns difference in thepurshasing power
ef uioncf and the difference in the standard of livings the pay of

I >ritish ooldier oospore* favorably with th si of nil rleatt

soldier.

Tensions for service of from 3 years Is 21 years,
amountin,, to 6d. U 2/9d. per diem are ^runted* snbill on*
aions of from Ud« to 3/od. par day, according to th id

origin of uiaabiliL > nrs also granted.

-6*



Age and r.oii-jht utandnrds.

I a^o and baigjbt standard required are aa

follow for the principal arwa:--

Cavalry of the Line Ufcd*r 80* 64° to 67"

uver 20, 6S" to 88" 18 to 2S
ArUUary 63" to 70" varying

fop different rattnfli •••• 18 to 2b
insincere *.... 64" and upward** varying 118 to S5« some

for different ratings ••••(to SO and 3i>

infantry of the Line 63" and apaarda • •• 18 fee

i Leueehold Cavalry 71" to 73" la to 2&
j?oot Quarde i.. ...... 88* and upwards IB to 88
flying u>rpa 6'.!" " ... 18 to 30

i'hyaical atanuar.! ant, Nodical SSnuaination*

a no standard of weight, out the weij^hta

laid dean are regarded aa a iiuldc, indicating . Lea

Ipealally eareful phyeieei • laatlnatiaa mutt be Mafia* aivera t^ay

ue requested for aptscified defects in certain eaaefl to curtain
offioere, according to the *<j*a» ©r «arpa» aha ara authorized
grant the oaue.

'She weight, cheat i&eanuro, and a*] Ml* vary with

the a&a, height, and am or corps, ftte ui»> . at I

yearo io 112-lbe. eheat whan expanded, 33
;

- inchee, expaneien 8 ine.

• highest uinliwma for 88 yours and ever, and ?8 inehea and over
are 133-1 ha, 38 inchoa ofcest, and 8$ inchou at Laa« re

ia conaidorable variation within thoao . u For different arcs

and ;orps.

iicai offiooraof the Uiguitu* **ruy, the Special
jcrve of orritoriol Kerne **hen etJ>odied or out far training or

in charge of a regimental depot or etation, or of the erritorinl
.orce or a civilian pr*$tlti?iar alia »>.nted, oriised to

carry out the nedical examination of recruits.

The folloain^ are the principal pel;, itteaded to

in the i.odical aj Atloai**

intelligence, virion, hearing, apoeoh, glandular
aeeilin^a, formatin of cheat, lun^e, and heart* rupture, feramtiea
of limba, formation #f feet ^rejection for axtram flat feet only;
congenital nalfemntli ad defect a, traccu of praviaaa diacauoo
painting to an impaired cunatitution, faith.
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Remarks on Peace Recruiting.

The preceding notes give in outline the system of

recruiting in peace when the normal requirements were about 35,000
men per annum. The system is based on the efforts of individual
recruiters and on advertising.

Jar Recruiting.

On august 4, general mobilization was ordered, and

a call issued for the enlistment of 100,000 men undexjspecial
conditions. By the end of August over 200,000 men had been
enlisted, and on Sept. 4, the number was announced as 260,000.
On Sept. 11, the call was raised to 500,000 men. The numbers of

recruits as given by the Director of Recruiting, August 4 to Sept.

16 and percentages of male population of countries, were as follows;

England 269,751 2.41;

Scotland 64,444 2,79;

Ireland 20,419 93;

-oles 19,966 1»94;

These numbers probably included men enlisted into

the Regular Army from the Territorials. On Sept. 17, the call was

raised to 1,000,000 men.

The number of recruits from the beginning of the war
to date is variously stated, as from between 500,000 to 600,000
and ''80,000; the latter number prooubly including men enlisted
from the Territorials to the Regulars. The number enlisting daily
at present, are said to be from 800 to 1,000, X~>v- <£o~^.o*^—- •

The men were enlisted too rapidly the first month
to be properly handled; and on Sept. 3, the standards were raised
with the alleged purpose of checking the enlistments.

Changes in Conditions of Jiiistment.

On AugU8$ 4, the conditions were changed as follows :«

Special enlistments of civilians were authorized for 1 year, or
the duration of the war, to be discharged at end, if the war lasted
less than one year; the age limits being 20 to 40 years ^45 years
in the case of clerks, laborers and mechanical transport personnel)
/ree rations and clothing were offered and a bounty of Lb was to

be

-8-



be paid on final approval. Vhcou enlistments, which wi to be
as privates, included i.iotor~cycllst8, laborers, cooks, bakers,

carters, driver:), boilet-aakers, clerks, ;'ood-turn«ro, sudilers,
farriers, painters, coppersmiths, elec&ricians, etc. etc., the
pay ranging from 3a/ to 7a. per day.

Un iuguat 6, the ro-»enlistment Of ex-soldiers
in the special Reserve for one year, or the duration of the war
was authorized; a military character of not loss than "fair*'

being required. limita wore fixed between 30 unci 42.

un the sane day enlistments In t! gular .wttay

were opened to wen under the following conditions:— .a»riod, 3

yeara or the war; age 19 to 30 years ^subsequently raised to 35)
all enlistments for general service ; other standards ill those
existin .

un August 7, pardons were offered to all toon who

were in a state of desertion on August 5, who surrendered on or
bofor o, 14th.

Qn August 30, the rmlistmont of certain non-
coraiaisnionod officers up to 54 years was authorized.

opt* 3, the uniistmeut for one year, or the war,

of men who wore discharged not below the rank of corpor.il was
authorized* /hey were to be promoted to corporal after enlistment
subsequent probation depending on qualifications. vvge was stated
to be no obstacle, if competent; and if over 4b there was no

liability to service abroad. yiaionera were to be permitted
draw their pensions in addition te their Ar*ty pay. .his clase
of wen was badly needed for now units, end for instructing recruits*
pociJL efforts were made to induce them to enlist.

un Sept* 3, the minimum height for all men other
than (;x-n jl<iiers, enlisting in tlie infantry was reJL ;ud from b-ft.

3- ins. to b*»ft* 6*»ins*, and the u^iimum chest measure from 34-ias.

to 3 5|- ins.

It is said that this provision wee adopted to check
enlistment, as the Government was unable to handle the numbers
coining forward. un Jet. iy, the minima height was reducod to

5-ft. 4-inaj and the age limits of l^f to 3b wero ehtmged to I-

to 38* .ocruitin,, •eiiwity was, renewed, and men were urged to come

forward for enlistment. It waa atatod that the Government e

prepared to receive ej|d train all men who would enlist*

-y-



improvements in the Conditions of Service •

•unay pay and allowances remained the imm with the
exception of *inur changes In .he latter; particularly in regard
to the Method of issue. The principal gain for the suldior was
*n the provisions iaa<itj for the families of worried won.

before the war only the fauiiioa of mm on the
limited married strength, while serving ubsoad, received separation
allojyanuea. Futaiiiea of uen unrritid off the strength received
no official recognition.

the ljth vugust the >ar Office announced that

frota iU&ist 5, and for the period of the war the grant of separation
allowance vwuld be extended to the families of ail eion in the

service, who were Married* on august 14, mit\ of all wen aubocqueutly
enlisted as Married, ftfcft amounts and conditions of the peaes
separation allovmnce have already been described.

There mut rauoh complaint that the income of wife and
family waa insufficient for proper support, and after Mtsh public
agitation, the allowance Mi* roisod to the following sums,

applicable on and after uetobur let:—

as before:—
including coupul#ory ullota<urt, arhich roat lined

irivato :iergt. Color tjTMWtr- arrant
/orp. ftsffg. Sergeant officers

12s. 6d. lbs. 16».6d. 22a. 23a.
" and 1 child. ... 15 Ida. 1 4 6 25s. .

H
2 children. 17 6 21a. is a . 3. . !••

*» t» « 20 .s. 6 31s. *.

"4 " ( 36s. 27 o 33a. 34a.

/or each additional child the allotment ronains the
aoiae, but there is an addition of 2a. to t> Iswoftss.

are supplied.

.-eduction io undo in caao $uurtor?, fuel, and light

\n allowance of 3a. per week for each motherless
child ia paid, conditioned in a compulsory allotment uf Is. 3d*

The increase in the separation allowance for a
private* a wife only wuo l/'Jd. per week, but for each child wao
i/il<i. to and including tnroe, and 2o. for each (additional child,
instead of i/2d. for oach child, ntiTTfiHlf four.

rin
(i the first part of the v/ur t iutiny Men aere

enl iatsd
mnm+*mm m m m mm*



enlisted and not immediately posted. Thia caused touch dissatis-

faction and complaint, as these men had given up their civil

employment and found difficulty in supporting themselves on their

-jrmy pay, which was not immediately available, and amounted to only

a shilling per day. It was ordered that such men be paid 3s.

per day in lieu of pay, quarters, rations light and fuel, during

such time of inaction.

Breakdowns and Faults.

There was much complaint of delays at the recruiting
offices, both from slowness of clerical work and medical ^lamin-
ations. Hegular and lieserve recruiters were withdrawn to their
regiments on mobilisation, and their places were taken by pen-
sioners. Mer.ired officers were ordered to recruiting duties.
As the average normal supply of recruits had been about 3,000 a
month, it was not surprising that faults were developed under the
sudden strain. Letters appeared in tho papers stating that large
numbers of men had become disgusted and had given up trying to

enlist. These appeared to be some confusion in the /ar Officn,
and in some places enlistments were stopped foi* a time. However,

these complaints disappeared after the first month, and recruiting

appears to be running smoothly.

There were many complaints of inadequate; prevision
of shelter, food, and clothing for recruits at training centres.

That there was and la aft inadequate supply of clothing and arms

appears unquestionable. ...any battalions are yet only partially
uniformed, and some are wearing the old blue and red uniforms.

That there were amy cases oi* inadequate shelter and food seem

probable, as was inevitable under the circumstances. The public

was called upon to contribute blankets, and many thousands were so

furnished. However, the emergency was well met, considering the

conditions, and it is doubtful if the conplainta have had

much effect on recruiting.

There has been great confusion i£the payment of

separation allowances, and much complaint. Tho work involved in

these payments has been enormously increased by the addition of

the married off strength, toy of the original battalions as well
as by the married of the new units. The situation is complicated
by the condition of compulsory allotment, many men iailing to

take the proper action and being at the front, it is difficult to

repair the omission. others refuse to comply with the condition
and in the meantime the families are without support. arrangements
are being made to make payment through post offices, and there
seems to be no doubt that in time the difficulties will be met,

and payments regularly made. k bureau has been opened by the
<ar Office to receive inquiries and to make adjustments.

-11-



Recruiting activities are observed at all times and

places. Some are noted below.

Parliamentary Lieetings,

A committee of Parliament arranged a series of

fleetings for the purpose of arousing the people of the country to

the seriousness of the emergency and to encourage recruiting.

The opening meeting! on Sept. 4, «as at the Guildhall,
London, at which the Prime kinister, Mr. Asquith, and other leaders
spoke. Lr, Asquith spoke at three other meetings during the
succeeding laonth, at Edinburgh, Dublin, and Cardiff; thus making
an appearance in the principal cities of iiftgland, Scotland, Irelfind

and ;ales.

In all, a large number of meetings have been held

at which, in addition to the Prime I4iniater, Mr. Lloyd ^eorge,

ilr. Bonar Law, r. inston Churchill, Kir. John Kedmond, Lord
Curzon, and many other national leaders of all shades oi political
v&ews have spoken in the interest of support of the war*

Newspapers.

The newspapers have devoted large space to recruitin
matter, urging qualified men to join the Array. They have demon-

strated the seriousness of the crisis and have done all in their
power to encourage recruiting.

recruiting
Regular/advertising has appeared from time to time

in the papers. A clipping is attached hereto, showing the form

this advertising takes.

Leaflets.

Some leaflets have been issued, but apparently not in

great numbers. A sample is enclosed herewith.

Posters.

Posters in largo numbers and varieties have been

issued by the recruiting offices to British people who will agree

to display the same. These have almost all been plain, without
illustrations. They are displayed on bill-boarue, in private and
business windows, and buildings; and whorover a place can be found
for them.

-12-



Private Advertising.

J*any business firms and hotels have posted large
signs on their premises , urging men to join the Colors* The
photographs below will illustrate this mfcobod of advertising.

Private Efforts.

i any private individuals, who are themselves
ineligible, have made efforts to induoe mon to enlist, and have
devoted tlwir time to this work. ..men have token part in these
efforts, and have been urged to it by certain newspapers. There
has been complaint of this kind of activity, and it does not seem
at present to be so much in evidence.

Moving Pictures.

In the moving picture theatres appeals to enlist
are thrown, on the screen, usually after the display of a war
film. There is an Army film, shown in some places, accompanied
by lectures, and many war films are shown.

Publicity.

As tho war furnishes the chief interest in all circles
no advertising with a view of publicity of the occasion is needed.
It fills most of the columns of the papers with news, is almost
the only subject of conversation, and is the chief topic in the
pulpits and on the platforms. All of the recruiting advertising
is therefore intended to arouse a sense of individual responsibility
and to induce men to make the sacrifice involved in enlistment.
The volunteer system is on trial and every offotft is made for

political reasons to meet the emergency without resort to con*

scription.

quality of Kecruits.

There is reason to believe that the physical qualities
of the recruits are high, and that there has buon little, if any

relaxation in medical examinations. The character and intelligence
vary in different units, and while there are many son of low
standard, judging from their appearances, the average is high. The
enthusiasm is groat, and it is stated that these men get aion t

very much faster than recruits enlisted durin peace*
*o
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The photographs below, illustrate some of the forms
of recruiting advertisements.

This is a colored poster and was originally used
as an advertisement for the Ariqy film. It was for some time the
only colored poster used for war advertising.

Bill board, Lambeth. This is a good illustration
of bill board advertising used during the first month of the war.

Sai. ttkiL.

ou
4RMS

MGENTLV .\EEDED

MEN WANTED
LORD KITCHENER'S

100.000 ARMY

APPLY
tOO O0O Men rtqum.l wmm .... ... tnuiici. ... .

for in. War. N0T BE KEPT WAITING

CI1GENTLY MEDED

W' iii

APPEAL. _

Irfi'lJ ioooOO Mcl required

for Ujc W.t,

UBCENTLT NEEDED.

APPEAL. APPEAL.

LORD KITCHENERS

APPEAL. uRGENTLV NEEDED OHliCNllY SEEDEl

IOO0Q0 Mm n quit '

fOI lb. W.it.

dVeeiut needed.

LORD KITCHENERS LORD KITCHENERS

APPEAL APPEAL.
IOOOOO Mm r«juir«4 lofl.MO M D 1 ,

lo, [be W..i. I.i ><: VI .1

DBtCSTLY NEEDED BMEBUI NICUED
*>• rv*,^,
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Taxi-cab. There are &rent nunbero of thoao taxi.
cubg in London, utui they uli carry this, or a oiiuilur deoian on
the wind shield.

Theee tint douoio-deokeci traus* operated by the London
County Council. all have the *dV«f*ti«eJBeat xiiuatratod.

-Al>»
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"National liaergency, Hi) -DAT, i,4ike victory
Win AHB iiist V This ia an exatvlo «f private advertising
It ia on the fro.it of tho atoro of i*mm and d^ur, iiccadiiiy
ircus. This was tho firat udvertiain^ of this kind ooourved.

Hit firm mis thanked in a letter frou the hood teoruitin^ office
in ondon. other firm took up the idea*

fcill board,
posting by a newspaper.

strand. This i» an exnriplo of sill

-lo-



ooFttitittl offioo, Victoria ut. The streamer

across the street was taken down «&rly in .ieptewber, and the

office as soon afterwards m»v©d.

\ recruiting poator posted in Government building.

Jliitehtai:—

Young Mf
HiS MAJESTY S

SHOULD ppuY fl
-

"gEXCHANGEor RECRUtTINr. Ore.
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An example of private advertising, u aiijn placed
on the London j'avilion building, I iccadill ;» ULrouo:—

Bill board. High liolbom;—

•la-



Mother txatspla of private udvertiain^ oii;/i placed

on a building in Oxford St. Theeo oi^no becwae very numerous

on buoinoas houuea and hotels durfcis the latter part of uotober.

-eruitin^ office, 19 and 10, cock$»pur Bt- Vhio

ia the m>ut conopiououH office abeorved. it wub formerly tho

office of the liorth uatrtmn iloyd oteauahip U*«

- -



Sandwich man. '.fois foru of advertising was common
the latter part of August , but disappeared early in September.
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APPEAL TO ALL
EX-

TORD KITCHENER
appeals to Ex'Noi>

Commissioned Officers of

any branch of His Majesty's

forces to assist him now by
re^enlisting at once for the

duration of the Wan

PARTICULARS.

Chiefly required to act as

drill instructors. Promotion

to non-commissioned rank

immediately after enlistment*

Age no obstacle so long as

competent* No liability for

service abroad if over 45*

Pensioners may draw their

pensions in addition to pay

of rank at Army rates.

Apply for information or

enlistment at any recruiting

office.

CJod Save the King*
-— x
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f ST. JAMES'S GAZETTE, OCT. 28, 1914.

It*

***j 1*^v£bL

N the present grave national emergency another

100,090 men are needed at once to rally round the

Flag and add to the ranks of our New Armies.

id f >®k

(Extension of Age Limit).

Age on enlistment 19 to 33. Ex-Soldiers "up to

45. Minimum height 5 ft. 4ins. except for ex-sol iiers

and those units for wiich special standards are

authorised. Mast be medically fit. General Service

for the War.

Men enisling for the duration of the War will be
able to claim their discharge with ail convenient
speed at the conclusion of the War.

Pbj at Army Rates.
Married men or Widowers with Children will be

accepted, and if at the time of enlistment a recruit

signs the nece?sary form, Separation A'lowtnce
under Army conditions is issuable at^ once to the

wife and in

dependants.

certain circumstances to other

Pamphlet with full details from any Post Office.

tow to Join.
Men wishing to jo.n shiuld apply in person at

any Mutary Birrack or at any Recruiting Of ice.

The address of the latter can be obtained from Post
Offices or Labour Exchanges.

God Save the Kins.

^fl
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Your King and
Country Need You.

Another 100,000 Men Wanted.

j Lord Kitchener is much gratified with the response

already made to the Appeal for additional men for

His Majesty's Regular Army.

In the grave National emergency that now con-

fronts the Empire he asks with renewed confidence

that another 100,000 men will now come forward.

TERMS OF SERVICE.
(Extension of Age Limit.)

Age of Enlistment, 19 to 35; Ex-Soldiers up to

45 and certain selected Ex-Non-Commissioned Officers

up to 50. Height 5ft. 3in. and upwards. Chest, 34

inches at least. Must be medically fit.

General Service for the War.

Men enlisting for the duration of the War will be

able to claim their discharge with all convenient speed

at the conclusion of the War.

PAY AT ARMY RATES
I I

!! I
— - '

' —' I
..—.—.. M l i,

and Married Men or Widowers with Children will be

accepted, and will draw Separation Allowance under

Army Conditions.

HOW TO JOIN.

Men wishing to join should apply in person at any

Military Barrack or at any Recruiting Office; the

address of the latter can be obtained from Post

Offices or Labour Exchanges.

GOD SAVE THE KING!
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SUBJECT SI f0 °P ? 0JR »BRMAN T0RPED0B0ATS in an
Hrajriminf wi th Enffli »h Crui gers

.

/w/rc a .

Afo. joa Azte October 19 t 191** ,19

Replying to O. N /. No _^-__... Date . , . ..... ;p

The Oerraan Admiralty Staff publishes the following
in the official organ, the "N0RI3EEUTSCIIE ALLGEIIEINE ZEI7UNG" :-

"Berlin, October 18, 1914.

On the 17th of October in the afternoon our torpedo
boats » S 115 % » S 117 > , » 3 118*, and » s 119"
enraged in a fight near the Dutch Coast the Enrlish
oruisers BUNDAI " and four English destroyers.
According to English news the German torpe&oboata

sunk and 31 aen of their cre-r? la ' in England.

(Sig i d) Behncfce
Acting Chief of the Adroiralty Staff".

,
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ISee Paragraph I. Instructions of October 31, 1900. (
i lOfin ' w 1t>

Subject .
cffioial reports of operations by Japanese flag

officers, an- Japanese war, 3rd instalment.

From No.. 79, Date ...19.14.

Replug to o. n. i. No. agqpcxx Date mmammmmmtm...... r^j^Tm. coutoe,

RECEVVEO

(1£) Gist of report of cor. an&er-in-uhief of th| 2nj

uadron, received Cot. *
r

-

D the night of the 4th, a wireless message was received

from the Governor General ol tao in which he desires,

in accordance with the international treaty of July 6, 19C6,

to "be informed of the number of the killed, wounded and capt-

ured of the Tslngt&o army ir names, and at the same

ti: i £ notified that Z of cur killed were buried. I there-

fore transmitted the message to our besieging army and sent

answer to the Governor Informing him of compliance with his

request.

(15) ort of er-ln- Lsf of the 2nd Squadron,

received Oct. 11, a.m.:-

Lng of the 10th, our nine lifting vision

was attacked by enemy flying machine with bombs, but received

no damage. Lieut. Yamada and .'ub "ieut. Osakl Instantly got

on a flying machine and retaliated the enemy attack by aviat-

ing to over Tsingtac and throwing bombs. ey returned safe.

The same day at 11 o'clock a.m., Z ships of our 2nd

vision led by :dne lifting vessels, approached to the east

of :aitau Island and poured re upon litis :ill fort

which 7/as bombarding our army lilsnosd the fort. .11

Ls time, the enemy fort 'aichuan Point fired upon us

but no dan; /as received.
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(14) ort of Commander*'in-Chief of the 2nd ladron,

-eived Cct. 15th, p.r,. :-

"7i the forenoon of the 15th, part of the 2nd hivision

together with an English ship advanced to the north of

Takung Island and poured heavy fire upon the enemy forts

litis and nan Point, and destroyed part of the forts.

During this bonbnrdnent our flying machine aviated above

ichuan fort and threw borhbs, at the same tine observing

the fall of our shell

,

In this fight, e: lied and 2 v/ounded in the

7ng\L ish ship, there was no c. e.

(15) Report given out by the aval General Staff,

t. 19, 1914;-

The man-of-war r.:akachiho, while on watch outside of

lochow i3ay, touched a mine day before yesterday the

17th at midnight and sank.

(ITote.- irvivors ted to be 1 officer, S

petty officers anfl 9 men- )



[See Paragraph 4. Instructions of October 31, 1900.1 %J f Cf

> JSFeed not be ret {2.)

EUROPEAN WAR 1914. REPORTED
k

'
y
" u PLAF F OJTAIRSHED AT CALAIS.

From Z (M%.J^o..—M§ Date Jtetabar-3X^a914.- - -, 191
^mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmSi

Replying to 0. JV. I. No Date _ -, 191

According to unofficial sources, the Germans plan

to construct airship sheds at Calais. This port will then

he used as a base for Zeppelins which are to attack England.

The parts for the airship sheds are already built

and all that is necessary is to assemble the parts no that

it will be but a short time before the airship sheds in

Calais will be ready for occupancy.

One of the reasons for using Calais as a base for

Zeppelins instead- of Antwerp is the approach of winter which

will mean a great deal of fog, mist and rain. Pho moisture

in the air increases the weight of the dirigible and con-

sequently its radius of action; it is also desired to save

gasoline; hence the Germans desire the closest x^ossible

base to England for their 'ioppelins.
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(See Paragraph 4, Instructions of October 31, 1900.]
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SOBJECT B . y H .G ...j ....B ...A .H w A s. 1914r

THE BREACH OF BELGIAN NEUTRALITY--By -ENGLAND--AND-BELGIUM*

From Z <B \ No 306 Date °*UHr %%* m* t
}
w

Replying to O. N. I. No. Date , 19

Translation from Norddeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung (the official
Government organ) of 13 October 1914.

By Sir Edward Grey's own explanation, the statement of the
English Government is shown to he untenable, that the violation
of Belgian neutrality by Germany was the cause of England's
entering into the present war. The pathos of moral indignation
with which the German incursion into Belgium was turned to good
account by the English to arouse feeling among neutrals against
Germany, takes on a new and peculiar aspect in the light of
certain documents which the German army administration has
found in the archives of the Belgian general staff in Brussels.

From the contents of a portfolio marked "English inter-
vention in Belgium" it appears that already in the year 1906
the sending of an English expeditionary corps to Belgium, in
the event of a German-Franch war, was in contemplation. Accord-
ing to a written communication to the Belgian War Minister dated
10 April 1906, the Chief of the Belgian General Staff had with,
and on the instance and repeated recommendation of the English
Military Attache in Brussels at that time, Lieutenant -Colonel
gurnard 1st on, worked out a plan for joint operations of an
English expeditionary corps of 100,000 menmwith the Belgian
a*rmy. The plan had the approval of the Chief of the English
General Staff, Major General $£ierson. All data concerning
the strength and composition of ITHe English troop organizations
were communicated to the Belgian General Staff, together with
that regarding the assembling of the expeditionary corps, dis-
embarking points, an exact time calculation for the transport,
and the like. On the basis of this information, the Belgian
General Staff made thorough preparations for the English
transport over the Belgian strategic area, for their lodgement
and subsistence. The cooperation was worked out carefully in
all particulars. For instance, a great number of interpreters
and Belgian Gendarmes were placed at the disposition of the
English army, and the necessary maps were delivered. Even
the care of the English wounded had been thought out.

Dunkirk, Calais, and Boulogne were to be the points of
disembarkation of the English troops. From there they were
to be brought to the field of operations by Belgian railway
material. The contemplated unloading in French ports and
transportation through French territory shows that the English-
Belgian agreement had been preceded by a similar one with the
French General Staff. The three lowers had definitely settled
the plans for a cooperation of the "Allied Armies", as they
are called in the vritings. That is indicated also by the
fact that a map of the French deployment was found.

The papers mentioned contain some comments of speoial
interest. It is stated there in one place jL/b.-Col. Barnardiston
had remarked that for the time the support of Holland could not
be reckoned upon. He had further communicated confidentially
that the English Government intended to shift the base for the
English food supply to Antwerp, as soon as the i^orth Sea were
cleared of all German men-of-war. In addition, the Knglish
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Military Attache instigated the establishment of a Belgian
spy service in the Rhine Province.

The military material discovered experiences a notable
supplementing through a report found at the same time among
the secret papers, from the Belgian Minister of many years 1

service in Berlin, Baron Greindl, to the Belgian Minister of
Foreign Affairs, in which, with great sagacity, the deep de-
signs lying at the bottom of the English proposal are exposed
and the Minister shows the gravity of the situation to v/hich
Belgium by a partisan attitude in favor of the Entente lowers
had placed herself. In the very complete report, dated
23 December 1911, whose full publication is withheld, Baron
Greindl argues that the plan of the Belgian General Staff
communicated to him for the defense of Belgian neutrality in
a German-French war concerns not alone the question of what
military measures are to be taken in the event of Germany's
violating Belgian neutrality. The hypothesis of a French
attack upon Germany through Belgium had equal probability. The
Minister then continued literally as follows:

"From the French side the danger threatens not only in
the south from Luxemburg. It threatens us throughout our
entire common frontier. For this statement w# depend not
merely on surmises. a have positive essential facts.

"The idea of an enveloping movement from the north
belongs doubtless to the combinations of the Cordial Entente.
If that were not the case, then the plan to fortify Flushing
(Vlissingen) would not have aroused such an outcry in Paris
and London. The reason for wishing the Scheldt to remain
unfortified has not been there concealed at all. The purpose
to be gained thereby was to be able to send an English gar-
rison into Antwerp unhindered, the aim thus being to secure
in our midst a basis of operations for an offensive in the
direction of the lower Rhine and Westphalia and then carry
us away with them, which would not have been difficult. For
after handing over our national refuge we would have by our
own fault, given up every possibility of making resistance to
the requirements of our doubtful protector after we had been
so simple as to admit them there. The equally perfidious
and naive disclosures of Colonel ^arnard^ston at the time of
the conclusion of the C ordial SnxenTe "liave shown us plainly
to what it related. As it was shown that we did not allow
ourselves to be frightened by the alleged danger of a closing
of the Scheldt, the plan was not given up but on the contrary
only so altered that the English assisting army would not be
landed on the Belgian coast but in the nearest French harbors.
A witness to this were the revelations of Captain Jfaber, which
have, been contradicted just as little as tW*Be"wsin the papers
by which they were confirmed or in some particulars supplement-
ed. The English army landed in Calais and Dunkirk would not
be marched along our frontier towards Longwy, to reach Germany.
It would immediately break in with us from the northwest. That
would secure it the advantage of being able to get into action
at onco, to join the Belgian army in a region where we cannot
be supported by any fortifications, in case we wish to risk
a battle. It would enable it to occupy a province rich in
resources of all kinds, but in any case to hinder our mobiliz-
ing or to permit it only aft or we hud formally bound ourselves
to oarry out the mobilization in favor of England and her al-
lies.

"It is urgently recommended to draw up a war plan for the
Bel i a army for these eventualities also. That is required
both by the interests of our military defense and the conduct
of our foreign politics in the event of a war between Germany
and France."

-2-
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These arguments from an unprejudiced source fix the fact
in a convincing way that .Sngland , which now assumes the role
of protector of Belgian neutrality, herself destined Belgium
for a one-sided participation in favor of the Entente Powers,
and that she had planned even to the moment for violating the
neutrality of Holland. It further comes to light ^herefrom
that the Belgian Government, "by giving ear to the English in-
sinuations, made herself guilty of a serious breach of her
obligations as a neutral Power. (She fulfilment of these
obligations would have required that the Belgian Government
provide in its plans of defense for the violation of Belgian
neutrality by France also, and that for this eventuality they
should have arrived at agreement with Germany like that with
Prance and England. The discovered papers make documentary
proof of the fact which was known in -prominent German quarters
long before the war, of Belgian connivance with the Entente
Powers. They serve as a justification for our military
procedure and as confirmation of the information received by
the German army administration concerning the French inten-
tions. They may open the eyes of the Belgian people as to
whom they have to thank for the catastrophe which has broken
over their country.

The foregoing article lias been republished in most of
the other papers. Among their comments appear the following:

Prom the Berliner Tageblatt , of 13 October 1914:

"The portfolio with the speaking inscription ".English
deployment - for so may one with assurance translate "Inter-
vention* in this case - in Belgium will at some future time
play a part in the historical description of the war of 1914.
If we put together all that the contents disclose, the fol-
lowing facts stand out:

1. Fully eight years ago the Belgian General Staff
came t o an understanding with the English General Staff con-
cerning the combined advance of an Snglish-Belgian army
against Germany explicit in all details.

2. The French General Staff was initiated into this
agreement and by communicating her plans for deploying
against Germany had sent her support to it.

3. In the event of this plan being executed, England
was ready to violate the neutrality of Holland, in that she
intended, after the German iiorth Bea Fleet had been disposed
of, eventually to enter trie Bcheldt and establish connection
with Antwerp.

4. Although Holland, .ith the projected fortification
of Flushing, had drawn a line through this part of the plan,
the agreement for the common English-jelgian-French advance
against Germany continued in force and in 1911 was only con-
formably modified, and thereby confirmed anew.

5. At the same time the Belgian minister in Berlin
warned his Government against .ha breach of neutrality which
they had negotiated with this one-sided engagement or might
be about to commit.

From this basin of fact it follows further that the
German General Staff had rightly estimated the value of the
Belgian neutrality, when it provided for the advance of
Belgium through t ace. For muny years before the outbreak of
the war Belgium was a neutral state no longer , but en the con-



trary an active member of the Anti-German Entente, How far the
death of Leopold II at the end of 1909 influenced the bringing
of Belgium into an ever more intimate helping dependence upon
England may remain indeterminate. In any case, King Albert and
his Government can not clear themselves of the blame that they
did not proceed to destruction unsuspectingly. Since it must
be understood that they read the report of their Berlin Minister
of December 23, 1911, they must have been aware of the dangers
of their doubtful policy.

After these revelations the neutral outer -vorld will under-
stand the utter untruthfulness of the English policy which
siezed upon the alleged breach of Belgium's neutrality as a
pretext for the declaration of war, although she herself had
calmly planned to violate Holland's neutrality, so long as it
did not appear to be dangerous to do so! And to those who
"even in wartime strive not to let their judgment be blinded by
passion, this hypocritical attitude of Sir Mward Grey and his
accomplices must count as proven; and one can only regret that
evidence like that now published were not available for pub-
lication on the day of the war's outbreak."

From Berliner Zeitung at Midday, 18 October 1914.

The disclosure of the former Belgian Minister in Berlin,
Baron Greindl, published in the l^orddeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung,
concerning the .inglish-Belgian negotiations was, the Cologne
Gazette says, published in Brussels lay means of street posters.
This manner of promulgation of important revelations concern-
ing the behavior of the Belgian Government in the neutrality
question is all the more effective for oelgium, because Baron
Greindl still lives and not only by his own personality but
on the contrary as the brother in law of the former Belgian
Prime Minister and leader of the Clerical .tarty, vVolste, is
very well known. Baron Greindl had accurately foreseen, as
the publications show, the fate of Belgium; and it is now be-
lieved that the powerful opposition of Yolste against the mil-
itary endeavors of ^eopold II may be traced back to the in-
fluence of Greindl upon tVolste.

From the Hamburger Freradenblatt , 13 October 1914.

Disclosure of the Belgian ^ecret Treaty, the Belgian
Heutrality Swindle.

In and of itself, the disclosure of the fact that Belgium
was a secret party to the great plot against us is no surprise.
Our army -jAministration had counted on it in advance, as was
made known at the beginning of this prodigious war for Germany's
defence. Jut that the proof in black and white of Belgium's
treacherous design should come to light is a happy accident
hardly to be looked for, which must be attributed to the pre-
cipitate flight of the Belgian authorities before the unsus-
pectedly rapid inbreak of the German thunderstorm.

A hateful, dishonorable game is shown up in these docu-
ments. The familiar language of respectable people fails of
words to give expression to the baseness of the sentiments
among responsible men which are here brought to light. There
the treacherous agreement against the - s they thought -
unsuspecting Germany was first forged. But even in the moment
when this Germany, sprung upon from all sides, did not fall
into the arabu3h laid by Belgium, in the moment v/hen the German
advance into Belgium cut up the plans of the rare conspirators,

-4-
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Translation from the Berliner Tageblatt ,18 October 1S14.

S22LY. POLITICAL IABT.
Capture of the Belgian Coa3t — English Anxieties —
Grey's Brazen Face — The Situation in the West —
Hindenburg before 7/arsaw — King Charles — San Giuliano—
Security for the German Future. By raul ^ichaelis.

The capture of Antwerp by the German troox^s broke the
last hostile stand orTT3e"lgian soil with surprising rapidity.
Scarcely a week was necessary to occupy the Belgian coast also.
Ghent, Bruges and Ostende were captured in quick succession
and our troops have already reached Dunkirk. It cannot be
much longer now before Calais also will be in German possession.
Then the entire coast on the mainland bordering on the Channel
straits will be in our hands. IVhat help has it been to Eng-
land that they took the trouble to prolong the death struggle
of Antwerp by sending new auxiliary troops? They did not
thereby stay the doom of the strongest Belgian fortification,
hardly were they able to delay it. The English troops were
only superfluous; in fact, hardly had they arrived before they
had to leave again. This venturesome expedition for whose
source thanks appear t o be due to the amateurish Churchill,
existed only eight days on the Continent, then the dream was
at an end. The English have, only their fleetness of foot to
thank that they were not wholly wiped out or driven over the
neutral border of Lolland . It may gradually dawn upon even
those in the arrogant political circles of Great Britain that
it is not good cherry eating with the German nation, not alone
on land but, on the contrary, as the destruction of another
English cruiser shows well enough, also on the water.

owever small the run acsross the Channel betveen Calais
and Dover may be, the attempt to carry the war on to English
soil would be difficult. All the more extraordinary is it
that they are already beginning in England to reckon with a
German invasion . o have no inclination to discuss the anxious
appeal of the "Times" but ve rely upon the German large calibss
guns, the German fleet and still more upon the organized reso-
lution of the German people to conquer. England is vulnerable
not alone in London. She does not lack other points of danger
which will not be inaccessible to the German Empire in the

further course of the war. _o lives will see.

In other respects the la3t \^eek brought many farther
valuable contributions to the question as to how the world war
actually came about . The important find in the abandoned
archives in Brussels has shown with full clearness tliat for a

long time the nominally neutral ;el,Tl.um has allowed itself to
be ensnared by ish diplomacy. One can naturally not acquit

the Belgian Government of blame since they acted againet their
interests and against their duty when they let themselves into

the perilous road of the military agreement with England and

even with France. They were riven timely v. arning by the Bel-

gian minister in merlin. Baron Greindl. ^ut the real mover
in the game was England. One can see from this documentary
material what the pretended intervention of England for Belgian
neutrality really was. And one will find the Germ-Ji advance
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through Belgium quite explicable when one adds that England
had included a brutal offer of violence to Holland in the
plan of her deployment against the German Empire had it not
been that the fortification of Flushing drew a line through
her original calculations. Here is a true case of the word
of the Gracchi who complained about the uproar.

Furthermore, the confidential files of our Foreign
Office have been able in the last few days to furnish many
beautiful contributions concerning the agreements of the
Triple Entente. Especially for the English-Russian military
convention about which we had already before the war en-
lightened European publicity, the documentary proofs have now
been given* These and similar preparations for the great war
to hem in the German Empire no longer cause us astonishment.
The effect is dumfounding only to one thing — the brazen
face with which Sir Edward Grey has boldly disclaimed notor-
ious facts before*Tne£mpTis!S^rarllament . But the English
people also and the representation of their self-government
of which they are otherwise so -proud have also to think about
it.

The bullet on its way must go on further according to
the laws of nature. So also the beautiful coloring with
which our opponents sought to hide away the results of the
war hitherto does not hold them back. In the western
theatre of war the last week has brought still no decision,
but German progress, especially on the right wing, makes
the certainty ever greater that the French resistance will
break down within a visible time. In any case, as the re-
lief of the beleaguered Antwerp fell to nothing, now since
we have taken possession of a part of the French coast there
can be no longer any question of an envelopment of our right
wing. That we have to deal with a brave and cunning enemy
in the west is certain, as also that ?nany obstacles still
remain to be overcome. But even so it is sure that the
German troops will not relax until they have solved their
problem completely.

In the east affairs have taken a more decided turn in
our favor. The various attempts of the Russians to advance
on the East Prussian frontier have been thrown back every-
where with heavy losses for the enemy. General von Hinden-
burg moves shoulder to shoulder with the Austrian troops
forward on both banks of the Vistula, every Russian resist-
ance being bloodily repulsed. Already our troops have
reached Warsaw and while the city itself may not fall into
our hands until after the great battle on the Vistula has
been decided, one may from the previous success reckon that
the defeat of the Russian main array is not long to be awaited.

That, the present war imposes severe stress on the nerves
not only of the belligerent jjarties but, on the contrary, of
neutrals also is certain and many a one who perhaps under
peaceful conditions would have long survived has fallen a
sacrifice to stress of spirit. The venerable King Carol
has been torn away by death from the cares of his country.
In all the work entrusted to him for the land confided to
his care, Men with him and through him has grown to a full
bloom, he has never forgotten his German and Hohenzollern
origin. His opitaph deserves a German oirown and his name a
faithful memory. e may hope that his nephew and successor,
Ferdinand, will try to bear the task in the same direction.

To the Italian Minister of Foreign Affairs, San Giuliano
also we may be grateful that amidst very difficult conditions'
he did not overstep the line of neutrality, one knows only
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too well how strong the efforts have been for a long time to
make Italy separate herself from the two Kaiser Powers. The
deceased Minister has recognized the true advantage of his
country and at the same time has had a strong conscience
for the dictates of honor and duty. a may expect that the
cabinet of Salandra also will hold firm in the same direction.

The principal problem remains, however, that we ourselves
hold out . Our enemies,while no longer believing in a success
over the German defense itself, ?/ill not weary of attributing
to us a strong desire for peace. And true it is that im-
placability has no place among the German people. But even
so, the entire German nation is resolved to consent only to a
peace which will fully correspond to the unheard of exertions
of the war- That the German Government is thoroughly per-
meated with the same idea was given expression in its answer
to President Wilson. It will allow no doubt to exist that
the Gorman Empire ?;ill accept only such a peace as will
bring assurance for its security in the future and guard
against new surprises. And in a somewhat more soldierly way
General von liindenburg has expressed the same idea in writing;
"The 7/ar will last, let us hope, until everything is disposed
according to our will." That the victor of Tannenberg openly
in the first line against Russia has coined these gallant words
gives only a future perspective quite remarkably sympathetic.
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Supplementing i:>revious reports, the following is from an
authentic source:

The German cruiser "MAHZW in the fight with British tor-
pedo boats and cruisers off Helgoland on August 28th, 1914,
although badly damaged by gun fire and also by one torpedo
hit, her captain and all the other officers above decks killed
or disabled, was still in so buoyant a condition that it seemed
probable the vessel herself vrould fall a capture to the British.
To prevent this, Ober-Leutnant von Terpitz, son of the Secre-
tary of the Itfavy, gave the order to explode the magazine which
was done, and the vessel sank in consequence.

Survivors of the crew unavoidably became prisoners of war
in British hands. The spirit which animates them is illustrated
by their feeling that there is something almost dishonorable
in allowing themselves to be taken prisoner. This feeling is
evident from letters which the wife of the Secretary of the
Havy has received from her son and from another survivor, a
young petty officer* The latter Trote somewhat to the follow-
ing effect

:

""Believing that unworthiness might be imputed to him for
being a prisoner of Tar in the hands of the English, he begged
leave to write a word in explanation of his conduct. That
after all the officers and crew of the "MAIH2" had done every-
thing in their power to make resistance against the enemy and
then when they could no longer fight had destroyed the ship
to pr event her falling into the hands of the enemy, they could
do no more and he, with the others, jumped overboard. While
in the water he had done nothing to save his life. (At this
point in his letter he in afterthought made a cross as a
reference mark and then as a footnote wrote: ,T

i>och, ich habe
einmal gerufen'* — Yes, I called out once.) He hoped that
with this explanation the fact that he had allowed himself
to be taken a prisoner would not mar his future career.

Although the British Admiralty caused word to be sent
immediately to Admiral von Terpitz that his son had been
saved from the "MAIIIZ" , as to the other officers no news
was given except that eight officers had been saved, which
kept the families of all in suspense until the names were
communicated, nearly three weeKS later.
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The following aocount of the destruction of the German

small cruiser "KOLH" in the fight off Helgoland August 28th,

1914, comes from an authentic source:

The cruiser "K0L1J" while taking part in the engagement

with 3riti3h cruisers and destroyers off Helgoland on the 28th

of August, 1914, in hazy weather was surprised by four Jritish

battle cruisers of the lion class which opened fire upon her

at a range of about 4000 to 3000 yards. The cruiser returned

the fire but was, of course, unable to make an effective re-

sistance and the 3ritish cruisers continued to fire at her as

if at target practice until after about thirty-five minutes

the cruiser was a complete wreck and sinking. About one-

quarter of the crew remained uninjured and they jumped over-

board as the 2KQXK" went down. The British ships made no

effort to rescue them but looked on with interest while the

Germans drowned.

The one survivor, a fireman, managed to get hold of the

wreck of one of the ship's boats, where ho with four others

clung for hours. After he had been in the water 42 hours, a

German ship chanced by and rescued him. The four other men

had in the meantime given out and disappeared. This survivor

made the statement and after five days in hospital died from

the effects of exhaustion.

As previously reported, one other survivor is reported to

have been taken prisoner. This belief is based on inference

only.
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The following, which is from an authentic source, gives

some idea of the state of mind and nerve of the commanding

officer of the German submarine during the destructive attack

on the three Jritish cruisers:

After lieutenant .Veddigen, commanding the "U 9", had

truck two of the British cruisers and emerged his periscope

a, third time to get his bearings for attacking the third

cruiser, he saw the work of rescue going on and the wreck was

i3o dreadful that a strong revulsion of feeling swept over him

30 that he turned away from the periscope and was about to

make off, leaving the third cruiser untouched. During his

Indecision, hi3 Second in command touched him on the shoulder

and said: emember, Captain, that those wretches incited the

.Japanese against us." And that was sufficient to decide

Lieutenant .Veddigen to attack the third ship.
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The following comments are from a source informed by the

best official information:

The gunnory marksmanship of the British is considered not

to have shows as well as expected in the engagements that have

so far taken place. It was not believed that the small German

cruisers could so long endure the fire that they have endured

in several instances- The same is true of their torpedo boats.

The gist of this view is that the British shooting has been

below the mark and the German watertight subdivision better

than counted upon.

The informant pointed out that a single torpedo hit has

been sufficient in each case to sink the British vessels. Yith

the German vessels, on the contrary, single torpedo hits have

not sufficed. The "^Alg.^" is mentioned as one instance, which

received one torpedo hit but was not brought into a sinking

condition thereby.

The principal example cited is the "EELA". This small
t^HMM•

cruiser was launched IS years ago. After receiving the torpedo

hit she remained afloat for half an hour and had it not been

that the dogs holding a watertight door gave way, she would have

been brought in to .Yilhelmshafen in safety.

The torpedo boat "3 116" sunk by a torpedo from a British

submarine, lso remained afloat for a considerable time.

The informant states that the British torpedo practice

has been very bad; that outsiders have no idea how many torpedos

they have fired and missed.
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Frigatten-Xapitan Seebohm, who commanded the cruiser
atw«»iiii!WWa!jMaie<>r .-~y--

4AHIADSBn in the fight off Heligoland, August 28th, has been

Appointed on the staff of the Commander-in-Chief of the Fleet.

Aside from the very gallant manner in which he fought his ship,

he is highly esteemed in the service, as an officer of unusual

g.bility, excellent judgment, and valuable experience, and a

nan of noble character. For three years he was in the imme-

diate vicinity of the Secretary of the liavy; and only last

Spring returned from a cruise of more than three years in

t^he "BBEMBS". He is a native resident of Saarbrucken, ^orraine.

Of the commanding officers who came to Washington from

the German visiting squadron in June, 1912, two are now on the

fjleet Commander-in-Chief's Staff, the other being Captain

von Mann-Teichler, who is the Chief of Staff.
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Supplementing the account previously given of the loss of
the German torpedo boat "V 187" in the fight "between German
cruisers and torpedo boatf^anxt

! 3rit ish cruisers and torpedo
boats off Helgoland on August 28th, 1914, the following from
an authentic source is of interest in showing the statement
from the other side in opposition to the account given out in
the British press to the effect that German officers had fired
upon their own men in the water.

After the crew of "V 187n had had to leave her, the
British destroyers which had been firing at her put out their
boats to rescue the survivors. Ober-Leutnant Jasper and four
men v/ere picked up by a boat in which were an English officer
and four English men at the oars* While the rescue was going
on, a German cruiser appeared and opened fire. The British
destroyers then made all haste to get their boats and escape.
When the boat with Ober-Leutnant Jasper in it came alongside,
the British officer and men got on board their destroyer and
then ordered the Germans out. The Germans kept fast in the
boat. To a repeated order, uber-^eutnant Jasper replied
that under no circumstances would they go on board the
destroyer. As it ?<as evident they would not move, they were
fired upon by Snglish officers, several shots from revolvers,
and a seaman picked up a shell and threw it at them. To pre-
vent being hoisted in with the boat, the Germans cut the
boat falls and the boat line, so that the boat drifted clear
and, the destroyer making off to save herself, the boat with
the five Germans in it was picked up the cruiser "STETTIN"

.

The 3ritish boat itself is now in Wilhelmshafen.
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CONFIDENTIAL

£3 October 1

NAVAl 'ftftrt COLlfcGt,

RECEIVED

NOV 27 191*

J

From: Naval Constructor L.B.IcBride, U.S.: ,

To: :iaval Attache, London.

Subject: Press censorship.

1. In the following report an attempt is made to

outline the history of the establishment of the Press Bureau

and censorship, together with the result of same and the

effect on the public. ?uch of the material utilized has

appeared in the public press, but has not hitherto been con-

densed and collaborated; other information has been obtained

from various sources, including newspaper men; still other

comments are based on the general observations of myself and

other officers attached to this Embassy, particularly Lieut-

Commander Bricker, who was working on this subject up to the

date of his detachment.

2. There appears to be two distinct organizations deal-

ing witji this matter; first, the -ress bureau - from which: is

givon out such news as the Government desires to publish and

to which articles and dispatches to London newspapers are

submitted for confirmation, permission to publish without

confirmation, or supression; second, the cable censors, who

pass on all cables filed, whether private, business or

journalistic. There is, of course, in addition a censorship

on mail to hostile countries, and i have been informed that

this has been extended to mail to Holland. There are rumours,

and 1 have been told incidents which would indicate that tl is

censorship has been extended to a li: ited extent to mail to

America. In addition to the main Press bureau, there haa

recently been established in the Foreign Office a publicity

Bureau for the purpose of issuing information favorable to the

Allies. There also exists in the *-d' iralty e censorship of

wireless, but of the organization of this branch no informatio;

has as yet been obtained.



3. For the period preceain t: the declaration of war and

for several days thereafter (until -tiug. 11th) there was no

official or organized pres3 "bureau, and a member of the Govern-

ment stated in Parliament that "during the precautionary perio-.

when we had no legal means of controlling them, the proprietors

and editors of the great newspapers, irrespective of class or

party, all combined together to take no notice of questions

which the Admiralty or War Office lid not want referred to, and

it was through that that our preparations were expeditiously

and discreetly completed without undue alarm being caused in

this country at a time when no explanation could have been

given", ^n the above date, however, the Press Bureau was

opened under the authority of the general Act giving to the

naval and military officials the legal right to take such stews

as might be necessary for the defence of the realm. Its com-

position is as follows :

/
director - a*. iU^mjLth, M. C. , I.;.?.

Private Secretary*?oir Frank Swettenham
Asst. Private Secretaries - Mr. Maurice U'oods and :r.

Austin LI. Jones, Barrlster-at-law.
Secretary - Mr. Harold Smith, "..P.

Asst. Secretary - "r. R. P. Hills, 3arrister-at-Law»
aval Censors - Capt. Sir Seymour ^ortescue, ,

Lieut. Sir Ueorge Armstrong, fet. , R.I,'.,

(Director of J'aval Censors), Lieut. Geoffrey
Bowles, -..;., Lieut. Sir Edward Chichester, 3t. ,

...-.'. , Lieut. Andrew f, Davies, ;..,,., and the
.on. Sverard Meilding, R.fl.

Military Censors - Brig-Gen. ^.H.H. Waters, C. M. G. 9 Col.
H. L.A.Pennington, Col. J. J. Levers on ,C.M« G. ,

Col. H. T). ^rake, Col. i,. i«\ Coleridge, T
". S. 0. ,

(direct 02 of Military Censors) Col. C. O.Iienshaw,
Col. .

. -3urne, and ilajor K«|U Feilden.
Cable Censors Committee - .Military - Major-Gen. Sir D.i.

_. VCallaghan, Col. J.R.J. Jocelyn, and Col.
A.L.Molesworth. Civil - Mr. C.S. Jerri ingham and
Professor )man.

I have been informed that the above membership of t) is

3ureau does not include any oractical newspaper men. 11 tl e

officers
(
;.iven under the head of "aval Censors are either on

the retired list or have only emergency commissions.

4. The cable censorshio was established on Aug. 2 and

was apparently done as an urgent measure without previous

preparation or organization. e ttorarnaant notified tie c?:ble

companies at 8 p.B. on that d that no r.ore cables ihOttld be
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sent tu'itil they had been censored. The censors, who were all

retired array officers arrived at the various cable offices

between ten and eleven that same evening, but there was already

a luge accumulation of messages - press, business and private -

whicl suffered a very serious delay in transmission when the

element of time was of the utmost importance. This censorship

was continued in the same manner for the first few weeks of

the war. inhere were separate censors in each of the offices,

and although they all had the same general instructions their

individual interpretations were so varied that no uniformity

existed as to what was permitted to pass. This service, hawever,

has sine* been reorganized in so far as press dispatches are

concerned, tlough I believe that ordinary business and private

cables are still handled in the same manner. The press cable

censorship service is now centralised in one office, fully

equipped for telegraphic work. Sir Reginald Brade, tinder

Secretary of ^7ar, is in general supervisory charge, and a

retired Colonel of the Army is the immediate head of the service;

there are three journalists and twenty four retired army oificer^

as assistants, who work in three shifts of eight hours each. Thia

permits all press dispatches to be handled with much greater ex-

pedition and with uniformity as to what is passed and what is

suppressed.

5. The work of both thr Press bureau and the Cable Censor^

has been most bitterly criticised; before Parliament adjourned

the Government: was interpolated on several occasions in regard

to these matters; many letters have appeared in the press from

private individuals; nearly all the great papers have at one

time or another carried leading editorials on the subject; and

in private conversation one hears constant complaint and

criticism. I append here one of the editorials on this subject

which, I think, well exnresses the general attitude.
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"TILIES"

of 5 Seyvfc. 1914.

on

n muTHE USE OF THE PRESS IN WAR
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6. The above editorial was of date of Sept 5th. It

was just about this time, however, that tie Uovernment allowed

a somewhat greater freedom in respect to the news given out by

the Press Bureau. It was learned from reliable sources that

this change in policy was due to the fact that the rate of

recruiting was very unsatisfactory; it is also an acknowledged

fact that the publicity, finally permitted, of the early rever ses

in France was coincident with the great increase in recruiting

(in the London district the rate jumped from less than 1200 a

day to more than 4500)

7. As a further indication of the working of these sys-

tems there is quoted below some notes on the subject made by

two American journalists -

"All the censors are now located in one general office,
at first they were in two different places. All war news is
sent direct to the censors who transmit to the cable offices
what is to go. $ews^ar>er men are not advised what is 4»e cut
out of their dispatches and have no means of knowing until they
get copies of their papers or have advices from home offices.
Consequently they have little knowledge of what the attitude of *
the censorship is toward verious kind of news.

Under the system as it now stands messages reach i«ew York
from three to eleven hours after they are filed. In ordinary
times cable transmission of ordinary messages require from one
to three hours. Nobody connected with the censorship has had
newspaper training and knows anything about the news gathering
machinery of great newspapers and press associations. Consequ-
ently it is impossible to speed up important bulletins and
matter generally goes in about the same order the censors find
it on their books.

Frequently an important bulletin filed at practically the
same time by several different papers and news associations
reaches different offices in Hew York at varying tines, sometimes
as much as eleven hours aoart. ooraetimes one office gets matter
which neYer reaches another. This would seem to indicate clearly
that censors have no uniform plan nor uniform instructions.

Even the official bulletins and announcements issued by
the Press bureau established by the 'Government under the direc-
tion of F.H.Smith are subject to censorship of a strange sort.
A general order was issued early in the war that names of
warships were not to be transmitted in nev s stories. en the
Press -Bureau issued reports about naval engagements censors
laboriously carved out all names of vessels, although the news
related to events completed and the War Office and Admiralty had
no objection whatever to the use of names of vessels engaged
as sufficient time had elapsed to make information concerning
their position useless.

Colonel Church ill, Chief Censor, is tie only person
connected with the aTTfcual work of censorship with whom newspaper
men may confer. owspapers re forbidden to get information
from cable or telegraph companies as to the time w! en messages
were turned over to them and when they sent ti era. Consequently
the press is powerless to trace the actual delay which censors
are responsible for as a^art from the time required by the
cable companies to send messages.

The only way speed can be bad in telegraphic ana cable
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work is "by keeping a faithful check and ru/.ning down all delays
in transmission. Cable and telegraph companies and newspsners
cooperate in this checking system in ordinary times and keep
service up to standard. At present newspaper men are absolutely
at the mercy of the censors and cabl o companies wit}, slight
opportunity to distinguish between slow censorship and slow
wire service.^

*v The trouble with the censorship is easily discerned. All
the difficulties that have been encountered are readily charge-
able to one tiling - lack of preparation. England, unlike
continental countries, has little experience with the censorship
and apparently the Government in making war plans hfii neglected
this phase of operations, The direct result is that there were
not available at the outbreak of war any officials of the Gove-
rnment who had any idea of their duties, which were at once
seen to be technical to a degree. lio one knew the intricacies
of the cable services, much less anything about the distribution
of news and the publication of newspapers, which is also a
highly specialised industry and one to which, obviously, much
attention should be given, for the requirements of the newspapers
are only the requirements of the public.

There are two or three examples which illustrate how bad |
things really were. The first news of the battle of Heligoland
Bight came in the form of an official announcement from the
admiralty. It was a splendid Brit is! victory and the Government >:

naturally desired the news of it to be flashed to all the world.
|

As soon as the announcement was made public all the newspaper
correspondsnts naturally put it on the wire at the earliest
moment, first in the form of bulletins, followed by a full text
of the announcement. Some censors permitted the news to leave
England; others interpreted their instructions as meaning that m
this news was prohibited. It is to be presumed that they
reached this conclusion through tkie some blanket instructions
against publishing anything at all about naval operations.
The result was that the associated Press failed entirely to
get the news through to New York.

The associated Press is the greatest newsagency in the
world, reac J Iiig"IriTne Hunarea newspapers in the United States,
Canada, "/est Indies, etc. , and for it not to have this important
information was a serious matter. dhe management was naturally
very much displeased and made immediate! complaint to the
Government, which promised to investigate the matter, but sever
with any satisfactory result.

The l^iJuaxk^^Reric an , on the other hand, a paper known
to be anti-British, got the news through, as did other news-
papers in one form or another. The associated Press has
throughout the censorship period been particularly unfortunate,
and while it is obliged to maintain a neutral attitud and
tries to do so, there can be no doubt that officials in the
organisation, irritated by repeated mistreatment on the part
of the censor, have been embittered towards the British Govern-
ment wit! regard to the censorship at least, which shows what
this management will do and how important efficiency is in the
matter of censorship.

The same tiling was repeated when the first list of killed
and wounded was published. This was an official announcement
that there had been 2,000 British casualties. Again, some
censors permitted this to leave the country and others refused

On another occasion the Prime Minister made a notable
speech which was obviously meant as a message to tho world.
The censors suppressed parts of it and other parts they edited

These are only examples from ar/appallingly long list
os mistakes.

There is every evidence that the ioreign hifice and the
far Office have had serious difficulty concerning the censor-
ship, their respectfve views regarding what should not be
published differing very much. Phi ftar )ffice appeared to be
for the suppression of everything, vJile tie foreign Office,
with an eye for probable publicity abroad, has urged changes.
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After many complaints from the American Press tie Govern-
ment endeavored to improve the censorship, '-he subject was
given most serious consideration by the Government. It came
up at a Cabinet Meeting on more than one occasion and was
looked upon as a fairly i port ant thing.

There lias been a great improvement over the original
system since early September, however, and much more satisfac-
tory results have been obtained, but even now there are some
things which should be changed, For instance, .American
correspondents are not permitted to send some news which
actually appeared in the British papers. There is no explana-
tion why this is so. The London newspapers certainly reach
3erlin and there is no communication between the States and
Germany, Further, everything that appears in the British Press
is censored, somo of it two or three times*

Another thing which is arousing adverse comment in the
United states and which has been made the subject of formal
protest by the newspapers to the British embassador in
Washington is that messages to Hew York Papers transmitted via
London are suppressed by the censor, thus cutting off America
from getting the German side of the case. This matter is also
being taken up in London.

The foregoing is merely a rough outline of what has
happened. *he British censorship stands out as the worst
example of mismanagement and unpreparedness that the war has
produced in England. It proves that a thorough study of the
question is vitally necessary.

In the United states, the censorship would be as new and
strange as it is in England, therefore every preparation should
be made to take up the work in time of war. The Government
in Washington should send officers to study all the telegraph
and cable systems end locate all wires crossing the borders,
all wireless stations, and so forth. Llore important still, a
study should be made of the requirements of the newspapers,
whose support and cooperation the Government must have, and
whose needs, after all, are only the nneds of the people.
If officers detailed to investigate this problem were to go to
newspaper editors and managers they would be given a hearty
welcome and full co-operation, particularly at this moment
when censorship matters are uppermost in the minds of newspaper
people.

If <<-n understanding is reached with the Press in advance,
the Government will find it easier in time of war to control
the press and to guide it.

Officers should also go to the great press associations
of the country and study their systems of disseminating news.
the headquarters of these press associations would be where
the censors would have to be stationed in order to control
publication in American newspapers.

8. To indicate the scope of the work of the Press

Bureau and to show that it is used by the Government not only

to prevent the publication of confidential war news, but also

to shape public opinion, the following notices, v.hich are only

a portion of those issued to the press from time to time, are

quoted:

..ugust 1,1914
I am desired by the ^d^iralty to transmit to you the

following request, to which considerable importance is attached
In tiny report trhicl you may think it necessary to publish

of the snocial meeting of the ~outh '.Vales Mini rs' Federation
to-day will you please omit
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1. Any reference whatever to the Admiralty aril its
contracts for coal

2. Anything whicl would in any way suggest that the l>aval
Authorities are s> ort of coal.

August 3, 1914
Owing to the very serious situation of affairs, a meeting

of the Admiralty, war Office, and .Press uommittee was held
to-day. The authorities desire the Committeee to express their
acknowledgement and thanks for the restrained manner in which
the newspapers have dealt with the publication of all informa-
tion affecting the L'avy and Armjr during the ctisis.

further liaval and Military dispositions of a most impor-
tant character will be taking place almost daily, and at the
request of the authorities, the Committee think it desirable
again to direct the attention of the Press to the srital
importance in the interests of the community in suppressing
ell information of the character described in the recent
circular issued by the ^ommitee on the 30th ultimo.

In view of the loyal manner in which this circular has
been acted upon, this further notification is probably
unnecessary, but the unexampled situation has caused the
Committee to think it desirable again to communicate with
tLeir constituents.

August 5, 1914
The War Office subsequantly sent me the following

communication:
"We are sending out some Territorials, i.e., the 1st

London division, to guard some of the Southern Railways to-night
It will be a good thing, in fact it is almost essential, that
this should not be mentioned in the Press. Cculd you send out
a notice in the name of the Committee warning editors on the
subject? "

August 6,1914

2*0 mention to be made of the fact that part of the ^ar
Office is situated in the Whitehall Hooms at the Hotel
Ivletropole

August 17,1914

1. The Tress is requestedat present not to publish any
information identifying the units composing the Expeditionary
i^orce. This prohibition will only be temporary. In the meantime
Lord kitchener has expressed his wish that the Editors of the
papers in attendance at the bureau should be supplied with a
complete statement of the constitution of the force for their
own private information and in anticipation of a period fw] ich

will be duly announced i when it can be published.
2. The press is at liberty to publish, in their discre-

tion, descriptions written or pictorial -
(a) of the embarkation and disembarkation of the

Expeditionary Korce and more generally of its movements up to
end including the moment of disembarkation.

(b) of the movements of General Sir John jTranch from the
time he left London up to and including his reception in Paris

3. Under no circumstances whatever should anything be
published which gives any information, by statement or infer-
ence, as to the movements or destination of the expeditionary
Force after disembarkation.

Bo speculation to be published regarding a succession to
Central Grierson as such speculation Would be highly embarrass-
ing.
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21 August, 1914
The Press Association is asked privately to draw atten-

tion to tie fact that local authorities are now in a very
difficult position in regard to tie collection of rates and
other administrative natters, and although every coiisideration
is being given it will not "be wise publicly to announce the
fact.

Should any letters be received by a newspaper complaining
that pressure is being brought to bear in reference to the
payment of rates or alleging "grievances" in regard to other
matters, it is asked that tl ey should not he published without
first communicating with the local Town Clerk, as in one in-
stance where complaint was made respecting rates it was found
that the writer was "an old offender" and that the pressure
was brought to bear in respect of rates due last April.

23 August 1914
The Press .bureau this afternoon issued the following:
The Admiralty particularly request that during the

continuance of the war no announcements appear In the Press
concerning the commissioning preparation delivery from
builders, launching, completion or fitting out of any of His
Majesty's ships.

The Press Tiureau issued the following this afternoon at
4.15 o'clock:

It has been decided that names of units may nov/ be
published in the case of officers and men whom it is desirea
to mention in the "ress.

The term "unit" signifies in general terms the Regiment
of Cavalry, battery (or brigade) of artillery, or battalion
of infantry, in which an individual is serving. It also in-
cludes companies of Harrison Artillery, field troops, bridging
train, signal, telegraph, railway or air companies of Aoyal
Engineers, companies of the Army Service Corps, Koyal iirmy
lledical Corps, and Army Ordnance Corps, sections of the Army
Veterinary Corps, and Squadrons of the Koyal Flying Corps.

In the absence of precis© details it is of course always
permissifcaierefer to an individual by the title denoting his
branch of the Service, such as K.H./. . , K. F.A., A. S. C. ,K. A.M. C.

,

R.F.C., K.E. , etc, but for adequate military reasons no
mention must be made of the organisation higher than a unit
in which an officer or soldier may be serving. This means that
his brigade (other than tl at of artillery) division, or Army
Corps, must &&va invariably be suppressed.

August 24,1914

The Direction of the Official Press Bureau particularly
desires that when a substituted message is issued the original
message shall be understood to be cancelled and tnat no
reference to or comment upon the cancelled message shall be
published.

August £6, 1914
The Press bureau issued the following:
5.45 p.m. The Admiralty request that information concern-

ing the departure of British vessels from British and foreign
ports shall not be published, unless such sailings are fiven
out by owners in the forto of advertisement.

gust 28, 1914
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28 August 1914
1">.35 p.m. Phe Admiralty request that all newspapers,

periodicals arad magazines refrain from publishing any details,
photographs or sketches concerning the latest types of fighting
ships either of tfreat Britain or her Allies.

U August 1914
6 p.m. The Admiralty request 'that when news is published

concerning the sinking of trading vessels or trawlers by enemy
mines, n position, bearings or distances shall be given and
that when trawlers have been engaged in mine sweeping operations
that fact shall not be made public*

50 August 1914
6.3J p.m. The: press is particularly requested to make

no reference to the arrival at an iSnglish port to-morrow of the
Belgian ships "Princesse l.enrlette'

1

, "g«4<£ "Rapid" and
" JanjJxajuiel" . These vessels are carrying special passengers
antPcargo from Belgium.

Heither the vessels, nor their passengers, nor their
eargo, must be mentioned in any way.

1 September 1914
1 j.40 p.m. In forwarding this first summary of casualties

the hope is expressed that the Press iri publishing this and
subsequent lists v.ill do nothing, by posters or headlines, to
exaggerate the extent and the proportion of British losses,
which are small in relation to the severity of the fighting and
the nature of the operations.

It is not suggested that the issue of casualties should
not be referred to by posters, but that reserve and moderation
should be observed in the announcements made.

1 Sept. 1914
The Press Bureau issues the following:
The Admiralty desire that no mention be made of a telegram

from Lord Mayor of Liverpool to the new battleship
*
TE*in"

1 Sept 1914
The Press Bureau is requested to report the meting of the

Cabinet to-day in such a way as not to call attention to the
absence of Lord Kitchener. I

1his object must be attained if it
involves the suppression of the names of all the Ministers
attending the Cabinet.

2 Sept. 1914
11 p.m. The instructions which were issued to the Press

on Tuesday that the movements of Lord Kitchener were not to be
the subject of comment ar e withdrawn as from the meeting of
the Cabinet to-night but it is requested that no comment what-
ever be made retrospectively upon lis movements between the
time that the first prohibition was issued and to-night's
Cabinet .Meeting. In regard to to-night's Cabinet Meeting, Lord
Kitcheners name should not be singled out specially for
mention.

4 Sept. 1014
The Press Bureau issues the following, B.20 p.m.
In writing in the Press upon the subject of Lord

Kitchener 1

3 special appeal asking porsons who are in a position
to do so to find lodging and/or board for the wives ana families
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of members of the expeditionary force, it may "be well to
remember that many of the women concerned are at p?eei*eHt
present resident in the married quarters at Aldershot and other
military centres.

Having regard to the immense influx of recruits into
barracks in these places it is evident that these quarters
are no longer suitable and will soon be no longer available
for tie purpose for which they have hitherto been used. Under
these circumstances an important public service will be render-
ed by those who respond to Lord kitchener's appeal - a service
to the families of those who are fighting so bravely for the
country and a service to those groat new armies which are
everywhere rallying to the standard.

4 Sept. 1914
The Admiralty requests that no reference should be made

to any reports as to the acquisition by Germany of -British
trawlers for mine laying purposes*

7 Sept. 1914
It is requested that no reforence be made in the press

to the departure from England of the aieen of the Belgians.

9 Sept. 1914
The Press are reminded that they should scrupulously

abstain from publishing any details giving the positions of
any naval occurences, whether it be in action, manoeuvre or
disaster. For instance, on the occasion of the recent loss of
the "rathfinder*' certain journals stated that it occurred off
St. Abb 1 s .lead. Such details are undesirable and the Press
is requested to abide strictly by the instructions laid down
in this memorandum.

9 Sept. 1914
The Press are reminded that und r no circumstances must

any reference direct or indirect be made to the departure or
arrival of Colonial or Indian troops. He reasons for this
prohibition are apparent but it has nevertheless been
recently violated.

1? Sept. 1914
The prohibition against mentioning the 1st Lord of i--d. are

removed.

11 Sept. 1914
The Foreign Office points out to editors and writers the

diplomatic importance of allowing nothing to appear In the oresj
v.] ich is likely to produce an unfavourable impression in Turkey.
This caution is not affected by tl report of t; e abrogation of
the capitulations which with or without, foundations is noi
being, circulated. The preservation of the neutrality of Turkey
is of course h paramount British interest. The tone adopted
in referring to^urkey unless and until a definitely adverse
decision is readhed 8} ould therefore be friendly. i'or instance
sympathy must be expressed wit); urkey in her efforts to cope
with the press almost amount inr to duress with which Germany
is attempting to influence the exorcise of her free discretion

12 Sept. 1914

There ie still a certain feeling in Bussla that tho i.ress
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aril the J3ritls.l people do not completely realise the enormous
exertions which are "being made by Kussia In her advance in
Eastern Prussia and ^ustria. In the last few days much greater
prominence has been {civet, in British newspapers to the Russian
theatre of action but the British oress can render great
service to the alliance by taking every opportunity of recog-

2 Russia.

Undatod
The Press is asked to exercise particular care in pub-

lishing news from German sources, e.g. ,
quotations from German

newspapers or information collected from G 3rman sources in
neutral countries sue}; as Hollanl. Much bT u

ThTTT?fe*W8 can be
repeated without injury but in some cases its repetition
merely assists German international propaganda. "/here it
would be no^gi'bie to -nlaco such a construction on the news
r ceived it iv requested that it be subjected to very careful
editing and in cases of any doubt that it be submitted to the
Press bureau which has been asked by the Foreign Office to
scrutinize very closely all such news.

15 Sept. 1914
The Admiralty requests that all newspapers will refrain

from making any mention of the allocation of contracts, etc.

,

for the new building programme of cruisers and torpedo boat
destroyers. The attention of the technical and provincial
press is especially drawn to this notice.

15 Sept. 1914
Certain evening newspapers contain photographs of the-

Grenadier Guards marching, '"le statement is added that the
Guards are on their way to the front. The publication of this
photograph and the comment are extremely improper and dangerous
to the public interest. .Both the Var Office ana the Admiralty
,' reatly resent the publication, which is, moreover, in direct
violation of the prohibition issued from thL Bureau*

16 Sept. 1914
then notices of a confidential character regarding

sinking of merchantmen are posted at Lloyd's sue): notices are
not to be published in the ?ress % except with the express
permission of the Laval Censors an d the Press bureau, or unless
such Information is divulged in an official communique.

Undated.
The Press are reminded that the rule as to then not

publishing the movements of troops applies to the territorials
as we] 1 as the regular Army. Paragraphs giving details of
their trailing which do not identify both the unit and the
locality, are not prohibited, while still further references
may bo made to the early stages of the recruiting and formation
of the new army. it paragraphs sue], as recently appeared in
some papers, as to the constitution of the .hole territorial
divisions, and the movements of territorial troops abroad, are
prohib ! ted.

16 Jepf 1914
The admiralty particularly requests ti at nothing should

appear in the Press concerning the German cruiser ^mden ana
operations in the Indian *>cean until further notice.
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23 Sept. 1914
Po article will appear after this notice be passed by the

censors at the Press Bureau and no cable will be passed by the
ress Cable Censors which purports to describe any operation of

war from observations made within twenty miles of the front, or
which is composed under circumstances which otherwise suggest
a breach in letter or in spirit of the prohibition against the
presence of correspondents at the front. In particular while
military operations are in progress spectilations as to the
tactical or strategical operations of the allies are objection-
able and injurious to the public interest, Ho such articles
must be published. All doubtful cases may be submitted to this
(Press) bureau.

23 Sept. 1914
The Press are requested to refrain for the present from

publishing any information concerning the stoppage of Dutch
or other steamers bound for nolland.

24 Sept. 1914
Ho article will after this notice be passed by the censor

at the Press Jureau and no cable will be passed by the Press
cable Censor which purports to describe any operation of war
which has taken place during the preceding five days as the
result of observations made within twenty miles of the front
or which has been compiled in circumstances which otherwise
suggest a breach in letter or in spirit of the prohibition
against the presence of correspondents at the front. Specula-
tions as to the tactical or strategical movements of the Allies
when compiled from information obtained within £0 miles of the
front, or from persons who have "been at the front and dealing
with operations t3 at have taken place within the previous five
d^y3 or are likely to take place within the succeeding seven
days are particularly objectionable and injurious to the public
interests. Ho such articles can be published and all cases of
doubt must be submitted to the Bureau before publication.

24 Sept. 1914
The Admiralty requests that no information be published

concerning the closing of the ^iasconset Purconi station, U.S.

A

and that the fact should net be^^lHlIiT alluded to in any way.

£5 Sept. 1914
The Press are requested not to make vny .mention of the

alleged dropping of i bomb on Dutch territory by an ..nglish
aviator o my circumstance im tny way connected with the
allegstion.

25 Sept. 1914
All mars, sketches and diagrams which purport to illus-

trate the dispositions Mad operations of the allies and all
articles written by military critics or experts must be sub-
mitted to the Press Bureau before publication.

Undated*
By direction of the Prime Minister as Chairman of the

Imperial Deforce Committee, the -Press is requested to refrain
from publishing the natiea of officers of the Jtoenah nrmy
comnandin e units aj from mentioning by name i ny specific
unit of tj . rcncP Ari It is apprehended that serious

mage has already* boon done to the cause of the allies by
giving such particulars in tie PngliBh papers.
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29 Sent.

The Director of the Press Bureau invites the attention
of the Press to the numerous instructions which, from time to
time, )ivve been issued "by the Bureau specifying certain matters
which, for military and public reasons, cannot be mentioned in
newspaper articles an d communications from eirrespondents. He
recognizes that in every detail it may be difficult to follow
these instructions in the newspaper offices, but the work of
this office v,ould. he greatly simplified and the possibility of
mistake made less if the editors would endeavor to avoid
sending forward for censorship matter that is clearly prohi-
bited.

29 Sept.

The prohibition against mentioning the movements of the
First Lord of the Admiralty is removed from midnight to-night,
but it is requested that no comment be made retrospectively
upon his movements during the period which has elapsed since
the notice of the 26th inst* was issued*

1st )ctober

TJ'he xress are informed that the prohibition with reference
to the landing of Indian troops, whether by reference in the
press or by photographs, is hereby removed. This, notice refers
to T). 28, 953, and D 57, but it must be observed that the
prohibition is removed in the case of the Indian troops only,
and no reference must be made to their movements after leaving
the port of disembarkation.

3 October

I'o mention should be made of the movements of the J'irst
Lord of the Admiralty until farther notice. Whenever meetings
of the Cabinet take place they must be so described as not to
disclose the -irst Lord's absence if he be absent.

9. 2?he feeling among American journalists now in London

is strong that our Government should at the present time, when

the necessity for and the possible evils of censors} ip pre so

strongly In mind, take up tl is question with a view to having,

available in time of necessity a completely prepared and

organized agency for this purpose. It is also believed that

the best results would be obtained if, in the organization of

such an agency, the newspapers tie.selves were assigned an

active part not only in drawing up the plans but in the

personnel when it actually became necessary to put o censorship

(Into fores. In this connection it ie interesting to note that

in at least one other direction the British Government las

consulted civilian experts in the preparation f war plans -
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notably in connection with the utilization of the railways for

purposes of mobilization; it is known that at least one

rail?/ay manager was invited some months ago to work up a plan

for the most expeditious movement of troops from Ireland to a

point f presumably of embarkation) in England; this plan was

completely prepared and submitted to the War Office, which

approved it finally only a fev. weeks previous to the outbreak

of hostilities* It is believed that a similar method of

preparing plans for a censorship could be followed with success

in the United 3tates.
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SUBJECT EUROPEAN WA E 1914. CAPTURE AND
DESTRUCTION OP AN ENGLISH MERCHANT STEALER
BY GERMAN SUBMARINE.

Z Kr SIS— ~ , October 33. 1914. inrrom No. ^S/f Date „„w „ , ,. *.«* m uL ..ului.» . ., /v

Replying to O. N. I. No,—•—«— Date -- —_.—.__.—.—— , 19

The interesting anouncement of the sinking

of the British steamer ^GLITRE 11 by a German submarine brinps up

a new phase. of warfare with submarines and one which may become

very important when the size and radius of action of modern

submarines are considered.

In accordance with accounts received the

crew of the steamer were ordered to row themselves ashore and

the submarine then sent on board and opened the sea valves, having

the steamers own boats do the transportation of the necessary

men from the submarine.

The Reichs-Marine-Amt informs me that so far as

they know this is the first capture by a submarine known.
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Nation . . . . .TOTEY. Hame of Port. ...... .CONSTANTINOPLE,
Beport. from U.3.3.SC0HPI0H. .

Date ®f Iteport. October 24,1934,

1. J& I reported to the Department "by te 3a gram on October 12,
the Russian Blade Sea Fleet were reported in the vicinity by telegram from
Bucarest,Bonmania,and on that day the Tuifelsh fleet proceeded to the Black i

Sea,and orders were issued by the Government authorities that no limits
were to be shown after sundown in the upi>er Bosphorus as far dowa as Teni-
leeui.Skis includes aids to navigation., lights in houses , limits along shore,
and lights of every description.

2. At about 5.30 on the morning of October 13,just before day-
light 9heavy gun firing was heard in the direction of the Slack Sea. It last4
ed for about twenty minutes and was continuous, 1 sent up the Bosphorus,as
soon as daylight permit ted,to find out particulars of the firlng,but nothing
!«m known of its purport. It ha&,however,been heard by ever^ one in the vic-
inity and in the city. However, the batteries in the upper Bosphorus had not
fired,and the Turkish Fleet were all inside having come in the evening be-
fore,or that morning, A Russian merchantman,^! ch came in from the Black Sea

that morning,had also heard the firing,but knew nothing of its cause* I my-
self believe it was one or more of the Turkish Coast Batteries on the Made
Sea firing on some native,or Innocent,vessel which they took to be a Hussian
torpedo boat or other !>ftssian war vessel which they thought was attempting
to enter the Bosphorus. Many rumors were circulated for tuon® of which I find
any foundation,and the Government authorities said it was target practice
and exercises. Ms I do not believe owing to the unusual and unreasonable
hour,and the extent of the firing. However,! feel sure that firing was not
hostile.

3. Hothing further has been heard ©f the Russian Fleet,except of
two submarines under toxv at the mouths of the Danube.

-1. The L3E33JIDIEH has joined the Turkish Fleet,but the EJMIDIEH
still remains in the Golden Horn, otherwise the Turkish Flee't is complete.

5, The Turkish Fleet now hold target practice almost daily in
the Sea of Marmara,but no longer, so far as I can ascertain, in the Black Sea.

6, fourteen oar loads of ammunition and four oar loads ©f small
arms arrived about October 16th. They were seen near the railway station,and
men were seen taking of the German tags,

7, The ISussian bluejackets,who have been here as the orew of • the
Russian Embassy steam launch, left for Russia last week,and the English blue-
jackets,attached to the British Embassy steam launches leave to-day or to-
morrow? This I do not interpret as further signs of war between Turkey and
Rus8ia,

,

but believe it is done simply because winter is coming on, the steam
launches will not 'be needed,and the bluejackets oan be used to better purpose
elsewhere

•

8, The Italian station >iaire AHCHIMEDE attempted to pass thrcugh
the Bosphorus,bound for the Black Sea, a few days ago. She was turned %ack un-

til permission was received from the Turkish authorities by re'iueet ef the

Italian Embassy. Such permission has not been required before, to leave, as

the straits have not been closed. Permission is always required to enter.

When permission was received the AKCHIKEDE left for Galatz for docking and

repairs.

9, The coal supply is getting low. Very little Welsh coal of any

kind is here, and the British subjects,dealing in Welsh coal.have been in-

structed, by the Ambassador,! believe,not to order further supplies. All ooal

has been requisitioned by the Government,and even the Turkish ooal mines. I

have had little trouble in getting ample Turkish ooal to keep my bunkers

full, by permission of the 5£lnlater of Karine,and am saving about 80 tons of

Cardiff ooal in the bunkers,and shall only use Turkish coal v.hioh Is very

pocr,but sufficient for all purposes. This shortage of ooal will, I believe.
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soon begin to affect the movements of the Turkish Fleet who have been bumf
ing ooal,daily when underway for exercise, target practice,©r other purpose.
The Dardanelles being closed,and the state of war,or mobilization,in other
ootmtries ©erdeMgg on the Black 3ea,ooal cannot be obtained from other
than Turkish sources,

10. Owners of residences,and other unoccupied nouses,along the
tipper Besphorus nave been ordered to remove their furniture, as it is the
intention of the Government,as given out, to use these houses for the quart-
ering of soldiers, This includes many fine private hcuees,many of v&iich

belong to foreign residents and subjects.

11. Last Saturday,or Sunday early, the British Jlmbassador, Sir
Louis Kallet, received some sort ef communication threatening Mm with as-
sassination, On Sunday morning a service was held at one of the churches
in honor of the death of the late King of Boumania,to vfttioh. all the i&abas-

sadore were invited. The time and plaoe set for assassination was the time
and place of the service. All the Embassadors attended, except the British
Ambassador,and he did not leave Ms Embassy on that day,nor for a number
of days afterwards,giving out that he was side. Those WLgfr in the Turkish
Government were informed and the British Ambassador was given assurances
that he would be protected, .Oils incident was known,! believe,by only a
comparatively few people here,but the truth of it cannot be doubted as it
is on excellent authority. The source from v&iich I received the information
unless authenticated might be questioned 9but the American Ambassador on
hearing of it had it authenticated by the iritish .Ambassador himself.

12. Personally, from what I have seen of the working ©f tfo© Ger-
mans here and read of here and elsewhere,! think it quite likely that the

letter originated from a German source with the intention ©f preventing
the British Ambassador from attending the official memorial service in
honor ©f the dsa$i of the late King of Houmanie^in which it was successful
a© the British Ambassador did not attend and was the only Ambassador not
present,and making it appear as a sign of lack of friendliness ©r wish to

casue offense ©f England toward Boumania, Such a scheme raigfrt be well un-
derstood,when eaoh side in the present general war Is most anxious to ob-
tain the sympathy and support ©f Eoumani&,©r at least to prevent the other
side from obtaining either sympathy ©r support. The above is only a theory
and naturally I have not communicated it to any one,not even to the Amerioan
Ambassador.

13. One of the German Kaval Officers nor/ here in connection with
the Turkish Fleet, is Korvetter-Kapitan v©» Amim,who went back to Germany
nor© than a year ago after having commanded the German stationraire LCHELBY
for a year. I lmew him quite well when he was here before,but it is only re-
cently that I happened to come aeross him and talk with him. Thereare now
two ex-commanding officers ©f the L0H8LBY here in connection with the Turkis^
Fleet.

14. Add to list of German vessels as contained in my former reports;

LEHOS. about 350C tons*

15. Generally,things seem much more quiet here,and there seems to

be less anticipation, or prospeot,of Turkey going to war. /as far as ©an be

found out,frora the opinion of offio*al©,officers,and civilians,both Turkish
and foreign, there is little possibility of war. The entire atmosphere seems

better. From an authoritative source Turkey will not g© to war unless Russia

and the Allies are being beaten, from another = Turkey will not now go to war

unless absolutely forced.but will not demobilise,but will keep in a state of

readiness and precaution. From all I have seen and heard, I *iyn»irrow believe

that Turkey now intends to keep the peace,as she xcv realise© that it is for

her own good. £p ^^ q
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SUBJECT U.l..Q...i.l.iJ WAR 1914

NOTES OH-*» LOSS OF THE SEEM*!.. CRUISER wARIADHE"

.

From Z...(B}No...... &l Date October U,t 1914

.

, /0
H i lMJUHHWlUlli

Replying to O. TV. /. Afo. £)#&»
, 19

The following supplementing the account previously sent

in of the loss of the German small cruiser "ABIAEHE" in the

fight off Helgoland on August 28th, 1914, is from an authentic

bource

:

The prolonged gallant resistance made "by the "ARIADKE"

called forth admiration among the British and on hoard one of

the cruisers when some half dozen of the "AHIADHE 1 S" survivors

were picked up, three cheers were given as these German sailors

were Drought on board. These Germans, however, looking about

them had seen that a German cruiser was in sight and approach-

ing and before the third cheer had been given them, they

jumped overboard and swam away from the British ship. The

British ship made off and the men were later picked up by the

"STRASSBUHG".
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Translation from the "BE t TAGEBLATT"

WEEKLY POLITICAL SUjU.IARY - October 25,1914.

Advancing step by step — The possession of the Belgian
Coast — The Eastern Theatre of — private Charity —
»MD*jr and "iCARLSBUKS" — "hole sale Imprisonment in
England — Prussian Military Work. PAUL MICHAELIS.

It is said by some of us who greatly underestimate the
strength of the opposing forces of the enemy, that the German
troops on the various battlefields should hurry the decision
of the battles now going on. Beyond doubt we have reason to
think that, owing to the fact that we have abundant proof
that our troops in critical moments have been able to swing
success to their side. The spirit of the German troops in
the field is excellent and all are filled with the determina-
tion to win, but in view of the whole situation and on account
of the enormous number of troops engaged on both sides, and
because of the modern technique of war, it is necessary that
our advance be made step by step. Any man who will think over
the situation in calmness and will not become impatient will
see that the ultimate decision cannot be arrived at quickly
or precipitately but must be secured by a large number of
single engagements, carefully planned and thoroughly carried
out. The development of the last week has been satisfactory
and haslBlped to bring ultimate victory a little closer. In
the western theatre of war we have had sonsiderable success
along the Bel^iancpast and on the right wing of our army,
even though durtro'ops have been vigorously resisted by the
English warships stationed along the coast. The attack against
our long-drawn-out battlefront in the west has failed and the
strong assault of the French from Toul against our lines was

**^ . «i|iJ» ii n*-i
f
i t "^

thrown baa*; with heavy losses. Wi can, therefore, say that in
the western theatre of war our advance is slow but sure. In
the meantime, it must not be forgotten that England has op-
posed and fought every step of our progress along the coast.
It is not expected, however, that the possession of the coast
towns by German troops will be very long delayed. Every man
in Calais and every man in London knows"what it means if we
take a position immediately opposite the Chalk Cliff3 of Dover.

In the eastern theatre of war there has as yet been no
decisive victory and the advance has net brought forth any
decisive action. It is announced from headquarters that the
battles near 'Yarsaw and in Poland are as yet undecided. This
is very easily understood when one remembers that the Russians
have a very strong force of troops there. However, we have
advanced very near to the city of Warsaw and it is very satis-
factory to icnow we have advanced so far. It is also greatly
to our advantage that the Austrian army has won a victory
against the Russian wing in Galicia and was able to capture
important and fortified positTonaTfrom the Russians. All
these things point to a victorious conclusion.

It should also not be forgotten that our troops in the
east are working under extraordinary difficulties, muchmore
so in the east than in the west. This is due to the climate
in the east and the miserable roads v/hich have interfered
with supplies and movements of our troops over all that ter-
ritory. The aid rendered to our soldiers by private charity
is invaluable to our army. The sending of warm clothing and
other such articles to the men in the firing line makes easier
the work and lessens their hardships* It may be stated that
too much cannot be done along this line by the women of Germany
and especially by those women in the upper oircles of society.
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To these women especially this work pelves a great field of
useful activity and proves that in this man-murdering fight
they should not stand idly aside and do nothing, and it is
with great satisfaction that we can say that women of all
grades of society are doing all in their power to make these
articles of clothing (wristlets, sweaters t eto. ) for our
soldiers in the field and it is hoped that this activity will
not diminish as the war goes on.

In regard to the work of the German fleet, it can be
stated that it is doing its full duty. Although the great
battleships must still reserve themselves for later actions,
our torpedoboats and submarines have kept up their good work
and have shown dauntless courage and unequal ed valour. It
is very natural that the German fleet should occasionally have
losses. b are very sorry, however, to learn that four old
German torpedoboats were sunk off the Holland coast by a
superior force of the enemy. The successes of our fleet in
the last week are, therefore, very pleasing to us- The English
submarine "3 3* was destroyed in the German bay of the liorth
Sea before it could cause any damage. An English torpedoboat
was aXso put out of action off the 3elgian coast; this was
done from land firing. Probably the most brilliant work of
all, tho, has been done by our small cruisers which are
scattered over all the seas. The "X RUHE" has gradually
placed herself in the same rank as TKITOTiser "EMDEU" , which
has done such wonderful work in this war. These two cruisers
have carried on a remarkable war against the English merchant -

steamers. The latest report states that the "KARLSRUHE" has
sunk the total of 13 English steamers having a gross tonnage
of 60,000 tons. The earlier report which came out some time
ago stated that she had sunk 7 English steamers, which means
that the "KARLSRUHE" has recently~sunk 6 more. All these
steamers have been captured and destroyed without loss of
life. It must also not be forgotten that all our reports of
the deeds of our small cruisers come only occasionally and
thru the reports of the enemy, so it may be supposed that
their successes are even greater than reported. Sngland not
only has a direct 103s by the losing of these merchant steamers
but also has a considerable loss due to the high rate of in-
surance which the work of these Gorman cruisers has kept mount-
ing higher and higher. Indeed, it may be asked if the English
Government did cot cut her own throat when she obstinately and
on selfish grounds opposed the sirring of private property at
sea. i may furthermore believe that the same energies,
courage and initiative which are being shown on a small scale
by our fleet will also hold good when the great and decisive
battles are fought at sea.

In the meantime the iinglish people are venting thoir
resentment against German fighting prowess on the innocent
Germans and Austrian s who were caught on English soil at the
beginning of the war and have been unable to leave. It was
not enough evidently Tor tho lish mobs in London suburbs
to destroy German property and do violence to Gorman citizens;
it v/as not sufficient also that an English judge was able to
bring himself to acquit the marauders: they had to allow their
animosity and s^ite against our countrymen to go to the limit
by imprisoning the remainder of the German and Austrian kinsmen.
The German Government hat boon vory careful to take prevent it ive
measures against any violence to foreigners who may be kept in
Germany during the war. One must not forget that in war there
is even greater need for humanity when your enemy is an incon-
siderate one. It need not be wondered at in England if the
German policy is forced to be altered on account of the vicious-
ness of the English people against German subjects in England.
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Kowever, one thing is certain and that is that the
German people will not become discouraged thru such un-
friendly acts. We are resolved to bear everything which is
the result of this war and are determined to win at all costs.
The Prussian Diet in both houses has already formulated plans
for the rebuilding of devastated East Prussia and to aid in
the rebuilding- of that region by the employment of the people
who have been rendered idle by this war. One of the results
of this war will be the burying of the "JDreiklassen" franchise.
Furthermore, the requested credit of a billion and a half marks
v. as unanmiously granted and raised. The House of Representatives
unanimously backed up the President when he expressed the in-
flexible will of the Prussian people to hold out in this war
until the end will have been fully attained. He stated: "We
will never wish peace until we have guaranteed full security

.ainst any future attacks by jealous enemies." . are certain
that these words of Graf Schwerin-Lowitz voice not only the
sentiment of the Prussian Jiet but also the sentiments of the
whole German people.
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/rem: Ma^er S&ezias ">• xreac.*?eli , J.i: '« U€«
To: wal dttaeae* "Jon; on.

; ubjeet: Report of im'orio&tion obtained froa Oct. 1 to
Oct. 15,1914.

The nn<lers3.g.ne-'i ha® bean engage c ia .; olie oting aottf

on the }r«:ani station, Recruiting, Draining and -/bilisation
of the Briti^fc Poreee; and on military a. .it&1 ejaaetiane*
Thero notes are not yet conplete enough for a report.

'The anderstgnad visiteS Beading ana Goring on October 1st
Saneaaret and -anberiey on Jot. 8, .Iderciot on Oct. 13*

A re j ort of observation?-: ie hereto at tad and la on
file in the office of the -ilit ..ttache
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aval attache, London.

Subject: Kepcrt.

fee only event ef tnlti period I a to rerort ^ae ny
'- eiiT-f to re&eh AMgjfljaaqp in tine to wlt&ftea none oi' the

operations in and about the city. At the time I left England
(>ct. 9) flntwex^ was irtill in the hands of the "ritish and
;lgian£ 9 but was evacuated during the day, and was occupied

by the Grermans at the tine of eqt arrival sJ -lncliin. , olland.
I was prepared to rermin In the pity as long as permitted or
denir-nhle in care I }..-- -.an Rtteeestfful in gaining entry in
tiioe.

wx hi . ;11 icn for ir-provenent 02' the social
weIfa:: t 1 ne- arny. Lord Kitchen©* has appealed to the
^tftrffu^o eo*»opBrate in protecting the recruit frets temptation,
•specially in the natter of drinking. rly olosiag hoars
have a or&er-r - •.•-. public hotisas in imnv citios v jhere troo
are assembled. She puhlio hao bean warned against treating the
men, it; Is sale* th t in l»ondon a rale rofolbiting t

presence of wosssia in public c! ringing places is vinaer oonri der-
ation.

Kafarring to ay last report in w ilch it <was stated that
no sajpsarliiss were seen at ^evor, I have to report that on
lotobc.r 9 submarines »«re seen proceeding to hor.
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SUBJECT Prisoners of WAR in OSR ANY,
J October %X\ 1914.

From No. SM Date October ,^6, 1914. /p

Replying to O. N I. No. —__ Date —-—— ——
f
jg

According to official sources which are in

point of fact substantially correct, the number of prisoners

of war in Germany on October 21, 1914, amounts to 296,869, of

which 5401 are officers, liore are on the way from the front

at the present time.

This number is divided by nationalities as

follows :-

Nationality

French

Russian

Belgian

Sngllsh

The enlisted men are divided amonpst

about ten different caraps, all followinr the general sty/e'

of Alten Orabow, reported on in Z-263.

A report on the methods of detaining

officers will be submitted later.

Officers Enlisted men

2473 146,897

3164 104,534

547 31, 5 76

310 8,669
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NORTH SEA,

The German High Sea Fleet continues in the
neighborhood of Wilhe1mshaven and Brunsbiittel and are protected
against submarine attack.

Submarines and torpedo boats have been active,
the first as in the past, with success. In the Northern part
of the North Sea the • U 9 » sank the "KAWKE" with a loss
of all but fifty of her ^rew. This makes the fourth cruiser
destroyed by this one submarine. The cruiser "THESEUS", which
was in the vicinity saved herself by flight*

In the neighborhood of Helgoland the English
submarine " E 3 " was destroyed but details are not available,
as it is the^Ttersire of the German Navy Department not to allow
anything of information to fret out which might enable English
vessels to guard against disaster.

Torpedoboat " S 116 » was sunk by a British
submarine near Helgoland and four" torpedoboat s M S 115, " ll?"

»

S 118" , and r S 119" were sunk by gun fire off the Butcn
coasT'by the British light cruiser " UNDAUNTED" and four
destroyers. These light cruisers have dons excellent service
in both navies in various ways.

Scouting by dirigibles over the North Sea
continues with value.

In summing up these minor activities, one cannot
help being struck by the forced inactivities of the great
portions of the fleets of all belligerents

An English merchant steamer captured and destroyed
by a German submarine is noteworthy.

Extensive preparations are under way at Wilhelms-
haven, Kiel, and in the Kaj.3.ex V/ilhelm Canal for an active
campaign in the English Channel, as soon as the German Army
shall have secured and fortified the necessary bases on the
Belgian and French coasts, but the nature of the work to be
undertaken and the force to be used is kept very secret.
Admiral von Jj^rpitz has been in Antwerp and is now in Wilhelms-
haven inspecting these preparations and consulting with other
admirals concerned.

BELGIUM.

An ill-advised English expedition consisting of
marines and blue Jackets was sent to Antwerp, apparently on
the initiative of the First Civil LoriTWIthout consultation
with naval colleagues in the Admiralty. The expedition was
started after Mr* Churchill had himself visited Antwerp and
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military
had failed to prasp theAsituation. The expedition consisted
of about 8000 men, inadeoiiatlcy provided with artillery&m<L
machine prune* whioh are absolutely essential in this war,

and consisting partly of untrained recruits

Th*re are at present nine hundred prisoners
o* this -?oree here in Berlin and they state that after beinr
put in the trenches outside Antwerp they were under fire
four days, p?ot no support or information and finally were
deserted by their Belgian allies. They atte ipted to ret
away and climbed on the roof of a train filled with refugees
which was •tarted for Ostende. The train was captured by
German troops,

A bluje- Jacket bripade of the same force under
the co id of Captain Henderson, ... .s -al Attac
in Berlin, until the wsS^^was forced to take refuse in
Holland whoro he and his men have been interned. The
remainder saved t

\ elves by 7 lonr flirht and $ot back
to Tlnrland after a weeks absence, completely 'emoraliKed.

The true account Of thla 11
probably be a lonr time ooming out a is
merely a sketch as it oc in Berli •

18 o] • ions o*" the throe British litfht
draft monitors, •MggSEY* «

I
« and ' f» ( originally

built for Brazil f\ in annTJyinr the Ger • and
preventinr unobstructed occupation of the coast towns, had
a distinct valuo to the British and French amies on thoX
wing*

.iti" th the
coast amy in Belriuri is in marked contrast with t\ 'i.tish

Antwerp expedition, being adequately offloored and thoroughly
outfitted, an led and r >rtod* It has done excellent
service and is expected to do more.

The Baltic 80ft south of the GKilf o^ Ti ,r\<\ -

has remained a Oer tan lako* The Baltic Fleet has carried
out a proftramrco of tarret practice and maneuvers, and although

e up of the older ships with reserve crews, nay be
considered to be in as high a stats of efficiency, eonsiderir
the material, as the North Sea Fleet.

Trained pun pointers, rim captains and runner's
tea, wore available for the largo reserve brourht

into bein^frem the - Gunnery school at sorrj rg f so

that the personnel of the active fleet did noT to be
drawn upon to the lowering at Its efficient . Of course
all the reserve crews had done three y - sen/ice in the

Mavy and eoul* not b« slassod as nr**n Kafldi to borln with.

The Russian cruiser •PALLApA" was sunk by the
German submarine 16 », under sotaroana or Kap1 tanloutnant
Count von Berekheim, in the mouth of the Gulf of Finnland,
die on patrol. The cruiser u B>i :

u in the vicinity,
saved herself by flirht.

A elose l Is maintained o ?o

to the Baltic, as Britis' .ve bi In »e

arerack. Russian fleet 'mi re nine l lly 1 ive.
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The activities of the various llgrht emlsers
in oo rierec destrovinp is better kno'v-m outride of

Germany than in Berlin and need not he revJ

The front of the Western Amies extend from Ostende
to the vicinity of Touft In the voc^es only a small
force is held by either side. The heavy runs used at
the rduction of Antwerp are now working on the forts
protecting Verdun* The remainder of the line is holding
its position, or making small pallia except the right
wing which has steadily progressed and han now pushed
back the allies and crossed the Yser-Yper.n Canal.

Tip ffi<r;pr
.f a:uibs.

fighting continues in East Prussia close to
the border* " wbi .' w wit . J rt
of their forces to re-inforco the armies in Poland &n&
Oalici . In Poland I force la within twelve
kilone teres oi 'saw* which is ily defended by
forte end trcoiHWVar is necessary to the Russians

«

if they are to threaten wither Berlin, or Vienna* i

it controls the Railroad lines "to irge portion of
both derman and Austrian frontiers.

In dalle ia heavy fi#ht|
success Li going on near Pr^eMysl. The Austrian Array

len much stiffened by*°^1 port o t> German
An ly Co •
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LESSONS PROM THE FRENCH PORTS : L0NG17Y -

SUBJECT cAMP. DE ROMANS..
w""6"

From Z
No.. ™1 Date

October 37, 1914.
Jg

Replying to O. N. I. No.
—— Date

"—
77P

Reference:- Z-335 of Septenber 14, 1914.
( Lessons from the Belgian Forts.)

The taking of the French fortified town
of Longwy is an example of the wearing out of a garrison by a
steady bonbarrtoent and shows that the moral effect of such
bombardment will win where the actual loss of life of the
garrison is still small. Longwy fell after a bombardment of
two and one half days ( 3 1/3 ) with a loss of 300 in killed
and wounded of its garrison.

It was garrisoned by three/ thousand men
and provisioned for a year.

'

The fortified part of Longwy stands at
the top of a height which helps to protect two of its sides.
The fort was designed by Vauban and is considered to be his
master-piece. It may be roughly compared in size and type to
Portress Monroe, except that the moats are deeper and dry, the
walls are higher and thicker, with guns only on the tops of the
ramparts and these protected by earth works and elaborate bomb
proofs. Heavy barbed wire entanglements were outside and in the
moat. Inside the walls, a town was laid off in streets, with
church, barracks, private residences, banks, etc. This was
Longwy-Haut, as distinguished from the town at the -foot of the
hili - Longwy-Bas, the latter was not harmed.

The French mobile army having been driven
back, Longwy was summoned by the Crown Prince's array and refused
to consider the possibility of surrender.

The guns used by the attacking force were
six (6) 31 c/m siege howitzers, six (6) 15 c/m siege howitzers,
and the field artillery of one army corps, that is 96 field guns
of 11 c/m, or a total of one hundred and eight ( 108 ) guns.

The German guns occupied positions in a
quarter of a circle, about the North side of the position and
nearly on a le^el with it. The guns of the fort were quickly
silenced, or dismounted and their crews killed or driven to their
bomb proofs. The town itself went up in flames and smoke, so
that now only a mass of rubbish remains with a piece of wall
here and there.

A^ter the fort was silenced, each pun fired
in accordance with orders - one in ten minutes, which put about
11 shell per minute into the fort. This was kept going steadily
for two days and a half, when the place surrendered without
being stormed. The garrison was utterly worn out and their nerves
r-one. The guns had caused sections of the fortification wall to
slide into the moat, so that storming would soon have been
practicable, but it was not necessary.
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Fort Caap de Romans.

This fort which is one of the so-called "Sperrforts"
was one of those protecting the line from Verdun to Toul.
It was modern built into the ground with its puns in
eupola turrets, much as the Belgian forts about Namur,
except more modern and in better condition. It was
reduced to rubbish by the German and Austrian siege guns,
the latter the 30.5 c/m being the largest used. The fort
was then taken by assault and now forms part of the
German lines as an infantry position. As the taking of
Fort Camp de Romans was a wedge driven into the French
lines, heavy French re-inforcements have been placed
opposite this part of the line and bitter fighting goes
on to keep the German army from breaking through the
lines at this point and cutting off Toul and that part
of the French line from Saint Mihi£l to Toul from the
main army.

I cite Fort Camp de Romans, as it is as good as any
of the forts protecting Toul, Verdun* or Paris.

It appears to be a question* if any ?ort, even
such a one as Corre^gLor can stand the steady and
prolonged attack of modern heavy siege artillery.
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SUBJECT ^ GERMAN SUBMARINE RAMMED BY AN ENGLISH

From % No. 333 Date Octoher 39, 1914, ., 19

Replying to O. N 1. No. Date , 19

There returned to Wilhelmshaven slightly

damaged a German submarine which has been run over by a British

destroyer.

I understand that the English press has

published the fact stating that the submarine was sunk, but

such was not the case. She escaped with slight damape.

The English torpedoboat destroyer which

did the ramming was the "BADGER*.
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SUBJECT 0ER:iAN CRUISER EMBEN« REPORTED TO HAVE
SUNK RUSSIAN CRUISER"""•"SOKEMTSCHU * and
A FRENCH DESTROYER,

_, Z 339 ^ October SO, 1914.
From No. Date >—m^n , ... 111111^^^.1 , /0

Replying to O. N. I. No. _____ Z)tfte
, 19

The following account is from the press and has

not yet been confirmed by the Reichs-Marine-Amt:-

tt According to a Petersburg report from Tokio
the Russian cruiser »SCHE?£TSCKUG* and a French
torpedo boat have been sunk by torpedo shots from
the cruiser "EMDEN8 at the roadstead of Pulo
Pinang. The cruiser, which by adding a fourth
( false) smoke stack, had disguised herself and
could thus approach the destroyed ships. M
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(See Paragraph 4, Instructions of October 31, 1900.] .1

SUBJECT SITUATI0N ALONG THE BELGIAN r-QAST.

Z 330 October 30,3.914,
From No. Date J9

Replying to O. N. I. No. Date
t 19

The Reichs-Marine-Amt tells me that the fighting

on the Belgian coast has been exceedingly heavy and that the

As
Naval Brigade has lost its share, • The Englis

/N
realize what

it means to them to have this coast in our poss session and they

are making the utmost resistance . w

There can be no doubt but that the captured

ports will be well protected and will become centres of German

naval activity, with submarines, torpedo boats, and mining

outfits.
Extensive and secret preparations have been

made for a campaign in the English Channel. Whether such a

campaign can develop a situation enabling Germany to invade

England, it is impossible at present to foresee.

\



I See Paragraph 4. Instructions of October 31, 1900.

1

Subject Japanese Activities in the South l-^a;--Islands-.

S/o

From w ^VoQg Date October 30,1914.

FUpL/vig-b)-Q„J\L-L-Na __, Dc^.-«

:ince the occupation by Japanese naval forces of a large

number of the German fouth 3ea islands,much activity has been

shown in Japan in regard to these islands in other than a mil-

itary way. Various commissions of investigation have been sent

to the islands to report on fishery possibilities, trade oppor-

tunities, timber resources etc, and at least one merchant steamer

has been sent for commercial purposes.

There seems to be a movement on foot to make it appear as

though the Japanese public was much interested in the permanent

retention of the islands, or at least certain ones of them, and

that the fall of the present cabinet would probably follow any

action towards vdthdrawal of the Japanese from the fouth eas.

It i3 thought that the above attitude is being advanced

largely as a"feeler" to ascertain the attitude oi rica mid

possibly Tngland as to the pi nont presence of Japan in the

South Peas, though without question a large section of the Jap-

anese favor, and have favored, expansion of Japanese intrrests

to the south rnd will probably oppose withdrawal now that the

opportunity seems good to get a permanent foothold. It is dif-

ficult to gauge, at present, how strong this opposition will be.

it may be mentioned that the southward-expansion advo-

cates are also the advocates of a large naval increase.
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7. In refer a ligation , it
l oars at this tine that the Governnent had twzToftJceto in
view, lie outbreak of the war, as I have previously

orted, tho Government has been haiv. joresvod by a certain
strong political element made up of re^rea . ives from
different factions. This element, baeJfcea by several accept-
able newspapers, has been deB&a&tng war since tit© iTirst~of,
AVgftOt, but about tho middle of October bhey sM their
donrnfls from war to the OOeupi ion of Vailana, undoubtedly
because it was seen that t lie" ham of the Government could
not ,o forced. The cry for Vallona has becyi v&gy strong,
00 the Govern ent on the 26th of October occupied tho Bay of
Vallona cad the Island of Sasseno guarding bhe harbor's

roach. Thus the uOvorni"rent satisfied and for a tine quiet-
Co its opponents, and at the same time Italy assured herself
of being the first on tho around. Xtaly&s occupation of
Vallonc mm immedi: tely followed by Greece going into the in-
terior where her interests lie. Undoubtedly there exists
an understanding between Italy and Greece relative to Albania.
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Subject Official reports .of. operations by Japanese flag

officers, German- Japanese war, 4th instalment.

From No... QZ... Date October 31, 1914.

Replying to O. N. I. No. Date

(16) port of vice Admiral ';.'. Kato, Commander-in-Chief

of the 1st Squadron. Published by the Bat . eneral Staff

on Cot. 2C, 1914.

nhe part of our squadron which occupied jaluit Island

some time ago, had by October 15 effected military occupa-

tion of islands which are i tportsnt bases, in the Mariana,

Marshall and Saster id i tern Caroline tfroups. During

this operation two surveying- vessels of the er.vmy were nidi:

there and were found. \ these vessel . .
i : herself and

the other was captured with her crew* o damage on our side.

(17) &rt of the Commander*in-Chief of the 2nd

i iron, received October 2(
,

royer 3*90 which .

'

:iao C h . . ay under

cover of night ran aground at Shihhelehsc on the coast of

hantung Peninsula (about 6C miles south of Kiac ay
--

and was destroyed.

(13) Report of the :ommander-ln-Chief of the 2nd

"von, received Dot, 23rd, p.m.)

Judging from th at at the tine of the sin^i?

of the Takaohiho there were seen immense pieces of her

wreok floe ting in the vicinity, that thi rice of the explo-

sion wr s seen fro: I -bor about BC raile3 from t

site that there were only three survivors, o from

/Ivors L1 fit that * ship was

torpedoed by the German destroyer - hieh o .i explosion
jqHHMW"

• .zinea. in was near t
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time is clear from the condition of his wounds and from the

fact that he wore Loves, eta. . ceo to the sur-

vivors several of t ten of 1
\ singini

.1 ai-ga-yo ' or the military song of oko wa mikuni wo nam-

byaku ri .
' .is faot i ~ow they were devoted to their

.ror and country, . ' bravely they met their death.

ale I rejoice that th I to the last moment the true

apirit of the Japanese military men, I cannot but lament

their loss.

(19) ivea out by t'. aval General taff oiS

Cct. 27, 1914.

The operations since Cot. 22 of the squadron blockading

Ciao "how Bay are as follows-

Cn the 22nd | Lieut* b Lieut. Takebe on a fly-

in -Jhine reconnoitred the port cf Csingtao, and threw

bo? igainst the storehouse of flying lines and the

electric plant.

j the 25th, a - e 2nd division ly

fired on the Hsiaoohansh&n Fort from the north of Takung I.

[cording to observation made on land, several of the sheila

struck the fort.

r n the forenoon c 26th, two ships of 2nd division

proceeded to the south of "imehia n and poured heavy fire

on litis, Laoohanehi er forts. to report!

from various observation ,1 gun of Litis Port and

2 guns on a hill south of Ej - ere destroyed, i nd

vcral shell t.
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( 20 ) Report given out by the Kaval ueneral iff on

lober 81, 1914.

e blookadin .uadron which had been bombarding the

forts of v.'singtao every day since Cot. 25, poured heavy fire

on the 29th and 30th on the enemy forts in conjunction with

itisli ships as follows ;-

3 t ". 29th the we- .alri "but misty. Cur squadron

proceeded to the south of Tunc an and bombarded the enemy

forts and positions on litis iaiaochanshan and neighbor-

hood, ir fire was effective, there being numerous hits.

This day only Luichuan Point .'fort returned fire, the other

forts keeping silent, nor did they fire on our army.

q the C'th the wet r was clear with an extei view.

Our squadron poured -y fire or crl e?<vy forts and the neigh-

borhood of Chanshan, most of the shells falling' on Kslaoohan-

ort, Chanshan, etc., and were very effective, some des-
mnm»>0'm'

troying difense works or shelter Laces, others overturning

a gun emplacement of ritelaooha ort, etc.
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Feed not be r*

A

Amsrluun Kuoussy

U

wctober 31* itfK.

froi l»t. wol. 'ftiouao .. road?/ell f .« *tt«0,

Vol .iavai Attache, Umclon, ftn&iar .
•

.juujaoti *iotes or* urbanisation of Volunteer fcnay

i iritain.

Ur> ritain has up to dais (Out. 31] gallsd for

i,< ( (',000 volunteers, and the Colic- notes ooncer probj

of the organisation of thie Eton Amy*

(a; ..-rater. In force at the outbreak ui'

the v/ar wu;i au follows: <•** ^orsss at hoffio and abroad, th

forces at ? nsntl ;;ed an an Kxpsditlonary r'oroe

of 6 div Lona and u oavalry division. Tho Amy ?id

Spselol ttoservs - a foi*OS riist >ion - to fsru a

seuerve battalion upon which .. lobular fighting ovoroea,

could draw for roinforeucietttu* • territorial A»rcc oi' rm

i oranchoo, with a ooaulsta divisional or .. ttion analogous

to . of ths tegular Aria <

Bontal systan as taaintoinod in the Driti

Army r( ere t: ad of regular, vouvr\ I tsrrltorial

lo of varying n\ - ths raj balng a taol

unit. Thi by the iJ . .Ltal-

ioua «o sxlstin >. w ra^li foruad in

m. ere for dl n of i -v.

aoooublu'. otatione of th< lar or 7sn*ltS1 of

th< tty or tho filiated, and

- ^
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at now Military reservations in said counties set aside for ti.

purpose.

'Hie following art? eouie o? the principal localities

for gathering this force:—*

liouthanpton )

Coahau
New i'oreot ) ,'tegulurs and Colonial forces for
Havunt .^edition ervice.
Winchester )

.ildershut ivivioions or sere
Bslleburj i'lain a nwauer o£ divisions end umddian

. rees«
UeXehester X Uivision er tore
BPtlJ HSptQB

Newcastle
jJunfertoline

sterling
j>undee

Crystal Palace division*

also Goring, Leeds, tlpso«, -oking, oolwich, ahornolif fe, etc.,

booidos localities in Ireland and -ales.

(,b) Tils Re* oti fith cloth field

sorvioo unlforra, and with the **ee ' itford rifle, be uovermaent

supply of anas, accoutrements and utiiforia war, ttw short of that

required, and contracts for supplying uniforms, etc. had to be isado,

and alX Uoverni.<ent and private plants for areif&dturlng MOoXl ariaa,

fieXd pieces, etc., are worked to tho iiutit. uiy oi' the recruits

were for some time not led with anas or uniforms, and at this

tiite there are still a large nnuber UMfjpeVida It parted .

awail arias are now being turned out at the rate of W • per week*

»,cj training for recru it I el the Aniontry

is to consist of squad driii, acayawyi battalion, and in large units

of brig »leo and divisions. ugh sons divisions have boon

organised it uay be said that the training ef the large uuue of sen

has

•-..-

i

*
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has not yet pro&raaaed beyond battalion, company or aquad drill.

ilia for the other arm in their functiona io not further or not

ao far advanced, ^he training in the alanantary drillo ixra uoatly

conducted by old non-coioraiaaioued offieera or aeldiere, all of those

available boin^; urged to re-enliat. There ia, oi' courau, a j_,r«at

aliorta&o of auitable outeriel for drill instructors, non-comuiaaioned

officers and offioera, mid till having necessary Military education

to fill these ranka art* obtained.

<d} ~fficera are obtained ua folio^a: fruw ondeta

trained at lioyai t&litary u>lle<;oa» at ooitfieh, and Sandhurst*

(lat cinaaea graduated a y«ar ahead of titan) frora University

ttdanta after exota, and preliminary iailit*iry training xn bff&oera

fining worpa (it ! understood that at Oxford ami Cuwbtfidge each

there are 1»00€ otadenta fitted for aubaltern paaitionaji fro*

Colonial candidates trained at military Colleges In uiionioa;

frora the Ofl raining t.orpa; and frota civil life. it ia ai

understood tliat general effieera saay appoint v. nuuber of oubaltsrna

in their ouwonmU i

^e) 'sitting of now foreea haa so far jjrooeoded

in uioat eaoea no hitter than the battalion. *ee divisions have

boon organized itnd withdrawn Zrox Aldershot to a Southern camp, but

it ia not known hovf far their traini*' ~o
{
p*«saed.

It ia not now the intention to plat any of lha flaw

iy in the field luttil it haa had about aix Months training, that

ia, not before about April 1st. recruit;; ./ill have at iouat

four uiontha training in battaliono «Ml auwulor unite Uefore they

are trained in larger unite*

•ui i.iq'.x have been uhoitored In tha v;iriou<j burruoka.

-.j-
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in public Duildin^a and in o u.t,»u« Now that colder weather ia

coming on, provision ia balAg rauie to ahelter thuae no* in oawp

in publle buildin^a, Hid in wooden huta, tint ai*« baing constructed

dn tapping j^rounda.

%t\ Vhe tuppXy tytttttt ia under the ttopartiaont of tho

quartaraamitiif General to thaiTtraaat the \, . (tanaral bein^ a

ttOiuber of the Arty umncii. Under the ... • general the .ut-anlatra-

I tv.. .:r-..i;.. bI Um Dayariutnt It n ..! •• ihe Iraatart ol . 1 .63,

uiaport, ordnance, Rallwaya* orke, Rottountt, /eterinury, and

rial* vrraa mid g Lag aim obtained froa the depots and manu-

facturing plant si $ ordnance factories are located at foolvieh,

Uoy, and liifield ixick. Hie Royal ftrvy Nothing factory

is? in }„ondon. tppllat of arts and clothing v/ero fur ohurt of

requirement a and contract 3 ;tr« uatle with »OBy private firua. Ait

preoent, aupply of arm tnd clothing ia sealing mrt

favorably*

Kouteunt dapatt are titua&ad at Dublin, ,ool./:Uh,

i.ilton kotfbray, *rbor*?iold ureaa, and linckarda Tar...; and aao onoa

near wouthaaipton, $aliebwy i'lnin, etc* The tyatoa Ji* "beardlag

out" hortoa, i.e., lending thaw to famart in exceos of peace

M carried out ia Jiglund, and also a careful oanaut

of horeea of i*reat Britain had been token. Large naatrnr of horaea

huvw boon Imported frail Canada* • .uriou, forage* uut

.

of theao horaea are untrained*

J nit of Infantry ia lite battalion of 4 cowpanioa

ten each - each eonpuny of 4 plutoona. Uattalion alas

included a machine gp 0OMi «• auction of Elignal ..on,

raodicaJ officer and nearer**

• -,-
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The brigade »f infrmtry consists of 4 battalions.

The Cavalry Hogiuient consista of J quoorons, each

of 150 sabres divided into 4 troops and a regimental machine gun

section of 2 guns, i'he davalry brigade consists of 3 regisawnts.

The /laid artillery unit was the brig.de of threo 6

^un batteries* 'i'he liora© Artillery brigade consists oi" U butteries.

The Division consists of 3 brigades qjl infantry, 3 Field Artillery

gun brigades, 1 howitzer brigade, 1 heavy battery, 1 squadron of

Cavalry, 2 uoiapsinies ;ngin©«rs, and signal troops. /ilao3 field

ambulances, tent bearers, divisional train and divisional ammunition

oelusnu

Vhu bffmg dorps consists of three divisions* and the

Aruy of 3 or wore .\r»uy dorpo with Gavalry Division or brigado, and

auxilliarimj. 'The present plan ia to divide nev/ troops into 4 armies

(h) The present dea daaoe in ngland for the
B0M*

Expeditionary Force are douthawpton, and i'lyuouth, and .eyosouth for

auppliea.

^FOJiSiljUk§$><*S **ro at Houlogne and daiaia.

About dept. 12, the british base in France was

threatened and waa moved to dt. ijixni.ro, out on withdrawal of

demons, Boulogne was again laado base*

Ci) The baae is in this case u port - ijouiogne.

advanced depotu wa; be forced at points along the liuo of SflTOlill

cations. .ro>i the railhead, where tiers were supposed to bo only a

day* a supply of stores, supplies are taken by the i&otor-Aorriaa of

the Supply COltMM to the troops. Horoo transport is usod on.i / in

diotrlouting, the conveyance of supplies to tho areas occupiod gy

tho

-b-
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the troops bein^ perfor^d diolly by taotor transport* Vhe daily

run of the isatar lorry ia conMafw) to oe 90 wiles. J.erofore,

these tootor lorries could In a day take supplies 45 tidies froa

railhead to horse transport and rwtum the tana day. *oe

traua;>ort was lii^it - two horse aageae* . sply of ssnunitlen is

laaintained in sajae manner.

(J) iiuaoss in the ftapartltionary fame ara ^ood

from the Aryjf oaorve, frota naa organisations sent over,

fr . jular forces froia latitat Uiuraitar and other asaoBsions

where they have been ri^nand by Verritorinls, and bj uoianial

vroopu* -ere ia sufficient toutarlal on hand to supply seiaJLJi

-editionary i>'or«a. '
.

Tbm above are' incomplete attavay :b av-o questions,

and the undersized is pr rittj *rt on th tswtion,

iaamlliitta^ Train oblliitation of the British forces to

cover «aore fully t aid other \mzlhw questions. .is report

j.j not read? at present, ewiajg to incomplete deval ota el the

organisation of the How Aray, and incomplete InJTernatlo Latiaa

thereto

.

in gaaaral it fowiy bo said that n< 3 months after

tJss beginning oi" *ar, the Jow Ar«y ia about 300,000 short in

mitibera; the training af the grantor part has net »re^ressad

ami eu'ttalion drills; a large auabar ara not nnaed or provided

,h unifonua; the force ia sadly deficient in onpuhle officers

and non-ooiWiiiaaionod officers, cuunv large has so far

failed to jjraap the seriousness of the task aofor;

>" it ! ;<ui' i cieut earn us .ne»:>. » ensures ore hovovur, being

taken

•ft.
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taken to ovuryorao thoHw <Uji'ioionoi»a. ueh ^ro^rc-aa htio already

bean i&ade eonalduring ounaitiomi at outbreak of war, <uici wo may

expect another «l aontha to tu&a n $?•££ taqprevaaant in the

eff ioiancy of the N«H Aruy, una perhaps to MAVert it into a

formidable fighting force.
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REPRIIIT PROM THE "DEyXSCRE REVUE" OF OCTOBER, 1914.

OK fAfi ABE POLITICS

Professor Pr. Schiemann.

The correspondent of an Italian paper, who stayed in Berlin
while the victorious combats of our troops in the East and the
West appeared to reach their climax - since which time, however,
they have been almost thrown in the shade "by new successes in
battle - attempts to draw for his readers a picture of the
physiognomy of Jerlin in these days. What has made the greatest
impression upon him is the expression of inward happiness which
is revealed in the faces of the crovrds thronging the streets
and nowhere speaks more plainly than in the rapt smile ' h
plays on the lips of the mustered-in Lan&wehrmah- That is in
fact true, and every day we have occasion to remark the same anew.

In the underground railway, where the wife with her to
little ones in gala dress gives escort to her husband, called
into the field - evidently people of some small property out in
the country; among the ranks of the reservists on the v;ay to re-
ceive their clothing outfits; in the shining eyes of the mustered-
in cadet, - everywhere is the same picture: joy to be able to
stake one's life for the Fatherland novels over them like a
radiance. The consciousness of a high aim, against a world of
enemies, gives their souls a buoyancy that bears them far above
the thoughts ruling commonplace life. It is a host dedicated
to God and the ] iherland . They look up to their Sr^eror, who
fulfills the grave responsibility of his imperial office not
only in himself on the battlefield and in counsel with his
generals and statesmen, but also through his six cons, whoa
without exception he has allowed to take part in all the perils
and hardships of the war. All this has never been before; even
lB7u pales beside the reality of 1914. It is unthinkable that
this conviction and this heroism shall not in the end be crowned
with a glorious success.

has come upon us the heavy trouble brought by the in-
vasion of the Russian incendiary hordes in defenceless East
Prussia. ear Hohenstein. Tannenberg, and Qrtelsberg we have
inflicted annihilating defeTTT'upon the Russian ascendancy, and
taken 90,000 unwounded Russians prisoners. That was a success
of which the history of war has not the equal. it we may
confidently predict that before these lines come to our readers 1 -

eyes, the last Russian will have been driven from the soil of
East rruseia, and from fch&t time on, as in the West, further
fighting will be done in the enemy's country and at the enemy's
cost. In the meantime, our gallant allies of the Austro-Hungarian
army in a week-long combat have given the Eussir-ns a defeat in
Galicia like the other; and if ttow they have yielded the un-
fortified "jemberg in their center to the Russians, we believe
that the signs can already \jq recognized of the time when the
beaten Russian troops will retire in haste. There, as in Prussia,
it was their best regiments who Buffered heavily or surrendered.
We shall see what further they will do in the field.

In the '.Vest we ha\e b d regularly at I
t one bulletin

of success every day. -ris is already threatened, Rheims
fallen, and new events are preparing eastward of t aris. j.t is
a rivalry in valor, tactical and strategical foresight, and zeal.
One can ell say, however, that no success hat caused such re-
joicing as the defeat of the English at nAaubeuge and . . uentin
on the 28th of August. The English cavalry brigade which Wt
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taught there to know the weight of a German blow, was composed
of the most distinguished and select regiments which England
possesses, the pride of the nation, who sought to escape in
wild flight; only a few of them found refuge in ^anhauge T

whose
capitulation to us disarmed 40. ) of the enemy. It is against
England and Russia thatTHr"Wrathful indignation of our people
is mainly directed. -Vita Russia one hates barbarism and
oriental perfidy, with England the fathomless hypocrisy of her
political leaders and the cynicism with which the entire nation
disregards the provisions of international law, to whose fra -

ing the noblest minds of all ages have devoted their life work.
Truly, one hardly knows to which one of the three originators
of this world war to award the palm: Sir Zdward Grey, Laymond
ioincare, or Iswolski. All three together have their political
manifestation in falseness.

rln the excellent weekly conducted
by xaul Hohrbach and Ernst Jackh "Greater Germany", is given
a literal translation of the speech in the xlouse of Commons in
which Sir Edward Grey took pains to insinuate that his policy
was justified and at the same time the most advantageous for
England. He received tumultuous applause, and the English
nation have taken the bloodguilt of this war upon their own
heads and their children's.

Since then his utterances have been exposed by publica-
tions in the Ilorddeutsche Allgemeine Seitung, point by point,
as lies, nothing is left of them- But the Prime minister
Asquith, the leaders of the opposition, Bonar Law and Balfour,
hold fast to the untrue thesis of Grey, and the nation follows
them. The latest storm in the House of Commons was not aroused
by differences of opinion on the war question but by strife over
Home Rule, which Balfour thought to postpone to the Greek /lalends

offhand - Redmond, who persists in his false role, and the Irish
nationalists oppose, Asquith tries to mediate, but the result
will be that home Hull will shrink into a shadow, only the
defeat of England will bring a solution.

The best that has been published regarding the origin and
motives of the war w« find in the communication which the Imper-

ial Chancellor, speaking for his Majesty, has given out to the
great American press-associations, the "United iress" and the

"Associated Press". Hot a word there too many or too few.

There speaks tho compelling voice of truth, which when
must tear away the whole web of lies that has been spun around

us, provided one have the will to learn the truth. In the

United otates of America and in all English Colonies and depend-

encies, the cress of England for more than a decade has been

trained to so strong an anti-German attitude in all political
questions that it 1s indeed a moral obligation for them to get

free from this ban. I are not wrong in thinking that a

political mistake on our part it evident here, ft haie done

practically nothing to represent our interests in the foreign

press; the means sufficient for this important work have hitherto

always been refused the Foreign Office, while it is well known

with what considerable means the leaders of the anti-German
conspiracy have worked in -aria, London, and Petersburg. The

most influential foreign papers also have been directly in-

fluenced by them. To find an example one thinks of t L
art

which tho influence of the French Ambassador in Home 9 iarrere

hai played in the Italian press, iiext to Sir lidward Grey, as

soon as Germany's success is assured, Monsieur Kaymond .oinoare

and iierr Iswolski will have reached the end of their political

career. They were great so long as it sufficed to weave intrigues

in the dark, before the political reality broke them to pieces;

quite the name as ...onsieur Lelcasse will a second time to down.

A Garabetta career ?
: 11 not be accorded to him. The men of today

of Bordeaux, the president, his ministers and the deputies, to

whom the advice has been given to remove themselves from the
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unavoidable catastrophe which threatens Paris, are in reality
great nullities, great speculators. The patriotism of a
Gambetta, which is still highly esteemed in Germany, they do
not know; they will be overtaken "by the fate which they have
brought upon themselves, weighed and found wanting. Mene tekel
upharsin.

Glancing now in conclusion at the diplomatic situation, the
efforts of the three allied xowers to gain new allies has only
partially succeeded. s admit by way of exception that Japan
is sincere in declaring that she would not Lake part in Ear ope.
Up to the present not a single Japanese has reached Russia by
the way through Siberia and no Japanese manofwar is on the way
to bring help to England in the Forth Sea. The yellow gentle-
men have business nearer at hand which lies close to the heart.
The threat enings of the engagements which have been made with, a
view to secure Turkey for the Triple Alliance (for there is
now only one triple alliance) have entirely miscarried. There
has also been no success in inciting Greece against Turkey.
Both Powers are trying to come to an understanding on the
question of the islands which lie between them. In Italy,
which by half coaxing and half threatening the three Powers
would win over to commit the crime of falling upon Austria in
the rear, this demand has been definitely rejected. Italy re-
mains neutral ,and Germany, , oil as Austro -Hungary, having
in consideration the difficult conditions with which Italy at
home as well as abroad has to deal, not only recognizes her
attitude but also approves it. In Italy it appears that they
have labored through to an acknowledgement which Irince Bulow
has briefly formulated in the following way: n The Italian
position as a great Power, independence , and unity stand and
fall with the German standing as Powers.'1 May one not hold
with almost equal right that the same may be said of Rcumania's
independence?Under the attraction jxooKaox of Russian promises
it vacillates here and there, but when has Russia kept to any
political agreement which was unfavorable to her and what means
more to her in Roumania than a tor oughfare to Sofia or Constanti-
nople?

That .Bulgaria could join herself to Russia we hold to be
already out of the question, ' in spite of the constant efforts
of Kussian and French diplomacy. Although the large money
outlay with which both Powers work may not remain without ef-
fect, the good sense of the patriotic man who is at the helm
outweighs it.

Spain and rortugal remain neutral but incline to Prance
and England. So remain still the four Germanic states in the
north. olland and Denmark maintain a position of cool
neutrality, Horway hoi ' to correct attitude and in Swedtn

may count upon irm sympathy but not aid and co-operation,
although the entrance of Sweden into the combat might load
back to the ion as seat ?< , ich she lost in the
18th century. ... in - >Q .udolf P.jcilen,

which manifests alitical in fc: "The >r ers
of the Present" (Die Grossmachte der Gegenwart - publisfetd by
Teubner 1914) did not also devote a obaptez to tl of

second rank Lr future possibilit' ' have
hearo ritei : on Swedish politii illing-
ly because of the demonstration L, histor-
ic.o..-, statistical handbook: "3chwe<3 . i Ls., teholm 1913 )-

issued under tl ispices of the Swe ,
the

great material tnd moral stimulation existing on . 1 \. oil
shows the many-sided and steady development of a healthy national
power.

A3 in the chot^of the ancient tragedies, these neutrals
ponder the probable outcome in ihltsi e. They reckon;
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seven against two and know not how to apply the moral factor
which will play a prominent part in the decision. Neither do
they see that dark choir of vengeful spirits who have drawn
their strength from the unmoral policy of our enemies. North
and Central Africa which, with grinding teeth, groan under the
yoke imposed upon them "by France and Belgium; Egypt which
awaits her hour; India where the inconceivable has come to
pass in that the leading spirits of Islam and the Hindoos
have joined hands to free themselves from the English tyrants —
all these cry out for recompense, and for redress calls also
everything in "Holy Russia" which by an incompetent dynasty
and ignorant bureaucracy is put to bloody torture and injured
in its noblest feelings. The development of the v;orld is fac-
ing a new course; we await the decision expectantly, and try
with all the force in us inherent to help bring about the
triumph of right. What are the powers working against us in
Russia has been set forth recently in a book in English by the
wellknown, and not always recognized under his pseudonym, Count
Paul Wassili, bearing the title "Kinter dem Yorhang des rus-
sischen Hofes™ ("Behind the veil of the Russian Court"). Never
have conditions in Petersburg in regard to the characteristics
of the Czar, the Grand Dukes, and the leading Russian circle
been set forth with less reserve or, we may emphasize, more
reliably. Whited sepulchres are uncovered there, lustrous
greatness where no real greatness is; and one must despair
of the world should the victory in the mighty contest of these
fateful days fall to them. We have already marked at one point
in the east the rule of Nemesis. For is it not a wonderful
outcome of history that the first great decision between east
and west should have taken place at that Tannenberg which on
the 15th of July, 1410, witnessed the defeat of the Teutonic
Order? The army hordes of King Vladislav, Jagiellos and
Wit olds of Lithuania consisted in major part of Russians and
Tartars and their victory brought about the loss to the
German nation of their colonial settlements on the Baltic as
far as Narva. The future of the two branches of the Teutonic
Order in Prussia and Livonia lay in their ability to secure
their territorial occupancy upon a broad basis. After a century-
long contest, this end was accomplished. Szamaiten, the present
governments Kowno and Grodno, W&k captured and with^fcae* the
union of the two branches of the Order in one geographical whole
finally became possible. But the defeat of the Prussian Order
broke up the connection and the Livonians not joining in until
after the decision, were too weak to reverse it. Szamaiten re-
mained a Polish-Lithuanian possession and thereby was the final
doom of both branches of the Order sealed. The Prussian branch zvnd
-w«re- secularized in 1525 as a vassal state of roland , the Livon-
ian survived until 1562 and then fell a prey to foreigners,
Danes, Swedes, Poles and Russians, after being ravaged far more
wickedly than at any point of East Prussia today. Since then,
however, that Szamaiten has become the door through which all
the enemies of Prussia and Germany have made their entrance.

Through there the Empress Elizabeth Petrovna sought to
deal Friedrich the Great a death blow and when in 1805 Alexander I
undertook to execute the artful design which would make Prussia
a vassal of Russia, Szamaiten was the door through which he had
determined to break in. So it was with the Emperor Nicholas I.
When in 1848 he tried to compel Prussia to attach herself to the
absolutist system he, as an autographed note of the Czar shows,
thought by forcing his way from Szamaiten into Prussia and" by
immediate occupation of East Prussia as far as the Vistula" to
bend Friedrich Wilhelm IV to his will. Nothing came out of
that ; but the infamous day of Olmlitz would not have been pos-
sible without the open door of Szamaiten. Now the greatgrand-
child of Nicholas I tries to realize the purpose of his ancestor.
At Hohenstein and Tannenberg and the ^iasurischen Swamps his

/
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armies have had to bleed for it r and Russian prisoners may
now within our fortifications and concentration camps meditate
over the Vistula of tiie^ time.

3ut for us there is another thought. East ^russia should
not keep her present open boundaries. She must have a barrier
to the north and east which she may defend and rely upon in
security.

3erlin, 12. Sept ember 1914




